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Adaptive Sampling and Statistical Inference for Anomaly Detection
Tingshan Huang
Advisors: Drs. Nagarajan Kandasamy and Harish Sethu
Given the rising threat of malware and the increasing inadequacy of signature-based solutions,
online performance monitoring has emerged as a critical component of the security infrastructure of
data centers and networked systems. Most of the systems that require monitoring are usually large-
scale, highly dynamic and time-evolving. These facts add to the complexity of both monitoring
and the underlying techniques for anomaly detection. Furthermore, one cannot ignore the costs
associated with monitoring and detection which can interfere with the normal operation of a system
and deplete the supply of resources available for the system. Therefore, securing modern systems
calls for efficient monitoring strategies and anomaly detection techniques that can deal with massive
data with high efficiency and report unusual events effectively.
This dissertation contributes new algorithms and implementation strategies toward a significant
improvement in the effectiveness and efficiency of two components of security infrastructure: (1)
system monitoring and (2) anomaly detection. For system monitoring purposes, we develop two
techniques which reduce the cost associated with information collection: i) a non-sampling tech-
nique and ii) a sampling technique. The non-sampling technique is based on compression and
employs the best basis algorithm to automatically select the basis for compressing the data accord-
ing to the structure of the data. The sampling technique improves upon compressive sampling,
a recent signal processing technique for acquiring data at low cost. This enhances the technique
of compressive sampling by employing it in an adaptive-rate model wherein the sampling rate for
compressive sampling is adaptively tuned to the data being sampled. Our simulation results on
measurements collected from a data center show that these two data collection techniques achieve
small information loss with reduced monitoring cost. The best basis algorithm can select the basis
in which the data is most concisely represented, allowing a reduced sample size for monitoring. The
adaptive-rate model for compressive sampling allows us to save 70% in sample size, compared with
the constant-rate model.
xiv
For anomaly detection, this dissertation develops three techniques to allow efficient detection
of anomalies. In the first technique, we exploit the properties maintained in the samples of com-
pressive sampling and apply state-of-the-art anomaly detection techniques directly to compressed
measurements. Simulation results show that the detection rate of abrupt changes using the com-
pressed measurements is greater than 95% when the size of the measurements is only 18%. In our
second approach, we characterize performance-related measurements as a stream of covariance ma-
trices, one for each designated window of time, and then propose a new metric to quantify changes
in the covariance matrices. The observed changes are then employed to infer anomalies in the sys-
tem. In our third approach, anomalies in a system are detected using a low-complexity distributed
algorithm when only steams of raw measurement vectors, one for each time window, are available
and distributed among multiple locations. We apply our techniques on real network traffic data and
show that these two techniques furnish existing methods with more details about the anomalous
changes.

11. Introduction
This dissertation develops new algorithmic strategies for system monitoring and anomaly de-
tection for improved security and reliability. It borrows from and contributes to three fields: signal
processing, data science and system security. Our contribution to signal processing is through en-
hanced techniques based on recent ideas in compressive sampling to accomplish resource-efficient
system monitoring. Our contribution to data science stems from improved efficiency in the real-time
detection of changes in the features of a data stream. Our contribution to system security arises from
the application of the techniques developed in the aforementioned fields for intrusion detection and
system reliability.
Given the rising threat of malware and the increasing inadequacy of signature-based solutions,
online performance monitoring has emerged as a critical component of the security infrastructure
of data centers and networked systems. In fact, the last few years have seen a significant shift in the
security industry—from solutions based on end-system anti-virus products to network-wide mon-
itoring of anomalies [1, 2]. Recent well-known intrusions have further accelerated this trend and
led to wide acknowledgment of the need for anomaly detection for effective system security [3, 4].
FireEye Inc., a company that provides anomaly detection solutions, has increased its revenue by
50% in just 2014 [5]. Detection of anomalous patterns and mitigation actions in response to anoma-
lies are now considered integral to effective system monitoring. Such monitoring helps establish
a foundation of security and has become imperative in almost all variety of systems vulnerable to
security threats—a data center, a cloud computing infrastructure, computers on a LAN, or routers
and systems in the Internet.
System monitoring provides system administrators the information necessary to assess and im-
prove their current security state. With monitored information, system administrators can proac-
tively report and repair system vulnerabilities. The monitored information can also be stored to
serve as a detailed log, allowing system managers to browse historical data to identify and uncover
the details of an attack or a system failure. Besides, the monitoring drives long-term decisions such
2as capacity planning to improve the overall utilization of system resources.
The growing Internet of Things makes system monitoring challenging. As more devices are
connected to the Internet, a system becomes more vulnerable to designed attacks. Many everyday
appliances such as printers and air conditioners have become possible gateways for malware, leading
to a strikingly increased number of data breach incidents over the last few years [6]. Furthermore,
most of these systems that require monitoring are usually large-scale, highly dynamic and time-
evolving. This fact adds to the complexity of both monitoring and the underlying techniques for
anomaly detection. Therefore, securing modern systems calls for efficient monitoring strategies
and anomaly detection techniques that can deal with massive data with high efficiency and report
unusual events effectively.
This dissertation contributes new algorithms and implementation strategies toward a signifi-
cant improvement in the effectiveness and efficiency of two components of security infrastructure:
system monitoring and anomaly detection. For system monitoring purposes, we propose two tech-
niques which reduce the cost associated with information collection. One of our proposed tech-
niques is based on compression, a non-sampling technique. The new idea of this technique is to
automatically select the basis for compressing the data according to the structure of the data. Our
second technique for resource-efficient system monitoring is a sampling technique which improves
upon compressive sampling, a recent signal processing technique for acquiring data at low cost.
This technique enhances the technique of compressive sampling by employing it in an adaptive-rate
model wherein the sampling rate for compressive sampling is adaptively tuned to the data being
sampled. For anomaly detection, we propose to apply state-of-the-art anomaly detection techniques
directly on the compressed form of data. Furthermore, we develop a new metric based on principal
component analysis (PCA) to quantify the anomalous state of a system and use this metric to detect
anomalies.
In the rest of this chapter, we introduce the background that forms the foundation of this work,
related research and an extended summary of the contributions of this dissertation. Section 1.1
introduces the challenges of system monitoring and describes the model assumed in this dissertation.
Section 1.2 presents the techniques of applying compression and compressive sampling for system
monitoring in details. Section 1.3 covers the development of anomaly detection techniques and
3related research using PCA. Section 1.4 presents two proposed strategies for system monitoring
that are based on compression and compression sampling respectively. Section 1.5 summarizes the
contributions of this dissertation for anomaly detection.
1.1 Resource-efficient system monitoring
Consider a data center with hardware/software sensors recording performance-related data of
the system as shown in Figure 1.1. The monitoring information may include hardware factors such
as the runtime state of devices, software factors such as network activity within the data center and
memory usage of virtual machines, and environmental factors such as the temperature at different
locations. The collected information is then transmitted over a network to a monitoring station
where data analysis and visualization are performed before the information is stored.
These measurements are important for making decisions on thermal systems and workload re-
distribution of the data center. Therefore it is important that the collected information should reflect
the real-time status of the data center. However, collecting these measurements has its costs. Sen-
sors that add sensing-related code within the application code to monitor the performance-related
data can easily interfere with the online application. Transmitting the collected information over
the network consumes network bandwidth. Furthermore, if the sensors communicate with the mon-
itoring station over a wireless network, both the act of collecting information at the sensors and
transmitting the collected information over the wireless network consume power. Logging the data
for future use, such as analysis aimed at capacity planning, consumes disk space. It is therefore
desirable for the monitoring system to minimize the above-described costs.
As shown in Figure 1.2, there are two major categories of techniques for monitoring: monitor-
ing with known correlation and monitoring with unknown correlation. In monitoring with known
correlation, the relationship between performance-related measurements is assumed to be known
and exploited to reduce the cost of monitoring. In monitoring with unknown correlation, the rela-
tionship between performance-related measurements to be collected is unknown, and each one of
the performance-related factors is monitored independently.
4Figure 1.1: The system monitoring model in the case of monitoring a data center.
Figure 1.2: Categorization of methods for system monitoring and anomaly detection. The categories
to which the proposed methods of this dissertation belong are enclosed in the dotted lines.
51.1.1 Monitoring with known correlation
In the first category of monitoring techniques, performance-related measurements are consid-
ered as multiple variables that are correlated, and their correlation is assumed to be known prior
to the monitoring. This correlated relationship is exploited during the data collection to reduce
monitoring cost.
Consider a data center where environmental measurements (e.g., the fan temperature) and soft-
ware/hardware factors (e.g., the CPU utilization and power usage of each machine) are collected
at physically distributed remote sensors and then transmitted to a monitoring station for analysis.
The monitoring factors are correlated. For example, temperature readings are similar at nearby lo-
cations. When the CPU utilization of a machine is high, so is its fan temperature and power usage.
The correlation between measurements can be exploited to reduce the cost associated with the data
collection at each sensor as well as the cost associated with transmitting the data to the monitoring
station.
Clustering is one of the methods that exploit the correlation between measurements to reduce
the size of data transmitted over the network [7, 8, 9, 10]. This method divides sensors into subsets,
and sensors whose measurements are correlated are put in the same subset. These subsets are also
referred to as clusters. Within each cluster, one sensor is selected as the cluster head, and each
sensor only needs to communicate to its cluster head. The cluster head is responsible for collecting
the raw data, i.e., measurements from all the other sensors in its cluster, and sending the aggregated
information to the monitoring station. Instead of using fixed cluster heads, techniques discussed
in [11, 12, 13, 14] apply self-organization to dynamically assign a cluster head to each cluster.
The aggregation of the raw data performed by the cluster head exploits the correlation within the
data to reduce information redundancy [15, 16]. Therefore, the size of the aggregated data is smaller
than the overall size of the raw data collected by all the sensors. As a result, the size of the data
transmitted over the network and then logged at the monitoring station can be reduced significantly
by employing the clustering method.
The monitoring cost can be further reduced by reducing the cost associated with the data collec-
tion at each sensor. For example, methods such as distributed compression [17, 18] and distributed
6source coding [19, 20] can be employed at sensors within the same cluster to gather correlated
data. It has also been proposed that some sensor nodes can be turned off, or go to sleep, to reduce
sampling cost [21, 22].
1.1.2 Monitoring with unknown correlation
In the second category wherein the correlation between measurements is unknown, each of the
performance-related measurements has to be collected independently. Without any assumption on
the correlation between measurements, techniques in this category can be applied on a broader
range of data. One straightforward method is to log the mean value of data over each fixed period
of time. This method uses a sliding time window with a predetermined length, and records the
mean of the monitored data within each time window. The series of mean values are then used for
data analysis [23]. While it is easy to implement and requires low memory, this method has a few
drawbacks. First, the output of averaging is sensitive to the window length. A larger window size
leads to a smoother data series, while interesting data patterns within each time window get erased
by the act of averaging. Besides, to calculate the mean, it is necessary to aggregate all the observed
data within a time window. However, such aggregation is impractical for some applications. For
example, inspecting every packet passing through each router of a backbone network for network
traffic monitoring causes unacceptable delay [24].
One traditional strategy for monitoring is random sampling [25, 26], where each one of the
data points is chosen to be collected with a probability that is predetermined by the sampling rate.
Random sampling is widely used because it requires very little memory consumption and CPU
power on the monitoring nodes. In the case of traffic monitoring, random sampling can be applied
on the packets to examine the ongoing traffic without impairing the network traffic. However, the
technique of random sampling can be biased for some applications [25]. When a monitoring system
is used to estimate flow statistics, a router keeps the statistics of active flows that are passing through.
The obtained result is useful for network monitoring and accounting, and helps identify anomalies
in the network. Using random sampling, packets that belong to a larger traffic flow are more likely
to be sampled than those which belong to a small flow. As a result, the estimated flow distribution
using the randomly selected samples is biased toward larger flows. Data with such bias can lead to
7incorrect decisions by network operators [27].
Sampling with priority is another technique used to remove the bias mentioned above [28].
Given an ultimate goal for monitoring, the sampling rate for each data series is adjusted based on
the contribution of the data to the goal. For example, Meng et al. propose a method in [29] to
detect violations that are defined as extreme values exceeding some threshold in the performance-
related measurements of data centers. The sampling rate is updated dynamically: it is increased
when the likelihood of detecting a violation is high, and decreased when the likelihood of detecting
a violation is low. Similarly, Wang et al. propose the Residual-Geometric sampling for monitoring
the distribution of network traffic flow at a router [30]. In this sampling strategy, a packet belonging
to a new traffic flow is sampled with a predetermined probability, while packets belonging to the
existing traffic flows are always sampled. The collected samples are then used to estimate traffic
flow distribution, and the estimation result is more accurate than is possible with random sampling.
The techniques of sampling with priority are, however, application specific, and it is difficult to
extend them for other applications.
1.2 Resource-efficient system monitoring using compression and compressive sampling
In this dissertation, we consider the following two methods for monitoring: compression and
compressive sampling. These two methods are monitoring techniques with unknown correlations
and therefore can be applied universally. In particular, compression is a non-sampling method,
while compressive sampling is a sampling method. They have been widely applied for they allow a
good reconstruction of the original data with small sample sizes.
1.2.1 Resource-efficient system monitoring using compression
The system monitoring using compression involves five steps, as shown in Figure 1.3. The
first four steps are implemented by the sensors, and the last step is carried out at the monitoring
station. In the first two steps, the data is collected and then transformed into another basis. Next, the
coefficients in the new basis that are the largest in magnitude are preserved as the compressed form
of the original data. The compressed data is then sent to the monitoring station. In the final step,
8Figure 1.3: The system monitoring model using compression.
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Figure 1.4: The form of data at different stages of the monitoring model using compression. (a) the
original data to be collected. (b) the representation of the data in the Haar wavelet basis. (c) the
compressed form of the data after applying thresholding on the coefficients. (d) the reconstructed
data after applying inverse wavelet transform on the compressed form of data.
inverse transform is applied on these coefficients to approximate the original data. An example of
the data at different stages of this monitoring model is shown in Figure 1.4.
The technique of compression exploits the property of sparsity, which shows how concisely the
data can be expressed in one basis [31]. Under the basis in which the data is more sparsely repre-
sented, fewer coefficients need to be preserved in the compressed form. Therefore, it is desirable to
find a basis in which the data to be collected is sparse.
9Figure 1.5: The system monitoring model using compressive sampling
1.2.2 Resource-efficient system monitoring using compressive sampling
Compressive sampling, also known as compressive sensing or compressed sensing, is a sam-
pling technique that guarantees accurate reconstruction of sparse data from only a small amount of
samples [32]. Similar to compression, a compressed form of the original data is obtained in the
sampling process. However, the sampling process of compressive sampling is simply multiplying
the original data in the form of a vector with a sensing matrix. Besides, the number of the resulting
samples is far fewer than the length of the original data. Reconstruction algorithms are applied on
the obtained samples to approximate the original data. A class of reconstruction algorithms called
basis pursuit or iterative hard thresholding pursuit (HTP) [33] is used to reconstruct the original
data. The model of monitoring using compressive sampling consists of three steps, as shown in
Figure 1.5. In the first two steps, the sensors sample the data in a compressed form and send the
compressed data to the monitoring station. In the final step, the monitoring station applies the re-
construction algorithm to recover the original data from the samples. Using the same original data
as in Figure 1.4, we show in Figure 1.6 the compressed form of data and the reconstructed data in
the monitoring model using compressive sampling.
Two sets of bases, the sensing basis and the representation basis, are used in compressive sam-
pling. The sensing matrix for collecting the data is composed of the sensing basis, and the represen-
tation basis is for representing the data. The compressive sampling theory is based on two properties
associated with these two bases, the sparsity property of the data in the representation basis and the
property of incoherence between the sensing basis and the representation basis. The sparsity prop-
erty allows the data to be sparsely represented in the representation basis. When the sensing and
representation bases are uncorrelated or incoherent, a spike in one basis will be represented as a
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Figure 1.6: The form of data at different stages of the monitoring model using compressive sam-
pling. The original data is the same as in Figure 1.4. (a) the sampled data that is also in the com-
pressed form. (b) the reconstructed data after applying reconstruction algorithm on the compressed
form of data.
spread-out waveform in the other. For example, the Dirac delta basis and the Fourier basis are
incoherent. In this case, data shown as a spike in the Dirac basis is spread out when represented
in the Fourier basis. When the sensing and representation bases are incoherent, using the sensing
basis to sample the data that is sparsely represented in the representation basis is also referred to
as incoherent sampling. The property of incoherence allows us to capture the useful information
content embedded in the data and condense it into a small amount of data by incoherent sampling.
Reconstruction of the original data using HTP is considered to be exact with high probability if
the sample size is greater than a lower bound defined by the sparsity and the coherence [34]. Typi-
cally, when the coherence as well as the sparsity are small, we need only a few samples to recover
the original data exactly with high probability. It is therefore desirable to find a representation basis
in which the data to be collected is sparse and a sensing basis that has small coherence with the
representation basis.
1.2.3 Comparing compression and compressive sampling
Both compressive sampling and compression exploit the sparsity property. Since the sample
size as a result of compression and compressive sampling is small, the network bandwidth required
to transmit the samples to the monitoring station is reduced and so is the hard-disk space required
to store them. When operators wish to analyze the original data, there is a way to use numerical
optimization to reconstruct the full-length data from the sample set. However, these two methods
are fundamentally different.
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In compression, the original data is transformed into the representation basis, and the obtained
coefficients are sorted to get the compressed form of the original data. The sampling process of
compressive sampling, which is multiplying the data with a sensing matrix to obtain the compressed
form, is comparatively simpler with a smaller sampling overhead. As a result, the simple sampling
process of compressive sampling can significantly reduce the intrusion of monitoring on the system.
The sample size as a result of compressive sampling, nonetheless, can be larger than that of com-
pression. The reconstruction of compressive sampling is more complex compared with the inverse
transformation employed by compression.
1.3 Anomaly detection
Anomaly detection is a technique that can detect attacks and unusual states of a system. It has
been widely applied in system monitoring, such as intrusion detection in a network [35] and in a
cloud computing environment [36]. Anomalies are data patterns that do not conform to a well de-
fined notion of normal behavior. These anomalous patterns are usually caused by malicious attacks
on a network (e.g., denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, port scans), system breakdown, or measurement
faults. For example, a DoS attack can lead to a sudden increased number of requests to one server.
The occurrence of a hardware fault in one single machine can lead to run-time computing failures in
the cloud computing system. Many of these anomalies can be a threat to the health of a system. It is
critical for system operators to apply anomaly diagnosis to detect these unusual patterns promptly
and accurately, and identify the irregularities automatically.
Anomaly detection along with anomaly identification and classification constitute anomaly di-
agnosis, as shown in Figure 1.2. Anomaly identification and classification are also known as root
cause analysis. Anomaly detection systems monitor performance-related features and send alarm
messages whenever an abnormal change of any kind is observed. Root cause analysis tries to clas-
sify the anomaly based on characteristics of the anomalous pattern and identify the underlying
cause.
Intuitively, anomaly detection seems no more difficult than performing a comparison: use exist-
ing statistical-analysis techniques to compare the performance-related measurements with a statisti-
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cal model of normal behavior, and generate an output if there exist any statistical outliers. However,
there are many pitfalls in this intuition. First, it is difficult to get statistical definitions of normal
behaviors. Traffic of a backbone network, for example, varies significantly all the time, and change
of settings at the routers can lead to different traffic patterns. Besides, the normal behavior of a
system keeps evolving all the time, thus it may take a long time to find a normal pattern. Even if
we have a model for the normal pattern, the detection result is sensitive to detection settings such
as the boundary between normal and abnormal behaviors. Furthermore, limitations on available
measurements will degrade the performance of an anomaly detection system.
With these challenges, two basic categories of techniques have been developed for anomaly
detection as shown in Figure 1.2: signature-based and statistic-based.
1.3.1 Signature-based techniques for anomaly detection
Signature-based techniques detect anomalies by looking for a pattern that matches signatures
of known anomalies [36]. In [37], Feather et al. use a signature matching mechanism to detect
failures of an Ethernet network. Moore et al. use the property of address uniformity in several
popular DoS toolkits to diagnose DoS in [38]. Violation detection in data centers detects anomalies
that are defined as extreme values exceeding a threshold [29]. Many software systems and toolkits
for network security, such as Bro and Snort proposed in [39] and [40], have been developed based
on signature-based techniques. However, techniques in this category have the limitation that they
can only detect the known anomalies and thus compromise system security when some unknown
anomalies occur in the system.
1.3.2 Statistic-based techniques for anomaly detection
The statistic-based techniques do not require any prior knowledge about the anomalies. Instead,
techniques in this category look for significant changes in short-term statistics of performance-
related data. Therefore, these techniques are also referred to as change detection and can be effective
for both known anomalies and unknown anomalies. Based on the type of anomalies they target, the
methods in this category can be divided into two subtypes: volume anomaly detection and pattern
anomaly detection.
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1. The techniques for volume anomaly detection are the methods that detect unusual volume
changes in the univariate data. Many methods have been proposed to apply statistical tech-
niques to detection volume anomalies. For example, Barford et al. treat anomalies as devi-
ations in the overall traffic volume, and use the traffic variances at different time-frequency
scales to distinguish predictable and anomalous traffic volume changes [41]. It has been pro-
posed to apply a variety of time series forecast models (e.g., ARIMA and Holt-Winters) on
network traffic, and look for traffic flows with large forecast errors to detect traffic anoma-
lies [42, 43, 44, 45]. For example, the AnomalyDetection R package tool recently released
by Twitter on GitHub [45] aims to detect anomalies in time series data. This tool assumes
a smooth transition in normal data series such as activities of uploading photos on Twitter,
and uses seasonal hybrid extreme studentized deviate (S-H-ESD) test to quantify deviation of
a datapoint from its prediction. Datapoints that deviate from their predictions are flagged as
anomalies in seasonal univariate time series. This tool is able to detect both global and local
anomalies that do not necessarily appear to be extreme values.
2. The techniques for pattern anomaly detection are the methods that detect unusual patterns
in the multivariate data. In particular, these techniques explore correlations between differ-
ent measurements and detect anomalies by checking changes of correlation. For example,
Lakhina et al. propose to apply PCA in [46] to explore anomalous deviations in the distribu-
tion of network-wide traffic, and use the deviations to signal, identify and classify anomalies.
Lan et al. [47] employ PCA and independent component analysis (ICA) to extract features
from the data of large-scale systems, apply unsupervised learning on the extracted features,
and identify anomalous nodes of the system as the nodes acting differently from the others.
Guan et al. propose in [48] to exploit the most relevant principal components (MRPCs) to de-
scribe system failures in cloud computing infrastructures, and adaptively identify the detected
anomalies.
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Figure 1.7: Principal components of two-dimensional data.
1.3.3 Principal component analysis for anomaly detection
PCA is a technique for dimension reduction which is widely used for anomaly detection in
network [46, 49, 50, 51], cloud computing infrastructure [48, 52] and other large-scale systems [47].
Given a set of observations that are high-dimensional, applying PCA on the data gives us a set
of orthogonal axes, which are called principal components and along which the observations are
correlated. Furthermore, these principal components are ordered by the strength of correlation
the data exhibits along their directions. The correlation captured by each principal component is
quantified by the variance of the data along its direction. As a result, the first principal component
captures the strongest correlation between the features, the second principal component captures the
second strongest, and so on [53]. Figure 1.7 shows two principal components, PC1 and PC2, as the
result of applying PCA on a two-dimensional dataset. The first principal component, PC1, gives us
the direction along which the data is most correlated.
The performance-related data of a system are inevitably correlated. For example, a correlation
exists between the traffic passing through two neighboring routers. The thermal readings at different
nodes in a sensor network are correlated, and the readings at two nearby nodes are similar. The
response time of an application server is correlated with the CPU utilization of the machine that
hosts the application. Because of such correlations, the number of principal components that capture
the major patterns is usually smaller than the dimension of the original dataset. As a result, we are
able to reduce the dimension of highly correlated datasets and thus reduce the complexity of data
analysis by employing PCA.
Feature extraction using PCA usually involves applying PCA on the datasets to generate a com-
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plete set of principal components. Then, a set of principal components are selected such that they
account for a certain amount of variance exceeding a predetermined threshold [47, 49, 50, 51, 52].
In [49], the principal components that are chosen as the extracted features form the normal subspace,
and the anomalous subspace is composed of the rest of the principal components. An underlying
assumption in [49] is that anomalies exhibit correlations that are different from those captured by
the normal subspace. Based on this assumption, the projection of data without anomalies onto the
normal subspace should be large, while its projection onto the anomalous subspace should be small.
Similarly, the projection of anomalous data onto the anomalous subspace should not be small. The
anomaly detection is implemented by projecting the test data onto the anomalous subspace, and
sending an alert if the projection is above a threshold. This method of applying PCA to construct
normal and anomalous subspaces for anomaly detection is referred to as the subspace method.
1.4 Contribution to resource-efficient monitoring
As shown in Figure 1.2, one part of this dissertation is to develop two simple yet effective mon-
itoring tools. One of the monitoring tools is based on compression, a non-sampling technique. We
term this monitoring tool as C-MON. The other monitoring tool called CS-MON employs compres-
sive sampling, a sampling technique. The technique of compression and compressive sampling are
for monitoring with unknown correlation, and thus our monitoring tools can be applied to monitor
each one of the performance-related measurements. With no assumption on the correlation between
the monitored data, these tools can be applied for general purposes.
1.4.1 C-MON: monitoring using compression in the best basis
In C-MON, compression is applied on performance-related measurements, and the compressed
form of the data is sent to the monitoring station for data analysis. Note that the data can be rep-
resented at different sparsity levels under different bases. In Figure 1.8, we show that the sparsity
of a dataset is different in two wavelet bases. For the basis in which the data is more sparsely rep-
resented, fewer coefficients need to be preserved in the compressed form. Using the same sample
size, both compressive sampling and compression can reconstruct the data with greater fidelity if
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Figure 1.8: The sparsity of data in (a) in two wavelet bases: Haar and db2. (a) An example of
data series reflecting the memory allocated to a virtual machine. (b) Representation of the data in
Haar wavelet basis. (c) Representation of the data in db2 wavelet basis. The data is more concisely
represented in the db2 basis.
we know beforehand the underlying basis in which the data is sparse.
Selecting the appropriate basis under which the measured data is most sparse requires some
experimentation using representative training data from the system. We propose to employ a basis
selection strategy, best basis algorithm, that reduces this burden on the system operator by automat-
ically adapting the representation basis to the structure of the sampled data.
In our design, the best basis should satisfy two conditions. First, the representation of the data
in this basis should be sparse. Second, the approximation error as a result of using the compressed
form of the data in this basis should be small. Considering these two conditions, we formulate a
cost function associated with each candidate basis. There are two terms in this cost function, one
for the sparsity and the other for the approximation error [54]. We then choose the best basis as the
one that minimizes the cost function.
The system monitoring model of C-MON is shown in Figure 1.9. Comparing with the compression-
based monitoring model in Figure 1.3, C-MON has an additional component which implements the
best basis strategy. Given a set of candidate bases, C-MON employs the best basis strategy to find
the basis in which the data can be most sparsely represented. The data is then compressed in this
best basis so that the size of data in its compressed form is the smallest. As a result, the network
traffic for sending the monitored information to the monitoring station is reduced by employing the
best basis strategy.
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Figure 1.9: The system monitoring model of C-MON.
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Figure 1.10: Change in the sparsity level over time for the measurement of memory usage of a
virtual machine in a data center.
1.4.2 CS-MON: monitoring using adaptive-rate compressive sampling
The other monitoring tool we develop in this dissertation, termed CS-MON, applies the tech-
nique of compressive sampling on the data.
The technique of compressive sampling has been widely used for cognitive radio [55, 56, 57,
58], MRI [59, 60, 61, 62], radar imaging [63, 64, 65, 66] and video coding [67, 68, 69] for the
underlying sparsity property of the data. It has been rarely used for system monitoring except
in [70] for the monitoring of wireless sensor networks, in [71] for the monitoring of power systems,
and in [72] for the monitoring of data centers.
In works that apply compressive sampling for system monitoring (e.g., [72]) the sparsity of
the data when represented in the underlying basis is assumed to be constant or bounded over time.
Under such an assumption, one can use a fixed rate for sampling the data. This assumption of a
constant sparsity, however, rarely holds in practice. For example, we measure the memory usage of
a virtual machine in our case study of monitoring a data center. In particular, the data records the
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Figure 1.11: The system monitoring model of CS-MON.
amount of memory allocated by processes in the system using malloc() calls. We find this data to
be sparse in Haar wavelet basis, and plot in Figure 1.10 the sparsity of the data during a 25-hour
period. The sparsity is defined as the percentage of coefficients needed within the Haar wavelet
basis to capture 99% of the information contained within the data. The sparsity of the data varies
significantly over time. So a simple sampling strategy, say one that chooses a fixed rate based
on an upper bound on the sparsity level—between 45-50% in this particular case—incurs a large
sample size. We can perform much better in terms of reducing the number of samples needed by
dynamically increasing or decreasing the sampling rate as the sparsity changes.
In this dissertation, we improve the compressive sampling strategy in Figure 1.5 by adding a
rate adjustment component inspired by the work in [73]. The flow chart for CS-MON, the system
monitoring tool using adaptive-rate compressive sampling, is shown in Figure 1.11. Our idea is that
by collecting some relevant side information from the data—which could have been under or over
sampled during any particular time window—we can estimate the underlying sparsity and predict
it for some succeeding time windows. The number of samples collected over these succeeding
windows can then be adjusted based on the predicted sparsity values. Our goal is to achieve an
overall reduction in sample size without compromising the reconstruction quality.
We apply CS-MON strategy for online monitoring of a data center as a case study. In particular,
we show that to achieve the same reconstruction quality, this monitoring strategy is able to reduce
the sample size by 70% compared with constant-rate compressive sampling. We also use the recon-
structed data of compressive sampling for two cases of anomaly detection: violation detection and
trend detection.
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1. Violation detection. Violations are defined as values that exceed some threshold. These viola-
tions are usually performance-related bottlenecks or anomalies. We use the metric of hit rate
to evaluate the performance of CS-MON. Here, a hit is defined as a spike in the reconstructed
data that matches a similar spike in the original data. Our result shows that this strategy is
able to achieve 90% hit rate using about 30% of the original data.
2. Trend detection. A decreasing or increasing trend in the data can reflect performance dete-
rioration associated with software aging or resource exhaustion. We use a linear model to
fit the reconstructed data, and detect the trend by checking the estimated slope of the linear
model. Our result shows that using around 30% of the original data, we are able to detect the
increasing trend in the measurements collected from our testbed with high confidence.
1.5 Contribution to anomaly detection
1.5.1 Anomaly detection with compressed measurements
Compressive sampling used in the aforementioned CS-MON allows for a very simple sampling
strategy on the local machine. When operators wish to analyze the original signal, there is a way
to use numerical optimization to reconstruct the full-length signal from the sample set. The recon-
structed signal allows for real-time anomaly detection and diagnosis, and also helps drive decisions
of a longer-term nature such as intelligent capacity planning. The recovery process is typically
posed as a linear programming (LP) problem and solved under some sparsity assumptions using
a class of reconstruction algorithms called basis pursuit or iterative hard thresholding pursuit [33].
Though modern LP solvers are quite efficient, each monitoring station may be responsible for recov-
ering and analyzing hundreds of signals belonging to many servers, making it important to reduce
the corresponding overhead.
We propose to apply anomaly detection directly on compressed measurements to reduce the
computational cost incurred by the monitoring station, associated with recovering the original signal
from the sample set and analyzing it for anomalies. Our work makes the following contributions
towards this goal:
• We prove from a theoretical viewpoint that the compressed samples preserve statistical prop-
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erties of the original data such as variance and mean. This result allows for the detection of
abrupt changes and trends by directly analyzing just the compressed samples without having
to reconstruct the full-length signal.
• Since the sampling process is just a linear projection of the original data, we also prove that the
compressed samples approximately preserve spectral properties such as correlation between
data points, the length of the data vectors, as well as the distance between two vectors, under
such a projection. This result allows for well-known anomaly detection methods such as PCA
to be used directly on the compressed samples; performance is almost equivalent to the case
in which the raw data is completely available.
We illustrate the usefulness of the approach via case studies using IBM’s Trade Performance
Benchmark (also known as Trade6). We measure signals from the disk and memory subsystems us-
ing a CS-based sampling strategy, and analyze the compressed samples for possible anomalies. The
first scenario involves detecting abrupt changes in the signal during which the magnitude exceeds
some nominal threshold value. In the second scenario, we wish to detect the gradual deterioration
of system performance, say over hours or days, associated with software aging by statistically an-
alyzing the appropriate signals for the existence of trends [74, 75]. We use a long-running Trade6
application having a small memory leak and evaluate the ability of the approach to estimate a posi-
tive slope in the compressed data even in the presence of seasonal variations and periodicity in the
signal. Finally, we evaluate the efficacy of applying PCA to the compressed samples to detect abrupt
changes in the signal.
Abrupt changes can be detected using a sample size of 25% with a hit rate of 95% for a fixed
false alarm rate of 5%; trends can be detected with a confidence interval of 95% using a sample
size of 6%. Finally, the hit rate achieved by the PCA-based analysis when using the compressed
samples to detect abrupt changes is higher than 95% when the false alarm is fixed at 0.5%. The
corresponding sample size is about 18%. These results point to the feasibility of adopting a two-
step anomaly detection process at the monitoring station: the received compressed data is examined
for possible anomalies; if one is suspected, the relevant portion of the signal is fully reconstructed
to localize and further analyze the anomaly.
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1.5.2 Anomaly detection with the maximum subspace distance
The subspace method proposed in [49] has been widely applied and is shown to be effective in
detecting anomalies for traffic monitoring [49] and for cloud computing security [52]. However, this
method has the following drawbacks [51, 76]: the detection rate of the method is sensitive to the
chosen dimension for the normal subspace, and anomalies that reside within the normal subspace
will be missed by the detection tool.
As mentioned earlier, PCA is applied on a set of training data and then the most dominant prin-
cipal components are selected to form the normal subspace. The dimension of the normal subspace,
or the number of principal components, is selected such that it accounts for a predetermined amount
of variance in the training dataset. In this way, the detection tool proposed in [49] is able to detect
anomalies that do not comply with the correlations captured in the normal subspace. As a result,
the range of anomalies that can be detected relies on the training data and user input of threshold
for the variance that should be captured by the normal subspace. In the following, we refer to this
method as the variance-based subspace method.
Considering these drawbacks associated with the variance-based subspace method, we propose a
new metric named subspace distance to differentiate between two behavior datasets of a system, and
use this metric to detect changes in correlation patterns. More importantly, we show that the value
of our proposed metric explains the significant correlation changes, if any, between the measured
data and the training data. Consequently, this metric provides more information about the detected
anomalies.
We choose the second-order statistics, the covariance matrix, to summarize a system behavior.
By using the covariance matrix, we place no prior assumption on the distribution of measured data.
Besides, the result in [77] shows that anomalies lead to changes in the covariance matrix and that
the deviations in a covariance matrix corresponding to different anomalies are different. Inspired by
work in [77], we aim to develop a general metric to quantify the difference between two covariance
matrices, and use the measured difference to detect and identify anomalies.
The subspace distance is calculated as follows. After applying PCA on the two covariance
matrices, one for each of the system behaviors, we obtain two sets of principal components. We
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(a) Two sets of subspaces (b) The subspace angle.
Figure 1.12: The example of subspace distance between two sets of principal components. (a)
Two sets of principal components: {a1, a2} and {b1, b2}. (b) The subspace angle between a pair of
subsets of principal components when the number of principal components included in each subset
increases from 0 to 2. The subspace angle is maximum when the subspace dimension is 1. The
maximum subspace angle is θ, i.e., the angle between a1 and b1.
then choose a subset from each set of principal components, and calculate the angle between these
two subsets. The subspace distance is the maximum angle between any pair of subsets of principal
components. The two subsets of principal components corresponding to the maximum angle are the
signature patterns of these two system behaviors. In the example shown in Figure 1.12, {a1, a2} and
{b1, b2} are the principal components of two system behaviors. The maximum subspace angle is θ,
the angle between {a1} and {b1}. As a result, the subspace distance between these two behaviors is
θ and is achieved when {a1} and {b1} are chosen as the signature pattern of each behavior.
Particularly, the metric of subspace distance quantifies the difference between correlation pat-
terns of two system behaviors. These two behaviors can be the normal and anomalous behaviors of a
system, in which scenario the metric quantifies the anomalous change in the system behavior. They
can also be the behaviors of a system at different stages, in which scenario the metric quantifies the
change of system status.
Given two system behaviors, one during the training phase and the other one during the test
phase, we derive the maximum subspace distance and obtain two subsets of principal components
corresponding to the maximum subspace distance. We then examine these two subsets of prin-
cipal components for the significant correlation change caused by anomalies occurred during the
test phase. We refer to this method as the distance-based subspace method. In the following, we
present two efficient algorithms that allow us to obtain information about the correlation changes in
centralized and decentralized scenarios.
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The centralized algorithm for subspace distance estimation
The definition of our proposed subspace distance shows that two complete sets of principal
components need to be calculated first. However, it can be computationally expensive to calculate
principal components for datasets with high dimensions (e.g., network flow data from each source
IP address can have up to 232 dimensions). We propose an efficient algorithm that estimates the
subspace distance with much lower computational complexity.
The key ideas of our proposed algorithm are listed below.
1. Reduction of search range. The subspace distance is found by comparing pairs of subsets
of principal components. We prove that the searching range can be reduced from O(N2) to
O(N), where N is the dimension of the measurements.
2. Using only a subset of principal components. Instead of calculating two complete sets of prin-
cipal components, we choose to calculate one principal component for each dataset at a time
using the power iteration method [78]. The order for calculating the principal components is
the same as the significance of these principal components.
3. Simplified computation of subspace angle. We develop a simplified procedure of computing
the subspace angle between any pair of subsets of principal components.
4. Setting a stop condition for searching. To avoid calculating two complete sets of principal
components, we set a stopping condition for the search of subspace distance. We prove that
the stop condition of our algorithm can get us an approximation of the subspace distance with
bounded error.
We validate each of these ideas with mathematical proofs and experimental results. We then de-
velop a centralized algorithm based on these ideas. We show that the estimated subspace distance as
a result of our algorithm is close to the actual subspace distance with significantly lower complexity.
The decentralized algorithm for subspace distance estimation
The data required for computing covariance matrices is usually collected at physically dis-
tributed nodes, such as network traffic at different routers and temperature readings at different
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sensor nodes. In order to perform the centralized algorithm, a data sink is required to collect all the
data from the collection nodes, compute covariance matrices, and run the algorithm.
In a distributed mode where there is no such data sink, a collection node will need to collab-
orate with its neighbors to estimate principal components in a distributed fashion. In this setting,
the covariance matrix is unknown to each node, and the power iteration method for calculating the
principal components has to be implemented in a distributed manner. We propose that this is fea-
sible with Gaussian gossiping [79, 80]. In the decentralized algorithm, each node will only need
to communicate information with its neighbors and estimate its corresponding entry in the princi-
pal components instead of computing the complete vectors of principal components. With partial
knowledge about the principal components, each node can compute the subspace angle in a dis-
tributed fashion and collaborate with its neighbors to estimate the subspace distance. We derive
the tradeoff between the accuracy of the estimation and the volume of communications among the
sensing nodes as a result of our decentralized algorithm.
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2. An Efficient Strategy for Online Performance Monitoring of Datacenters via Adaptive
Sampling
Performance monitoring of datacenters provides vital information for dynamic resource provi-
sioning, anomaly detection, capacity planning and metering decisions. Online monitoring, however,
incurs a variety of costs: the very act of monitoring a system interferes with its performance, con-
suming network bandwidth and disk space. With the goal of reducing these costs of online moni-
toring, this chapter develops and validates a strategy based on adaptive-rate compressive sampling.
It exploits the fact that the signals of interest often can be sparsified under an appropriate represen-
tation basis and that the sampling rate can be tuned as a function of sparsity. We use the Trade6
application as our experimental platform and measure the signals of interest—in our case, signals
pertaining to memory and disk I/O activity—using adaptive sampling. We then evaluate whether
the reconstructed signals can be used for trend detection to track the gradual deterioration of sys-
tem performance associated with software aging. Our experiments show that the signals recovered
by the our methods can be used to detect, with high confidence, the existence of trends within the
original signal. We also evaluate the reconstructed signals for threshold-violation detection wherein
the magnitude of the signal exceeds a preset value. Our experiments show that performance bottle-
necks and anomalies that manifest themselves in portions of the signal where its magnitude exceeds
a threshold value can also be detected using the reconstructed signals. Most importantly, detection
of these anomalies is achieved using a substantially reduced sample size—a reduction of more than
70% when compared to the standard fixed-rate sampling method. The material presented in this
chapter was previously published in [81, 82, 83].
2.1 Introduction
Online performance monitoring of both the IT infrastructure and the physical facility is vital
to ensuring the effective and efficient operation of datacenters [84, 85]. Examples of monitoring
solutions include the Tivoli Monitoring software from IBM for the IT infrastructure [86] and the
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Datacenter Environmental Edge from HP that monitors temperature, humidity, and state of the
power network within the datacenter. The monitored information has a variety of uses. It supplies
the metering data used by pay as you use pricing models for cloud resources. It also drives real-
time performance management decisions such as dynamic provisioning of IT resources to match the
incoming workload, detection and mitigation of performance-related hotspots and bottlenecks, and
fault diagnosis. In the case of intermittent problems that are hard to isolate, browsing back through
historical data can help identify and localize recurring problems affecting the same portion of the IT
infrastructure at different times. The monitored information also drives decisions of a longer-term
nature; for example, intelligent capacity planning that identifies resources that are over-utilized or
under-utilized and aims to improve utilization by adding or removing appropriate resources.
We consider a server cluster wherein software-based sensors embedded within the IT infrastruc-
ture measure various performance-related parameters associated with the cluster. These measure-
ments include high-level metrics such as response time and throughput as well as low-level metrics
such as processor utilization, I/O, memory, and network activity. The information collected by the
sensors is transmitted over a network to a monitoring station for data analysis and visualization. On-
line monitoring, however, incurs a variety of costs. First, the very act of monitoring an application
interferes with its performance. If sensing-related code is merged with the application code, this
change may interfere with the timing characteristics of the application or if sensors execute as sepa-
rate processes, they contend for CPU resources along with the original application. Transmitting the
monitored data over a network consumes bandwidth. Finally, logging the data for future use such
as analysis aimed at capacity planning consumes disk space. So, when monitoring a large-scale
computing system it is desirable to minimize the above-described costs, which is the focus of this
chapter.
Traditional methods of sampling signals use Shannon’s theorem: the sampling rate must be
at least twice the signal bandwidth to capture all the information content present in the signal.
However, the theory of compressive sampling (CS), a recent development in signal processing,
states that we can recover a certain class of signals from the original measurements using far fewer
samples than that used by techniques that rely on Shannon’s theorem [32, 34, 87, 88]. Compressive
sampling contends that many natural signals are sparse in that they have concise representations
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when expressed in the proper basis. This property is used to capture the useful information content
embedded in the signal and condense it into a small amount of data. In other words, one can
acquire these signals from the underlying system directly in a compressed form. From a viewpoint
of reducing the costs associated with monitoring, compressive sampling allows for a very simple
sensing strategy. Rather than tailoring the sensing scheme to the specific signal being measured,
a signal-independent strategy such as randomized sampling can be used, significantly reducing the
intrusion of monitoring on application performance. Also, since signals are acquired directly in
compressed form, the network bandwidth required to transmit these few samples to the monitoring
station is reduced and so is the hard-disk space required to store them. When operators wish to
analyze the original signal, there is a way to use numerical optimization to reconstruct the full-
length signal from the sample set.
We develop and experimentally validate an adaptive sampling strategy within the CS framework
for online monitoring, exploiting the fact that the signals of interest often can be sparsified under
an appropriate representation basis and that the sampling rate itself can be tuned as a function of
sparsity. We use IBM’s Trade6 benchmark, a stock-trading service which allows users to browse,
buy, and sell stocks, as our testbed and subject it to a dynamic workload while measuring signals
pertaining to the memory and disk I/O subsystems. The following two data sampling, encoding,
and signal-recovery strategies are developed and evaluated:
• The sparsity of the data when encoded in a basis function determines the quality of the fi-
nal reconstruction, especially under low sampling rates. Using the data from the testbed,
we show how to find basis functions in which this data can be most concisely represented.
More specifically, we describe a basis selection algorithm called Best Basis that automati-
cally adapts the representation basis to the structure of the underlying signal being sampled.
Using the best-basis algorithm, we develop a strategy called C-MON that takes advantage
of signal compressibility to reduce the data transfer and storage costs associated with online
monitoring.
• When it can be encoded sparsely using an appropriate basis, we show how the signal can
be acquired from the testbed directly in a compressed form. We use adaptive compressive
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sampling where the key idea is to dynamically tune the sampling rate as the signal sparsity
changes: in time windows where the signal is sparse we reduce the sampling rate and in
windows where the signal is less concise the rate is increased, all the while ensuring that the
chosen sampling rate guarantees a user-defined signal recovery quality. At the monitoring
station, the process of recovering the original signal from these samples is posed as a linear
programming problem and solved using the hard thresholding pursuit (HTP) approach. We
term this strategy for online monitoring as CS-MON.
A major benefit offered by adaptive sampling in the context of datacenter operations is in re-
ducing the overhead of generating, storing, and using performance log files for analysis tasks such
as capacity planning, bottleneck detection, and trend forecasting. Here we evaluate the efficacy of
detecting threshold violations and trends using the signals reconstructed via C-MON and CS-MON.
Under the first scenario, the datacenter operator wishes to detect performance-related bottlenecks or
anomalies that manifest themselves as the magnitude of the signal exceeding some nominal thresh-
old value. The performance of the C-MON and CS-MON strategies in this regard is quantified
by a hit-rate metric; we show that by selecting the threshold value appropriately, both strategies
achieve a hit rate of 90% with a false alarm rate of only 0.1%. In the second scenario, the operator
wishes to detect the gradual deterioration of system performance, say over hours or days, associated
with software aging [89]. Common causes involve resource exhaustion due to memory leaks and
bloat, unreleased network sockets and file locks, and unterminated threads. One way of determin-
ing if software aging exists is to statistically analyze the appropriate signals for the existence of
trends [74, 75]. We use a long-running Trade6 application having a small memory leak of about
100 KB/minute, and evaluate the performance of C-MON and CS-MON in terms of their ability to
estimate a positive slope in the reconstructed data (even in the presence of seasonal variations and
periodicity in the signal).
In terms of the sample collection cost, both strategies achieve a notable reduction compared to
fixed-rate sampling. The anomalies described above are detected with high confidence using 12–
25% of the samples from the original signals in the case of CS-MON and less than 5% in the case of
C-MON. We also quantify the computation and storage costs incurred by CS-MON and C-MON to
achieve their respective compression gains, finding that CS-MON imposes significantly less burden
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on the local server resources than the C-MON strategy.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes our experimental testbed. Section 2.3
demonstrates C-MON, the compression of signals generated by the testbed using the Best Basis
algorithm, and Sections 2.4 and 2.5 discuss CS-MON, the compressive sampling of signals using
an adaptive rate strategy. Section 2.6 presents experimental results evaluating the performance of
these strategies in recovering the original signals, and in detecting threshold violation and trends.
Section 2.7 discusses related work and Section 2.8 provides some concluding remarks.
2.2 Experimental Setting
Fig. 2.1(a) shows the system used in our experiments, comprising three servers networked via a
gigabit switch. Virtualization of this system is enabled by VMWare’s ESX Server running a Linux
RedHat kernel. The operating system on the virtual machine (VM) is the SUSE Enterprise Linux
Server Edition. The system hosts IBM’s Trade6 benchmark, a stock-trading application which
allows users to browse, buy, and sell stocks. Users can perform dynamic content retrieval as well as
transaction commitments, requiring database reads and writes, respectively. The application logic
for Trade6 resides within the IBM WebSphere Application Server, which in turn is hosted by the
VM on the server within the application tier. The database component is DB2, hosted on the server
running SUSE Enterprise Linux. The database maintains 500 user accounts and information for
3500 stocks.
We use httperf [90], an open-loop workload generator, to send a mix of buy/browse transactions
to the Trade6 application over a period of 48 hours. The workload traces are synthesized to reflect
realistic operating scenarios such as time-of-day variations as well as bursty traffic where request
rates vary significantly within short time periods. A sample workload is shown in Fig. 2.1(b), having
an average arrival rate of 50 requests per second with a 50/50 mix of buy/browse transactions. Each
data point in the figure represents the aggregated workload in a 30-second interval.
The experiments reported in the chapter use the following metrics contained within the /proc
pseudo file system, specifically the contents of /proc/meminfo that reports real-time information
about memory usage in Linux systems:
• Free memory. This quantity, termed MemFree, reflects the amount of physical memory left
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Figure 2.1: (a) The overall system architecture hosting the Trade6 application which implements
a stock-trading service that allows users to browse, buy, and sell stocks. (b) Example of workload
provided to the testbed in our experiments, plotted in granularity of 30 seconds.
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Figure 2.2: Measurements corresponding to the AnonPages and CommittedAS signals collected
over a 48-hour operating period.
unused in the system.
• Committed memory. This quantity, termed CommittedAS, reflects the total amount of mem-
ory allocated by processes in the system using malloc() calls, even if the memory has not
been used by them as of yet. For example, a process may allocate 1 GB of memory but only
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touch 100 MB of it. Although the current memory usage is only 100 MB, the 1 GB allocation
is memory that has been committed by the memory subsystem to the process and can be used
at any time by the process.
• Page tables. This quantity, termed PageTables, reflects the amount of memory dedicated to
the lowest level of page tables.
• Anonymous pages. This quantity, termed AnonPages, tracks the amount of non-file backed
pages mapped to page tables responsible for the user space.
In addition to these features, we also use disk I/O activity measurements (sectors read/written) as
part of our evaluation experiments. Our goal is to show that the reconstructed signals can be used
to detect various system-level faults. The above-listed features were chosen to support one of the
case studies discussed in this chapter: detection of memory leaks. Here we have chosen low-level
metrics that are most likely impacted by this fault. Figure 2.2 plots a subset of the features collected
during an experimental run of the system lasting 48 hours. The data points are sampled once every
two seconds.
2.3 Compressibility of Signals
The fundamental premise behind signal compression is that many natural signals are sparse in
that they have concise representations when expressed in the proper basis; this sparsity determines
the quality of the subsequent reconstruction. Using the data collected from our testbed, we show
how to find basis functions in which this data can be most concisely represented. We also discuss
a basis selection algorithm called Best Basis which automatically adapts the representation basis to
the structure of the sampled signal.
2.3.1 Sparse Representation of Signals
Let us denote the data to be sampled as d, a vector of length N, and its representation in basis B
as x. In other words, d =
∑N
i=1 xibi = Bx, where B = [b1,b2, . . . ,bN]. For example, if B is selected
to be the Haar wavelet basis, the elements of the vector x are coefficients of wavelet decomposition
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Figure 2.3: Waveforms corresponding to three members of the Daubechies wavelet family. The Haar
is the simplest wavelet that captures discontinuities in the data; db2 and db4 also show similarity
with our data but have longer waveforms, leading to better frequency resolution.
for signal d. Also, if at most S entries in x are nonzero, then x is called an S -sparse vector; if S is
small, d is said to be sparsely represented in the basis B.
As possible basis functions, we consider the following members of the Daubechies wavelet
family that can capture signal characteristics in both time and frequency domains: db1 (also known
as Haar), db2, and db4 wavelet basis.1 These wavelets are able to capture sharp or abrupt changes
in the signal. Figure 2.3 shows the waveforms for these wavelets. We refer the reader to Walker
for a primer on wavelets and their scientific applications [91]. We analyze the basis functions in
terms of how concisely they encode the data collected from our system. We first perform a signal
transform on each data set to find the corresponding coefficients within the chosen basis and sort
them in decreasing order of their magnitude. Then, we use the n largest coefficients where 1 ≤
n ≤ N, set all the other coefficients to 0, and reconstruct a new signal d˜(n). A relative error metric
captures the difference between the original and reconstructed signals as e(n) = ‖d˜(n) − d‖/‖d‖,
where ‖ ∗ ‖ denotes the l2 norm. Finally, we examine how this relative error changes as the value of
n is increased. Table 2.1 summarizes the percentage of coefficients needed to maintain the relative
error within 1% for each of the bases. In this respect, the Haar wavelet represents our data most
concisely.
The foregoing discussion makes it clear that a signal can have different sparsity levels when
1Here ’db’ is short for Daubechies and the number after it represents the number of vanishing moments for the
corresponding wavelet basis.
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Table 2.1: Percentage of coefficients needed to keep the relative error within 1% under each repre-
sentation basis.
Signal Haar db2 db4
AnonPages 0.20% 0.51% 0.66%
Mapped 0.16% 0.37% 0.46%
CommittedAS 0.85% 1.27% 1.49%
PageTables 0.57% 0.64% 0.83%
expressed under different bases. Using the same number of samples, both compressive sampling and
compression can reconstruct the signal with greater fidelity if we know beforehand the underlying
basis in which the data is sparse. Selecting the appropriate basis under which the measured signal
is most sparse requires some experimentation using representative training data from the system.
We now discuss a basis selection strategy that reduces this burden on the datacenter operator by
automatically adapting the representation basis to the structure of the sampled signal.
2.3.2 The Best Basis Algorithm
Given a set of possible basis functions, we use a thresholding technique to find the basis in
which the signal is most sparse [54]. Assume we have a choice between K possible bases and let
the representation of the signal in the kth basis Bk be x(k) = [x(k)1 , · · · , x(k)N ]. Also let the magnitude
of the (M + 1)th largest coefficient in Bk be tk, and denote the recovered signal using coefficients
with magnitude larger than tk in basis Bk as dk. Let us define a soft-thresholding function as
γtk (x) =

x2/2, if x < tk
tkx − tk2/2, otherwise.
(2.1)
Then for the basis Bk, the function
R(Bk) =
N∑
i=1
γtk (|x(k)i |) (2.2)
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returns the sum of two terms: the quadratic distance between dk and the original signal, and the
scaled sparsity of dk within the selected basis Bk. More formally, the cost function is
1
2
‖ d − dk ‖2 + tk ‖ BTk dk ‖0 (2.3)
where ‖ BTk dk ‖0 is the number of nonzero entries in BTk dk, that is, the sparsity of dk in basis Bk.
By minimizing this cost function, we obtain the best possible approximation of d when represented
in the most concise basis. In other words, the function R(Bk) quantifies the risk, in terms of loss
in fidelity, of applying the threshold tk on the coefficients in basis Bk; a smaller risk means that the
corresponding coefficients will provide a better approximation of the original signal. Therefore,
B∗ = arg min
k=1,··· ,K R(Bk) (2.4)
provides us with the best basis in which to represent the signal.
2.3.3 Compression-based Online Monitoring Method
The foregoing discussion suggests a straightforward way of using signal compressibility to re-
duce the data transfer and storage costs associated with online monitoring. Locally at each server
or virtual machine, we collect N samples for each signal of interest at some user-specified sampling
rate. After the best-basis transformation, say using wavelet decomposition, on these measurements,
we obtain a set of N coefficients for the signal and choose the M largest coefficients in terms of mag-
nitude, where M  N. These M coefficients along with their positions within the larger set of N
coefficients are sent to the monitoring station where an approximation of the original measurements
is recovered. The chief drawback with this method is the CPU overhead imposed on each local
machine due to the sampling and compression process: once the N measurements are obtained, the
best-basis algorithm must be invoked followed by a sorting routine to arrange the coefficients in
order of decreasing magnitude. This sampling overhead (quantified in Section 2.6) can interfere
with the execution of other applications and VMs running on the server.
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Table 2.2: Average coherence between an M × N random Gaussian sensing basis and the different
representation bases when N = 2048.
Representation basis Haar db2 db4
M = 0.1N 3.67 4.81 4.77
M = 0.3N 3.81 5.05 5.04
M = 0.5N 3.90 5.11 5.12
2.4 Compressive Sampling of System Measurements
When the underlying signal can be represented sparsely in an appropriate basis, the signal can
be acquired from the system directly in a compressed form using the concept of compressive sam-
pling rather than first collecting a number of samples and then compressing them, as was done in
the previous section. This allows for a very simple sensing scheme locally at each server: rather
than tailoring the sensing to the specific signal being measured, a signal-independent strategy such
as randomized sampling can be used. This section familiarizes the reader with the concept of inco-
herence, a key condition underlying compressive sampling that affects the way we sample signals.
We then discuss how the original signal is recovered from a small set of samples.
2.4.1 Incoherent Sampling of the Signal
Given two N-dimensional bases Ψ and Φ, the coherence between these bases is defined as the
largest coherence between any two basis vectors in Ψ and Φ given by
µ(Ψ,Φ) =
√
N max
1≤ k, j≤N
∣∣∣〈φk, ψ j〉∣∣∣ , (2.5)
where 〈φk, ψ j〉 is the dot product of the vectors φk and ψ j. Typically the coherence between the two
bases lies between 1 and
√
N, and when the value of coherence is small we consider the two bases
to be uncorrelated or incoherent. When the sensing and representation bases are uncorrelated, a
spike in one basis will be represented as a spread-out waveform in the other. This property allows
us to capture the complete information present in the original data using a small number of samples
obtained by incoherent sampling.
As a sampling strategy to collect measurements from our testbed, we choose Gaussian random
matrices that have a low coherence of
√
2 log N relative to any representation matrix with high
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probability. Table 2.2 shows the average coherence between an M × N Gaussian sensing basis and
the various representation bases of interest where N is the length of the input data and M is the
desired number of samples. As expected, the coherence values are quite low.
Before sample collection, we generate an M × N Gaussian random matrix G as the underlying
sampling matrix. Elements in the matrix are independently chosen from a standard Gaussian dis-
tribution and the rows are orthonormalized such that the rows have unit norm and are orthogonal
to each other. To obtain the samples from the input data, we simply multiply this matrix G by the
vector of data d. For example, assume the data to be sampled is an 8 × 1 vector
d =

B1,1 B1,2 · · · B1,8
B2,1 B2,2 · · · B2,8
...
...
. . .
...
B8,1 B8,2 · · · B8,8


x1
x2
...
x8

= Bx,
where B is an 8 × 8 matrix corresponding to the Haar wavelet basis and x is the representation of
d in the Haar basis. Suppose we wish to obtain a 4 × 1 vector of samples y. The data is multiplied
with a 4 × 8 Gaussian matrix G such that
y =

G1,1 G1,2 · · · G1,8
G2,1 G2,2 · · · G2,8
G3,1 G3,2 · · · G3,8
G4,1 G4,2 · · · G4,8


d1
d2
...
d8

= Gd = GBx = Ax,
where A = GB is a 4 × 8 matrix.
2.4.2 Recovering the Original Signal
The process of incoherent sampling gives us a set of values y = Gd = GBx = Ax, where
A = GB. To reconstruct the original data d, we must solve this inverse problem: given a vector y of
length M and matrix A of size M × N where M  N, find a sparse vector x˜ of length N such that
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y = Ax˜. In other words, we are looking for x˜ as a solution to
min
b ∈RN
‖ b ‖0 subject to: y = Ab, (2.6)
where ‖b‖0 is the l0 norm of b, i.e. the number of nonzero entries in b. This problem is under-
constrained since the matrix A has more columns than rows; there are infinitely many candidate
signals b for which Ab = y. Since minimizing the l0 norm is a computationally expensive nonlinear
optimization problem, a class of reconstruction algorithms called basis pursuit or iterative hard
thresholding pursuit (HTP) is used. Here the problem is recast as one of minimizing the l1 norm,
which is the linear programming problem:
min
b ∈RN
‖b‖1 subject to: y = Ab. (2.7)
We use the iterative hard thresholding pursuit technique previously proposed by Foucart [33] to
solve (2.7). If b(k) denotes the S -sparse vector obtained after the kth iteration, this method performs
the following two steps to obtain the next approximation of b:
1. Perform the operation b(k) + AT (y−Ab(k)) and identify the indices of the S largest coefficients
in the resulting N × 1 vector; store these indices in a set I(k+1).
2. Solve b(k+1) = arg minbN∈R‖y − Ab(k)‖2, supp(b) ⊆ I(k+1). Here, only the coefficients residing
in the indices previously stored in I(k+1) are tuned so as to minimize the cost function. The
other coefficients are zeros.
The above steps are repeated until I(k+1) = I(k). Reconstruction of the original signal using HTP is
considered to be exact with probability exceeding 1− δ when the number of samples M satisfies the
following condition:
M ≥ Cµ (Ψ,Φ)2 S log N
δ
, (2.8)
where δ is a small constant and C is some positive constant [34]. The implication of (2.8) is that
when the coherence between the representation and sensing bases, µ, as well as the sparsity metric,
S , are small, we need only a few samples to recover the original signal exactly with high probability.
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Figure 2.4: Implementation of compressive sampling in our system that takes N data items over a
time period as input and returns M samples, where M  N.
2.4.3 A CS-based Online Monitoring Strategy
Fig. 2.4 shows the implementation of the CS-based method within each local server in which the
incoming signal d is acquired directly in a compressed form y. When a new data item d(t) arrives
at time t it is multiplied by the entries in the sampling matrix G( j, t), j = 1, . . . ,M and the partial
products are accumulated into y( j). After a period of length N × T , where T is the sampling period,
the current values of y( j) are sent out as the M samples to the monitoring station, and then reset
back to zero. Effectively, y( j) =
∑N
t=1 G( j, t)d(t), where j = 1, . . . ,M, and thus y = Gd.
At the monitoring station, the original signal is recovered using the HTP algorithm. The key
advantage here is that simple, randomized sampling of the data is performed locally on each server,
significantly reducing the intrusion of monitoring on application performance. The computational
cost associated with signal recovery is oﬄoaded to the monitoring station.
2.5 Adaptive-rate compressive sampling
The previous section assumes that the signal sparsity when represented in the underlying basis
is constant or bounded across time windows. Under such an assumption, we can use a fixed rate for
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Figure 2.5: Workflow for the adaptive-rate compressive sampling strategy. The workflow comprises
three major steps: compressive sampling, cross validation, and prediction of signal sparsity.
sampling the signal. This assumption of a constant signal sparsity within each time window, how-
ever, rarely holds in practice. For example, Fig. 1.10 plots the sparsity level in terms of the number
of coefficients needed in the Haar wavelet basis to capture 99% of the information contained within
the CommittedAS and AnonPages signals (previously shown in Fig. 2.2) within different time win-
dows. The sparsities change significantly over time. So a fixed-rate sampling strategy based on an
upper bound on the sparsity level—between 45-50% in this particular case—will collect 100% of
the samples at all times. We can perform much better in terms of reducing the number of samples
needed by dynamically increasing or decreasing the sampling rate as the signal sparsity changes.
This section adds a rate adjustment component to the aforementioned strategy of compression sam-
pling. We show that by collecting some relevant side information from the signal—which could
have been under or over sampled during any particular time window—we can estimate the underly-
ing sparsity and predict it for some succeeding time windows. The number of samples collected over
these windows can then be adjusted based on the predicted sparsity values. The goal is to achieve
an overall reduction in sample size without compromising the reconstruction quality (specified in
terms of relative error).
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Figure 2.6: The timeline for the execution of each block in the adaptive-rate sampling strategy. Here
CS denotes the compressive sampling block, CV, the cross validation block, and KF, the Kalman
filter.
2.5.1 Overview of the CS-MON Strategy
Figure 2.5 outlines CS-MON, our strategy for adaptive-rate compressive sampling, comprising
three major algorithmic components: a compressive sampling block; a cross validation block to
estimate the signal sparsity; and a Kalman filter block to predict the sparsity over future time win-
dows. The side information is collected by the cross validation block once every K time windows
and the sparsity is predicted for every time window.
As per Fig. 2.5, an a priori estimate of the signal sparsity within the tth time window, sˆt, is
obtained (or initialized at start up) and the sampling rate is appropriately adjusted for the subsequent
time window based on this estimate. Knowing s˜t, we use a Kalman filter to predict the sparsity
for the next K time windows, sˆt+1, sˆt+2, . . . , sˆt+K . These serve as the a priori estimates for time
windows (t + 1) through (t + K) and determine the compressive sampling rates within each of the
windows. Once every K time widows, cross-validation measurements are collected from the signal
and used to generate a posteriori estimate of the sparsity, s˜t, via maximum-likelihood estimation.
This estimate forms the basis for the next set of predictions from the Kalman filter. Figure 2.6
shows the execution timeline for each block in our system. The cross-validation and the Kalman
filter block are executed once every K time windows whereas the compressive sampling block is
executed every time window. Since the Kalman state is only updated once every K windows by the
cross-validation measurements, the filter “coasts” in the absence of measurements in the interim.
2.5.2 The Compressive Sampling Block
This block performs compressive sampling within each time window, adjusting the sampling
rate for the tth window as per sˆt, the assumed sparsity of the data in this window. Following the
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Figure 2.7: The relative error achieved by various sample sizes, given different sparsity levels within
the AnonPages signal. Best viewed in color.
notation used in Section 2.3, we denote the data within time window t as an N × 1 vector dt and
its representation in basis B as xt such that dt = Bxt. The sample size is set to Mt(sˆt) which is a
function of the assumed sparsity. The Mt(sˆt) × 1 measurement vector yt(sˆt) is then obtained via
incoherent sampling as yt(sˆt) = G(sˆt)dt = G(sˆt)Bxt, where G(sˆt) is an Mt(sˆt) × N matrix whose
construction was previously discussed in Section 2.4. The original data dt is then reconstructed as
dˆt, also as described in Section 2.4.
Given that signal sparsity can be estimated at each time window, we can use this information
to adjust the sample size such that the desired reconstruction quality is achieved. To achieve this
objective, a quantitative relationship between sparsity and sample size needs to be established—
empirically, in our case. Consider the AnonPages signal whose sparsity varies over time (see
Fig. 1.10). Here, sparsity is defined as the percentage of coefficients that capture 99.5% of the
original data. For data belonging to each sparsity level, we try different sample sizes, reconstruct
the data and evaluate the result using the relative error metric. Fig. 2.7 shows the relative error
achieved using various sample sizes, given different sparsity levels within the AnonPages signal.
As expected, portions of the signal which are less sparse require a larger sample size to achieve the
same relative error. The figure also implies a linear relationship between sparsity and sample size:
for data of length N with sparsity s, a sample size of M(s) = 5s guarantees a reconstruction error
below 5% with confidence exceeding 93%. Therefore, if sˆt is the sparsity for time window t, the
corresponding sample size Mt(sˆt) is chosen as 5sˆt.
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2.5.3 The Cross-Validation Block
Recall from Fig. 2.5 that the actual sparsity of the underlying data being sampled must be
measured periodically, as best as possible, so that an a posteriori estimate can be obtained to update
the Kalman filter. The cross validation block, executed once every K windows, serves this purpose
by performing the following operations:
(1) Measurements zt = Htdt are collected from the original signal using a cross-validation matrix
H of size R×N where R is the number of measurements. The entries of H are random numbers
independently selected from the Bernoulli distribution with zero mean and variance of 1/R.
We will explain the choice of R later in this section.
(2) Matrix H is then applied on the reconstructed data dˆt returned by the compressive sampling
block, resulting in zˆt = Hdˆt. Note that dˆ is reconstructed using samples obtained under the
sparsity assumption of sˆt.
(3) The cross-validation error under the current sparsity assumption sˆt is then calculated as the
error norm
ecvt =‖ zt − zˆt ‖ .
(4) Using maximum-likelihood estimation, the a posteriori estimate for the sparsity is chosen as
the value s˜t that maximizes the posterior probability P(ecv = ecvt |s = i, sˆ = sˆt):
s˜t = arg max
i=0,1,...,N
P(ecv = ecvt |s = i, sˆ = sˆt).
P(ecv|s = i, sˆ = sˆt) is the probability density function of the cross-validation error on the
condition that sˆ is assumed as the sparsity when sampling the data whereas the measured
cross-validation data has sparsity s.
The statistical models pertaining to P(ecv|s = i, sˆ = sˆt) are built empirically using a training data
set. We use a sliding window of size N with a step size of L to go through this data set, grouping the
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time windows based on their actual sparsity. Once these windows have been collected, the following
process is repeated for each window. First the actual sparsity s of the data within the window is
calculated. Then we assume different values for the a priori estimate sˆ (from i = 0 through N) and
perform the previously discussed steps (1), (2), and (3) on the data. The empirical distribution of
ecv when sˆ is assumed, but when the actual sparsity is s is then calculated to approximate P(ecv|s =
i, sˆ = sˆt). It is important to note that though the empirical distributions are calculated using a
particular set of training data, the effect of the actual and assumed sparsity values on the cross-
validation error derived from the training data is representative and is not limited to the data within
this set. Therefore, there is no need to update P(ecv|s = i, sˆ = sˆ−t ).
In the foregoing discussion, we argued that a small number of cross-validation measurements
can be used to obtain a good approximation of the sparsity of the much larger data stream. In the
following we prove this assertion.
The relative error between the original and the reconstructed signals is determined by the exact
sparsity and the value assumed during the signal recovery process. First we show that the relative
error obtained using the cross-validation measurements is a good approximation of the optimal
relative error between the original and reconstructed signals. Given the representation of the signal
in the t-th time window, xt, and an arbitrary sˆ as the assumed sparsity, we can define the optimal
sˆ-sparse approximation error as
eoptt (sˆ) = min‖x‖0≤sˆ
‖ xt − x ‖,
where the search space includes all vectors with sparsity ≤ sˆ. Let s be the exact sparsity that captures
1 −  of the signal. If sˆ = s, then the optimal sˆ-sparse approximation error eoptt (sˆ) =  ‖ xt ‖, which
is the upper bound on the absolute error. If sˆ < s, then eoptt (sˆ) >  ‖ xt ‖ since the signal will
be under-sampled, losing information in the process; similarly if sˆ > s, then eoptt (sˆ) <  ‖ xt ‖
due to over sampling of the signal. The value of eoptt (sˆ) is indicative of the difference between the
actual and assumed sparsities, and therefore we should be able to estimate s by observing eoptt (sˆ).
Unfortunately, the eoptt (sˆ) values are unobservable due to the lack of ground truth for xt, since we do
not sample at full rate when CS-MON is operating. However, we can show that the cross-validation
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error can be used to obtain a tight upper and lower bounds on eoptt (sˆ), thereby replacing e
opt
t (sˆ) during
sparsity estimation. The cross-validation error ecvt is observable since both zt and zˆt are known, and
its relationship with eoptt (sˆt),
1
h(1 + )
ecvt (sˆt) ≤ eoptt (sˆt) ≤
1
1 −  e
cv
t (sˆt) (2.9)
holds with high probability. Here h is a constant and  is the upper bound on the relative error.
A direct consequence of (2.9) is that the observed ecvt (sˆt) can be used in place of e
opt
t (sˆt) for the
sparsity estimation.
We now provide the proof that eoptt (sˆt) can be bounded by the cross-validation error as stated
in (2.9) using the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [92]. First we define an approximation error that
quantifies the reconstruction quality achieved by the compressive sampling block as
eappt (sˆt) = ‖ dt − dˆt ‖
= ‖ xt − xˆt ‖,
where xˆt is the representation of dˆt in basis B. We can provide upper and lower bounds for e
app
t (sˆt)
in terms of eoptt (sˆt) with high probability for some constant h [73]:
eoptt (sˆt) ≤ eappt (sˆt) ≤ heoptt (sˆt) (2.10)
The constant depends on the sampling matrix G(sˆt) used during compressive sampling. Since
the ground truth dt is unknown, the exact value for e
app
t (sˆt) is unknown as well. The Johnson-
Lindenstrauss lemma states that eappt (sˆt) can be bounded by the observable cross-validation error.
Let W be an R × N matrix whose entries are realizations of a random variable r with zero mean and
variance 1/R. If r follows Bernoulli or Gaussian distribution, then, for a predetermined N ×1 vector
d,
1 −  ≤ ‖ Wd ‖‖ d ‖ ≤ 1 + 
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holds true with probability exceeding 1 − δ, where δ ∈ (0, 1). According to the lemma, if the row
dimension R in the cross-validation matrix is chosen such that it satisfies R ≥ h−2 log(1/2δ) where
h and  are constants (in our case  is the upper bound for the relative error), then
1 −  ≤ ‖ zt − zˆt ‖‖ dt − dˆt ‖
≤ 1 + 
also holds true with probability exceeding 1 − δ. We choose the constants as  ∈ (0, 12 ) for the
accuracy level and h = 8 to satisfy the equality for R (R is chosen to satisfy the equality). Algebraic
manipulation of the previous equation gives us
1
1 + 
ecvt (sˆt) ≤ eappt (sˆt) ≤
1
1 −  e
cv
t (sˆt). (2.11)
Equation (2.9) follows directly from (2.10) and (2.11), proving that ecvt (sˆt) can indeed be used to
estimate the actual sparsity with high confidence.
2.5.4 The Kalman Filter block
The a posteriori estimate s˜t from the cross validation block is used to update the Kalman filter
state and the filter is then used to predict the sparsity values over the next few time windows. Use
of the predictive filter further reduces the overall sampling cost—by reducing the number of cross-
validation measurements in this case. Internally, the Kalman filter uses a state-space representation
of an auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model for its predictions [93].
If the cross-validation block is executed once every K time windows, the filter forecasts the
sparsity values for the next K − 1 time windows, sˆt+1, . . . , sˆt+K−1, which form the inputs to the
compressive sampling block. Note that since the filter’s state is only updated once every K − 1
windows by the cross-validation measurements, the filter “coasts” in the interim, that is, the gains
are set to zero.
2.5.5 Summary of the Adaptive-Rate Model Operation
Let the initial condition be that dt, the data to be sampled during time window t, has some
unknown sparsity. To compressively sample this data, we assume its sparsity to be some initial
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value sˆt and use an M(sˆt) × N matrix G(sˆt) to collect Mt(sˆt) samples, resulting in measurements
yt(sˆt) = G(sˆt)dt = G(sˆt)Bxt. Recall that M(sˆt) = 5sˆt. The data in this time window is then
reconstructed as dˆt as described in Section 2.4 by the compressive sampling block.
Once every K time windows cross-validation measurements are collected using an R×N matrix
H with R ≥ 8−2 log(1/2δ), resulting in measurements zt = Hdt = HBxt. The cross-validation error
is calculated as ecvt (sˆt) = ‖ zt − Hdˆt ‖ which is then supplied to the maximum-likelihood model
to obtain the a posteriori estimate of the sparsity of the current time window, s˜t. Once its state is
updated using s˜t, the Kalman filter forecasts the sparsity over the next K − 1 time windows. The
above process repeats itself.
Note that the sampling matrix G(sˆt) used by the compressive sampling block is obtained by
randomly selecting M(sˆt) rows from an N × N random Gaussian matrix, built prior to the sampling
process (Section 2.4 discusses the construction of this Gaussian matrix.) The sampling matrix H for
collecting the side information is fixed as long as the parameters  and δ remain unchanged.
2.6 Performance Evaluation
We now evaluate the performance of both the compression-based (C-MON) and CS-based (CS-
MON) monitoring strategies in terms of their efficacy in: (1) reducing the sample size while guar-
anteeing a specified signal reconstruction quality; and (2) using the recovered signals to detect
threshold violations and trends that could be indicative of performance bottlenecks or degradation
in the system. The CPU and storage overhead incurred by these methods is also quantified.
Reconstruction quality can be quantified via the relative-error metric that expresses the normal-
ized error between the original and recovered signals. In many situations, however, it is not essential
to recover the original signal exactly, especially if the operator is mainly interested in detecting per-
formance problems with the system. It is more important that the signals reconstructed via the
C-MON and CS-MON methods preserve properties in the original signal that can help detect these
problems. We consider two such scenarios:
• The datacenter operator wishes to detect performance-related bottlenecks or anomalies that
manifest themselves as the magnitude of the signal exceeding some nominal threshold value.
The performance of the two strategies in this regard is quantified by a hit-rate metric.
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• The operator wishes to detect the gradual performance deterioration associated with software
aging or resource exhaustion by analyzing the signals for the existence of trends. The per-
formance is quantified by how accurately C-MON and CS-MON estimate a positive slope, if
one exists, in the reconstructed signals.
2.6.1 Signal Reconstruction Quality using CS-MON
We use the signals obtained from our testbed to evaluate the performance of the CS-MON
strategy in terms of overall signal reconstruction quality, focusing on the performance of the key
blocks comprising the workflow shown in Fig. 2.5.
Estimating a posteriori signal sparsity: We show that, given an arbitrary initial assumption for
the signal sparsity, the cross validation block can quickly update its estimation about the actual
sparsity. In our result, the average estimation error is within 20% of the actual sparsity value,
showing the cross validation block can closely track the actual sparsity by collecting cross-validation
measurements periodically.
Assuming sˆt to be the a priori estimate of data sparsity within a time window t, the compressive
sampling block collects Mt samples and reconstructs the data. Cross-validation measurements are
also collected within this window and maximum-likelihood estimation is performed on the resulting
cross-validation error to obtain the a posteriori sparsity s˜t. Since this estimate is influenced by the
initial assumption of a sparsity value, we study the quality of s˜t obtained under different assumptions
for sˆt, including arbitrary guesses.
Figure 2.8 shows an overlay of the actual signal sparsity (the green plot) with the a posteriori
values s˜t obtained by the cross validation block for various initial sparsity guesses. Values along the
y-axis correspond to the number of coefficients needed to capture 99% of the AnonPages signal—
our definition of sparsity here. The length of each time window is set to N = 64. Let us focus on
the plot in red, illustrating the case in which during the start of each time window, the compressive
sampling block reconstructs the underlying signal assuming a sparsity of 4%, that is sˆt = 0.04N.
In this case, the a priori value sˆt used for compressive sampling severely underestimates the actual
sparsity during time windows 380 through 425. However, by the end of each of these time windows,
the cross validation block is able to correct this estimate and obtain a reasonably close approxima-
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Figure 2.8: Overlay of the actual sparsity of the AnonPages signal with a posteriori values s˜ ob-
tained by the cross validation block. Here sparsity is defined as the number of coefficients needed to
capture 99% of the original signal. The plots show the s˜ values obtained using the following initial
guesses for the sparsity levels: 4%, 17%, and 30%.
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Figure 2.9: Predictions for sparsity values provided by the Kalman filter for the AnonPages signal
when the filter’s state is updated: (a) during each time window, that is K = 1, and (b) once every
four windows, K = 4. The relative error between the actual and reconstructed signals when the filter
state is updated each window and once every four windows is shown in (c) and (d), respectively.
tion of the actual sparsity. Also, the a posteriori values obtained under different a priori sparsity
assumptions lie fairly close to each other, and they are not overly sensitive to the a priori value sˆt.
However, we do observe that guesses closer to the actual value lead to more accurate estimates. The
average estimation error is within 20% of the actual sparsity value regardless of the initial guess.
Predicting sparsity for future time windows: Recall from the CS-MON workflow that once the signal
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sparsity is estimated by the cross-validation block, a Kalman filter is used to predict the sparsity for
the next few time windows to further reduce the sampling overhead involved in obtaining the cross-
validation measurements. Our result shows that the prediction error of the Kalman filter block falls
within 20% of the actual sparsity.
Figures 2.9(a) and 2.9(b) show the Kalman predictions in relation to the actual sparsity for the
AnonPages signal. As before, the window size is set to N = 64 and the sparsity is defined as the
number of coefficients needed to capture 99% of the data. Figure 2.9(a) shows the case in which
the cross validation block is invoked every time window. Figure 2.9(b) shows the case in which
the frequency is once every four windows and the Kalman filter is required to predict the values for
the windows in between. Since a linear model is used in our filter implementation, the prediction
process underestimates the actual sparsity in cases of sudden fluctuations in the sparsity. However,
our results show that the predictions track the overall trend exhibited by the actual values, and the
average prediction error is within 20%.
Signal reconstruction quality: We now evaluate the recovery quality achieved by the compressive
sampling block using the sparsity predictions provided by the Kalman filter for each time window.
Our result shows that although our sparsity prediction is not exact, it nevertheless provides a perfor-
mance guarantee for monitoring systems in terms of reconstruction quality.
Note that in the ideal case, the relative error achieved as a result of using the actual sparsity is
around 1%, which is to be expected since the sparsity accounts for 99% of the data. The relative
error between the actual and reconstructed signals is shown in Figs. 2.9(c) and 2.9(d) when using
the actual sparsity and the sparsity predictions provided by the filter, respectively. When sparsity is
underestimated, the recovered signal incurs a higher relative error, whereas the error is low if more
than the necessary number of samples are collected due to an overestimation of the sparsity. We
observe that, although we underestimate the sparsity after a sudden increase in the actual value, the
resulting reconstruction penalty is small: the relative error as a result of using predicted sparsity is
rarely higher than 1.7%.
Reduction in sample size: Finally, we demonstrate that the sample size needed to reconstruct the sig-
nal while achieving the desired quality is substantially reduced using the adaptive-rate model. Our
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Table 2.3: The average sample size used by CS-MON to reconstruct the AnonPages and Commit-
teAS signals for different sparsity levels.
Error tolerance
AnonPages CommittedAS
K = 1 K = 4 K = 1 K = 4
5% 32.94% 32.80% 28.44% 29.13%
10% 27.44% 27.28% 17.19% 17.05%
15% 24.69% 23.94% 11.50% 10.76%
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Figure 2.10: The original CommittedAS and AnonPages signals, and the same signals recovered
by C-MON using 5% of the coefficients in the basis found by the best basis algorithm. The signal
recovered by CS-MON with 15% error tolerance is also shown for comparison purposes.
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result shows that the adaptive-rate model achieves the same reconstruction quality while reducing
the sample size by 70% when compared with fixed-rate compressive sampling.
In general, the error tolerance criteria for recovery quality is application-specific, which in turn
defines the sparsity level. Table 2.3 lists the average sample size used by the adaptive-rate model
per time window to reconstruct the AnonPages and CommittedAS signals under different sparsity
criteria. We also show the two cases where the Kalman filter’s state is updated during each time
window, i.e., K = 1, and updated once every four windows, i.e., K = 4. The sample sizes are
reported as a percentage of the total number of data points N within a time window with N = 64.
The listed sample sizes include the number of samples obtained for both compressive sampling and
for cross validation.
Table 2.3 shows that the adaptive-rate strategy guarantees a reconstruction quality with 5%
relative error using substantially small sample sizes for the signals considered in this chapter; for
example, about 33% for AnonPages, and 28% for CommittedAS. The sample size needed for a
15% error tolerance is even lower: around 25% for AnonPages and 12% for CommittedAS. Without
accounting for time-varying signal sparsity, an upper bound on the sample size, determined by the
least sparse portion(s) of the signal, must be used over all time windows to guarantee reconstruction
quality. For example, referring back to Fig. 1.10, the upper bound on the sparsity level of the
AnonPages signal is around 30%. So, if one always uses this bound for sampling purposes, a
sample size corresponding to 30% signal sparsity, i.e., a sample size of 100% is required at all
times. This is quite wasteful in terms of sample collection since in many portions of the signal, the
sparsity is lower than 5% implying that the sampling rate can be adjusted to be much lower—around
20%—during these portions.
The collection of side information does not add much to the sampling cost. We find that the num-
ber of cross-validation measurements needed by CS-MON is quite small; for example, to achieve
a relative error of 5% the number of additional measurements due to the cross-validation block ac-
counts for only 0.01% of the overall sample size. The number of cross validation measurements is
even smaller when a larger reconstruction error can be tolerated.
Table 2.3 also shows that to achieve a low error tolerance, more samples are needed. We also
observe a difference in sample size when K, the frequency at which the cross validation block is
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Table 2.4: Relative error between the original AnonPages and CommittedAS signals, and the corre-
sponding reconstructions, achieved by C-MON.
Signal Basis
% of samples (M/N × 100)
2% 5% 10%
AnonPages
Haar 70.56% 0.34% 0.16%
db2 79.27% 43.09% 0.26%
db4 84.54% 67.50% 56.42%
BB 70.56% 0.34% 0.16%
CommittedAS
Haar 70.35% 0.80% 0.37%
db2 78.68% 42.11% 0.62%
db4 84.19% 67.33% 56.58%
BB 70.35% 0.80% 0.37%
invoked, is set to one versus four time windows. This difference is primarily caused by prediction
results that either under or overestimate the signal sparsity. For example, when K = 4, the Kalman
filter provides sparsity predictions without any input from the cross validation block for three time
windows leading to prediction errors—mostly underestimating the sudden increase in the sparsity.
Consequently, the under-sampling during those time windows results in a smaller sample size.
Moreover, recall that to detect performance-related issues with the system, it is not necessary
to recover the original signal exactly but to just preserve properties in it that can help detect these
problems. We show later in this section that signals with lower reconstruction quality, specifically
those reconstructed to achieve a 15% error tolerance, can be used to detect performance issues with
high confidence.
2.6.2 Comparing the CS-MON and C-MON Strategies
We now compare the adaptive sampling strategy to an alternative method also aimed at com-
pressing the data collected at the server—the C-MON strategy discussed in Section 2.3. We find
that for varying values of N, C-MON compresses the signal much better than CS-MON, resulting
in a lower data transfer overhead to the monitoring station. Table 2.4 summarizes the relative error
achieved by C-MON as a function of sample size. Here the original data set comprises N = 64
samples and the signal is reconstructed using M coefficients from the wavelet decomposition. The
results show that the Best Basis (BB) algorithm successfully identifies the basis under which the
signal can be most concisely represented—which happens to be the Haar wavelet for the Anon-
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Figure 2.11: The CPU overhead incurred by the sampling and encoding processes associated with
the C-MON and CS-MON strategies on the local machine. The signal reconstruction overhead
incurred by the monitoring station is not included here. Both strategies were implemented in MAT-
LAB and executed on an AMD Athlon II 3.0 GHz processor.
Pages and CommittedAS signals—thereby achieving good reconstruction quality while using very
few coefficients. Fig. 2.10(a) plots the CommittedAS signal recovered by C-MON using 5% of the
coefficients. The CS-MON reconstruction with 15% error tolerance is also shown for comparison
purposes. Fig. 2.10(b) shows the same set of results for the AnonPages signal. One may conclude
from the results summarized in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 that C-MON exploits the compressibility of the
underlying signals better than CS-MON.
We quantify the computation and storage costs imposed on the local server by the two strategies
to achieve their respective compression levels. Figure 2.11 quantifies the CPU overhead incurred on
a per-window basis by the sampling and encoding processes associated with C-MON and CS-MON
on the local machine for various values of N. C-MON incurs a higher CPU overhead since the
encoding process requires a wavelet transformation on the N values followed by a sorting routine
to extract the largest M coefficients. In the CS-MON implementation, the process of incoherent
sampling is simply the multiplication of an M×N matrix with an N ×1 vector, as shown in Fig. 2.4.
So, CS-MON incurs considerably less CPU overhead, running about an order of magnitude faster
than C-MON. Moreover, since this overhead is incurred on a per-signal basis, CS-MON can be quite
CPU-efficient when monitoring large numbers of signals on a single server.
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Table 2.5: Storage costs incurred by C-MON and CS-MON under different sparsity levels when
sampling the AnonPages signal.
Error tolerance
Storage overhead (in KB)
C-MON CS-MON
5% 1.50 0.16
10% 1.50 0.13
15% 1.50 0.12
Table 2.6: The packetization delay incurred in seconds for various lengths of the measurement
window and sampling rate.
Window length, N
Sampling rate
0.5 Hz 5 Hz 100 Hz 1000 Hz
32 64 6.4 0.32 0.03
64 128 12.8 0.64 0.06
128 256 25.6 1.28 0.13
C-MON also incurs an increased storage cost over CS-MON, needing a buffer size of O(N) to
accommodate N data items whereas a buffer size of M ≤ N is required for CS-MON. Table 2.5
shows the storage overhead when using C-MON and CS-MON on the AnonPages signal for a win-
dow size of N = 64. The overhead due to C-MON includes the buffers needed to store the measure-
ments obtained using the length-N time window and to store the sorted coefficients after the wavelet
transformation in the Daubechies basis. However, if the data is transformed in the Haar basis, this
can be implemented entirely in place—on the measurement-buffer itself. So, the storage required
in this specific case is around 0.5KB. On the other hand, the CS-MON implementation shown in
Fig. 2.4 requires a buffer to simply store the compressed data that is generated as the measurements
stream in.
Another equally interesting aspect to consider is how the size of the measurement window—set
to N = 64 to obtain the results reported in Tables 2.3 and 2.4—affects the monitoring operation. We
test C-MON and CS-MON on measurement windows of various lengths and plot, in Fig. 2.12, the
relative error achieved by these two strategies as a function of sample size for small measurement
windows for the AnonPages signal. The advantage of C-MON and CS-MON in exploiting the
compressibility of the signal shrinks with window size.
Recall that N samples must first be collected at the server at some sampling rate to generate
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Figure 2.12: The relative error achieved by C-MON and CS-MON when using smaller measurement
windows.
a packet of M data items to transmit to the monitoring station, where M  N. The size of this
measurement window dictates how far behind the monitor lags the actual execution of the system,
a delay we call the packetization delay. Table 2.6 shows this delay, in seconds, as a function of N
and the sampling rate. For example, if N = 128 with a sampling rate of 0.5 Hz, the delay is 256
seconds. That is, the monitor lags about 4 minutes behind the system. So, as a practical matter,
smaller values of N are better suited for real-time monitoring of the system. A key difference
between the two strategies is that in the case of CS-MON the compressed samples are ready to
be transmitted immediately upon receiving the last data point in the measurement window, whereas
the packetization delay for C-MON includes the additional time required for wavelet transformation
and sorting to obtain the M largest coefficients.
The foregoing discussion exposes some interesting tradeoffs between the C-MON and CS-MON
strategies, particularly those related to the choice of the measurement window size N. In choosing
the appropriate N, one must consider the tradeoff between the CPU and storage overhead due to
these strategies and the resulting network traffic. If responsive operation is desired then N must be
small. However, when monitoring the system for faults that manifest themselves over many minutes
or hours, such as memory leaks, or with the intent of simply logging the data for off-line analysis,
N can be made larger to better exploit the compressibility of the underlying signals.
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Figure 2.13: The write activity signal collected from the testbed that measures the number of disk
sectors written.
2.6.3 Case Studies
We test the signals reconstructed via the C-MON and CS-MON methods to detect two special
cases: abrupt changes in performance-related data and gradual exhaustion of system resources.
Detection of Threshold Violations. As discussed earlier, there are situations in which it is not essen-
tial to recover the original signal exactly. If the datacenter operator is mainly interested in detect-
ing performance bottlenecks, hot spots, or anomalies affecting the computing system that manifest
themselves as abrupt changes in the signals being monitored, it is more important that the recon-
structed signal preserve these characteristics. We evaluate how well threshold violations are detected
by C-MON and CS-MON using as an example the write activity signal shown in Fig. 2.13. This sig-
nal was collected from our testbed during an experimental run and the signal measures the number
of sectors written to the hard disk. Fundamentally, we are interested in how well the reconstructed
write activity signal preserves the abrupt changes and spikes present in the original. More formally,
if d is the signal of interest, we consider d(i), the ith data point within the signal, a p% violation if it
satisfies
d(i) ≥ Q(d, 100 − p), (2.12)
where Q(d, 100 − p) is the (100 − p)-th percentile of observations in d. We use a hit-rate metric
to characterize the number of abrupt changes that can be detected using the reconstructed signal by
defining a hit as follows: at time t within the original and recovered signals, a spike occurring in the
recovered signal matches a similar spike in the original signal.
Figure 2.14 shows the hit rate achieved when detecting a 1.6% violation in the write activity
signal as a function of the sample size used to recover this signal. The baseline method used for
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Figure 2.14: Hit rate when detecting a 1.6% violation in the write activity signal, achieved by C-
MON, CS-MON, and random sampling. The length of the measurement window is N = 64.
comparison is random sampling and its hit rate is linear with the sample size, as expected. The hit
rate achieved by CS-MON is significantly better than random sampling at the same sampling rate:
greater than 90% when using 25% of the original samples, for example. We observe that the spikes
in the original write activity are underestimated if a smaller sample size is used, leading to a lower
hit rate. We also observe that the sample size required to detect these spikes is much lower than the
sparsity of the write activity signal, which is around 50% when the window length is 64. This result
shows that when it is not essential to recover the original signal exactly, using a sample size that is
smaller than the sparsity still enables us to preserve abrupt changes of the signal. In summary, both
C-MON and CS-MON achieve a hit rate greater than 90%, with C-MON able to better compress the
signal, using about 4% of the original signal. Note, however, that the previously discussed tradeoff
between C-MON and CS-MON, in terms of data transfer, CPU, and storage overhead, applies in
this scenario as well.
Detection of Trends. In the second case, we evaluate C-MON and CS-MON for trend detection,
which can help detect, for example, whether a system resource is slowly being consumed to exhaus-
tion. We use a long-running Trade6 application executing over a period of 48 hours and inject a
small memory leak of about 100 KB/minute at around the 24-hour mark. Noting that there exists an
increasing trend in the dataset CommittedAS, we apply C-MON and CS-MON on this dataset and
use the reconstructed data for analysis.
To simplify the problem, we use time bins that each includes 1024 data points in 34 minutes.
Sampling and reconstruction are applied on each time bin separately. To estimate the global trend,
we use a 24-hour sliding window, which includes 40 time bins, and move the sliding window by one
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Figure 2.15: The slope estimated by C-MON, CS-MON and random sampling over 40 time win-
dows for CommittedAS.
time bin at each step. We use the linear model d = a× t + b, where d is the average of reconstructed
data points within each time bin, t is the beginning time of the sliding window, a is the slope, and b
is the intersection. For each sliding window, 40 (d, t) pairs are applied to this model and the slope
within each sliding window is estimated along with the 95% confidence interval.
Figure 2.15 shows the estimated global slope for CommittedAS, for the first 24 hours followed
by the second 24 hours, indicating that both C-MON and CS-MON perform better than random
sampling: the width of the 95% confidence interval is tighter than the one obtained using random
sampling, indicating greater certainty in detecting the slope. We also observe an increasing trend
in the estimated slope. For CommittedAS, the estimate is around 0 at the beginning indicating no
increasing trend associated with this feature. Then, the slope values increase and the lower bound
on their 95% confidence interval becomes positive, indicating an increasing trend by the end of the
experiment. This result shows that compressive sampling is effective for trend detection as well.
2.7 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, compressive sampling has not been previously studied as a per-
formance monitoring tool in the context of cloud computing except in our earlier work in [81] and
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[82] where the emphasis was on studying the feasibility of using fixed-rate compressive sampling
for monitoring server systems. This work has developed an adaptive-rate model that exploits any
time-varying sparsity in the signal to further reduce the number of collected samples.
Tuma et al. study the applicability of compressive sampling for fine-grained monitoring of pro-
cessor performance and evaluate its performance on signals representing micro-architecture coun-
ters within a core [72]. They show that compressive sampling can recover these signals if one can
identify the bases in which the signals can be sparsely represented. Their approach bears some
similarity to our work, but the measurements are obtained from hardware counters inside various
micro-architectural components of the processor and the evaluation is limited to a signal-to-noise
metric—same as the relative error metric used in this chapter. In contrast, this chapter combines
compressive sampling with sparsity prediction for rate adjustment, and evaluates its performance
in spike detection and trend detection with the reconstructed signal. Besides, rather than using tra-
ditional algorithms such as Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) for signal recovery as in [72], we
employ a faster iterative Hard Thresholding Pursuit algorithm originally proposed in [33].
Work on adaptive-rate sampling in other domains includes the results reported in [29, 73, 94,
95, 96, 97, 98]. Meng et al. propose a method for distributed state monitoring in Cloud datacenters
wherein the sampling intervals are updated dynamically according to the likelihood of detecting a
threshold-based state violation [29]. Ward shows in [99] that side information of cross-validation
measurements can be used to improve the recovery algorithm used in compressive sampling and
reduce the sampling rate. For the similar purpose of improving signal recovery algorithms under a
reduced sample rate for compressive sampling of images and videos, Stankovic et al. use spatial
and temporal correlations within images and videos [95]. OMP is employed in [95] as the recovery
algorithm. Besides, spatial correlations between non-overlapping blocks of the same image are
exploited in [95] for image recovery, and temporal correlations between one frame and the previous
frame of a video are exploited for video recovery. Sampling rates for compressive sampling are
adaptively adjusted to collect biomedical data [96] and surveillance data [97].
One of the strategies proposed by Warnell et al. for sampling surveillance videos bears some
similarity to our work [98]. Cross-validation error is used for sparsity estimation. However, only the
sparsity of the foreground in each frame needs to be estimated, and the foreground data can be fitted
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approximately by Gaussian distribution. The data used in this chapter, however, cannot be easily
fitted into any known distributions. Moreover, the scheme proposed in this chapter accomplishes
sparsity prediction using Kalman filter in addition to sparsity estimation.
Finally, it could be argued that any number of existing compression algorithms, especially loss-
less ones such as bzip2 and DEFLATE, could be used to condense the information monitored at the
data center before writing to disk. However, massive data acquisition followed by compression is
extremely wasteful of computing, memory, and network resources. Compressive sampling, on the
other hand, enables us to acquire data directly in compressed form.
2.8 Summary
The adaptive sampling strategy developed here exploits any available time-varying sparsity in-
formation within the underlying signal to reduce the number of samples collected when compared
to a fixed-rate scheme. The reconstructed signal adequately preserves properties in the original sig-
nal that are useful for performance management and anomaly detection. The sensing scheme has
low computation and storage complexity, making it suitable for use on the local server. It is also
universally applicable—simply measuring signals via a random Gaussian sensing matrix—and does
not have to be tailored in any way to the type of signal being measured or the type of anomaly being
detected.
Finally, though the sensing costs are substantially reduced on the local server, the burden of re-
constructing the signal falls on the monitoring station. In an effort to minimize this overhead as well,
our ongoing work aims to develop techniques that detect anomalies by analyzing the compressed
data directly without having to recover the signal to perform the analysis.
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3. Anomaly detection in computer systems with compressed measurements
Online performance monitoring of computer systems incurs a variety of costs: the very act
of monitoring a system interferes with its performance and if the information is transmitted to
a monitoring station for analysis and logging, this consumes network bandwidth and disk space.
Compressive sampling-based schemes can help reduce these costs on the local machine by acquiring
data directly from the system in a compressed form, and in a computationally efficient way. This
chapter focuses on reducing the computational cost associated with recovering the original signal
from the transmitted sample set at the monitoring station for anomaly detection. Towards this end,
we show that the compressed samples preserve, in an approximate form, properties such as mean,
variance, as well as correlation between data points in the original full-length signal. We then
use this result to detect changes in the original signal that could be indicative of an underlying
anomaly such as abrupt changes in magnitude and gradual trends without the need to recover the
full-length data. We illustrate the usefulness of our approach via case studies involving IBM’s Trade
Performance Benchmark using signals from the disk and memory subsystems. Experiments indicate
that abrupt changes can be detected using a compressed sample size of 25% with a hit rate of 95%
for a fixed false alarm rate of 5%; trends can be detected within a confidence interval of 95% using
a sample size of only 6%. The material presented in this chapter was previously published in [100].
3.1 Introduction
Online monitoring of performance-related metrics is a necessary first step towards detecting
anomalies in computer systems. Measurements may include high-level metrics such as response
time and throughput as well as low-level ones such as processor utilization, disk I/O, memory,
and network activity. The monitored information helps detect performance-related hotspots and
bottlenecks as well as incipient faults associated with gradual resource exhaustion—the so-called
software aging problem [35, 75, 101]. In the case of intermittent problems that are hard to isolate,
browsing back through historical data can help identify and localize recurring problems affecting
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the same portion of the computing infrastructure at different times. The data can also help detect
security breaches resulting in the computers being infected by malicious software [102].
We consider a server cluster wherein software-based sensors embedded within the infrastructure
measure various performance-related parameters associated with the cluster. The measured infor-
mation is transmitted over a network to a monitoring station for data analysis and visualization.
Online monitoring, however, incurs a variety of costs. First, the very act of monitoring an applica-
tion interferes with its performance. If sensing-related code is merged with the application code,
this change may interfere with the timing characteristics of the application or if sensors execute as
separate processes, they contend for CPU resources along with the original application. Transmit-
ting the monitored data over a network consumes bandwidth. Finally, logging the data for future
analysis consumes disk space. So, when monitoring a large-scale computing system it is desirable
to minimize the above-described costs.
Traditional methods of sampling signals use Shannon’s theorem: the sampling rate must be at
least twice the signal bandwidth to capture all the information content present in the signal. The
theory of compressive sampling (CS) states, however, that we can recover a certain class of signals
from the original measurements using far fewer samples than that used by techniques that rely on
Shannon’s theorem [32, 34, 87, 88]. In previous work reported in [81, 82, 83], we have developed
CS-based sampling strategies for the performance monitoring of computing systems that can acquire
signals of interest from the underlying system directly in a compressed form. The methods exploit
the fact that the signals often can be sparsified—that is, encoded concisely—under an appropriate
representation basis and that the sampling rate itself can be tuned as a function of sparsity. We show
experimentally that the recovered signals can be used to detect, with high confidence, the existence
of trends within the original signal as well as abrupt changes where the signal’s magnitude exceeds
some threshold value. Detection of these anomalies is achieved using a substantially reduced sample
size—a reduction of more than 70% when compared to the standard fixed-rate sampling method.
Compressive sampling allows for a very simple sampling strategy on the local machine. Rather
than tailoring the sensing scheme to capture specific properties in the underlying signal, a signal-
independent strategy such as randomized sampling can be used, significantly reducing the intrusion
of monitoring on application performance [83]. Also, since signals are acquired directly in com-
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pressed form, the network bandwidth needed to transmit these few samples to the monitoring station
is reduced and so is the hard-disk space required to store them.
When operators wish to analyze the original signal, there is a way to use numerical optimization
to reconstruct the full-length signal from the sample set. The reconstructed signal allows for real-
time anomaly detection and diagnosis, and also helps drive decisions of a longer-term nature such
as intelligent capacity planning. This chapter focuses on reducing the computational cost incurred
by the monitoring station, associated with recovering the original signal from the sample set and
analyzing it for anomalies. The recovery process is typically posed as a linear programming (LP)
problem and solved under some sparsity assumptions using a class of reconstruction algorithms
called basis pursuit or iterative hard thresholding pursuit [33]. Though modern LP solvers are quite
efficient, each monitoring station may be responsible for recovering and analyzing hundreds of
signals belonging to many servers, making it important to reduce the corresponding overhead. The
chapter makes the following contributions towards this goal:
• We prove from a theoretical viewpoint that the compressed samples preserve statistical prop-
erties of the original data such as variance and mean. This result allows for the detection of
abrupt changes and trends by directly analyzing just the compressed samples without having
to reconstruct the full-length signal.
• Since the sampling process is just a linear projection of the original data, we also prove that
the compressed samples approximately preserve spectral properties such as correlation be-
tween data points, the length of the data vectors, as well as the distance between two vectors,
under such a projection. This result allows for well-known anomaly detection methods such
as principal component analysis (PCA) to be used directly on the compressed samples; per-
formance is almost equivalent to the case in which the raw data is completely available.
We illustrate the usefulness of the approach via case studies using IBM’s Trade Performance
Benchmark (also known as Trade6). We measure signals from the disk and memory subsystems us-
ing a CS-based sampling strategy, and analyze the compressed samples for possible anomalies. The
first scenario involves detecting abrupt changes in the signal during which the magnitude exceeds
some nominal threshold value. In the second scenario, we wish to detect the gradual deterioration
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of system performance, say over hours or days, associated with software aging by statistically an-
alyzing the appropriate signals for the existence of trends [74, 75]. We use a long-running Trade6
application having a small memory leak and evaluate the ability of the approach to estimate a posi-
tive slope in the compressed data even in the presence of seasonal variations and periodicity in the
signal. Finally, we evaluate the efficacy of applying PCA to the compressed samples to detect abrupt
changes in the signal.
Abrupt changes can be detected using a sample size of 25% with a hit rate of 95% for a fixed
false alarm rate of 5%; trends can be detected with a confidence interval of 95% using a sample
size of 6%. Finally, the hit rate achieved by the PCA-based analysis when using the compressed
samples to detect abrupt changes is higher than 95% when the false alarm is fixed at 0.5%. The
corresponding sample size is about 18%. These results point to the feasibility of adopting a two-
step anomaly detection process at the monitoring station: the received compressed data is examined
for possible anomalies; if one is suspected, the relevant portion of the signal is fully reconstructed
to localize and further analyze the anomaly.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.3 describes the theoretical basis behind being
able to detect anomalies in compressed data and Section 3.4 presents the case studies that evaluate
the performance of the approach. Section 3.5 discusses related work and Section 3.6 provides some
concluding remarks.
3.2 Experimental settings
The system setup used in our experiments is the described in Chapter 2.2. We use the workload
shown in Figure 2.1(b) and collect the following two features: CommittedAS, and write activity.
Figure 3.1 plots these two features during an experimental run of 48 hours. The data points are
sampled once every two seconds.
3.3 Anomaly Detection using Compressed Samples
The optimization problem posed in Eq. (2.7) can be solved efficiently by modern LP solvers.
However, a monitoring station may be responsible for recovering and analyzing hundreds of sig-
nals belonging to many servers. In the following, we prove from a theoretical viewpoint that key
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Figure 3.1: Signals corresponding to: (a) I/O activity collected at the database tier showing the
number of sectors written to disk and (b) total amount of memory allocated by processes in the
system. Note that a memory leak has been injected around the 24 hour mark.
statistical properties of the original data such as the variance, mean, and correlation between data
points are preserved in approximate form within the compressed samples. We also show how these
properties can be exploited to detect, with high confidence, data spikes and trends by analyzing just
the compressed samples without having to reconstruct the full-length signal.
We first describe the compressive sampling process on each local server in greater detail since
this knowledge is crucial to understanding the claims and the proofs presented later in this chapter.
As shown in the schematic in Figure 2.4, this process involves multiplying the incoming signal d
(treated as a vector) with a sampling matrix to form a set of compressed measurements y. When a
new data item d(t) arrives at time t, it is multiplied by the entries in the sampling matrix G(i, t), i =
1, . . . ,M and the partial products are accumulated into y(i). After a period of length N × T , where
T is the sampling period, the current values of y(i) are sent out as the M samples to the monitoring
station, and then reset back to zero. So, effectively, y(i) =
∑N
t=1 G(i, t)d(t), where i = 1, . . . ,M,
giving us y = Gd.
The sampling matrix is often designed to have random Gaussian entries [34]. Thus, the gener-
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ated compressed samples are linear combinations of the original data, and these samples are able to
preserve certain properties of the original data.
3.3.1 Detection of spikes from compressed samples
We show in the following that a data spike, i.e., an abrupt rise and fall in the value of a data
item, within a time window leads to a significant change in the corresponding compressed-sample
variance. Let d denote the vector of data within a window of length N exhibiting no data spikes. Let
d′ denote another length-N data series whose entries have the same magnitude as those in d with the
exception of the n-th entry, d(n), i.e., d′(t) = d(t), t = 1, · · · , n−1, n+1, · · · ,N, and d′(n) = d(n)+∆.
If G is the M × N sampling matrix, then the compressed samples of length M corresponding to d
and d′ are y = Gd and y′ = Gd′, respectively.
Let us denote the sample mean of y and y′ as µ(y) and µ(y′), respectively; denote the (unbiased)
sample variance of y and y′ as σ2(y) and σ2(y′), respectively. Let G j denote the jth column of G
and let µ(G j) denote the mean of the jth column of G.
Letσ2(G j) denote the (unbiased) sample variance of G’s j-th column, that isσ2(Gi) = 1M−1
∑M
i=1[G(i, j)−
µ(G j)]2. Let σG( j, t) denote the sample covariance between the j-th column and the t-th column of
G, σG( j, t) = 1M−1
∑M
i=1[G(i, j) − µ(G j)][G(i, t) − µ(Gt)].
In the following, we prove that the change in sample variance as a result of the data spike of size
∆ in the n-th element of d leads to a change in the variance given by
σ2(y′) − σ2(y) = σ2(Gn)∆2 + 2∆
N∑
t=1
d(t)σG(n, t). (3.1)
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Proof. First, we show that the sample mean of d′ differs from that of d by µ(Gn)∆.
µ(y) =
1
M
M∑
i=1
y(i) =
1
M
M∑
i=1
N∑
t=1
G(i, t)d(t)
=
N∑
t=1
[
1
M
M∑
i=1
G(i, t)]d(t) =
N∑
t=1
µ(Gt)d(t)
µ(y′) =
N∑
t=1
µ(Gt)d′(t) =
N∑
t=1
µ(Gt)d(t) − µ(Gn)d(n) + µ(Gn)d′(n)
=
N∑
t=1
µ(Gt)d(t) + µ(Gn)∆ = µ(y) + µ(Gn)∆
In the following we show that due to the change by ∆ the sample mean of d′ differs byσ2(Gn)∆2+
2∆
∑N
t=1 d(t)σG(n, t), where σ
2(Gn) is the sample variance of G’s n-th column and σG(n, t) is the
sample covariance between the n-th column and t-th column of G.
Note that, since y′(i) = y(i)+G(i, n)∆, y′(i)−µ(y′) is equivalent to y(i)−µ(y)+[G(i, n)−µ(Gn)]∆.
This enables us to break σ2(y′) = 1M−1
∑M
i=1[y
′(i) − µ(y′)]2 into three parts:
1
M − 1
M∑
i=1
{y(i) − µ(y)}2
+
1
M − 1
M∑
i=1
[G(i, n) − µ(Gn)]2∆2
+
1
M − 1
M∑
i=1
2 N∑
t=1
[G(i, t) − µ(Gt)]d(t)[G(i, n) − µ(Gn)]∆

The first part is the (unbiased) sample variance of y, σ2(y). By the definition of σ2(Gn),
σ2(Gn) = 1M−1
∑M
i=1[G(i, n) − µ(Gn)]2. Therefore, the second part is equivalent to σ2(Gn)∆2. By the
definition of σG(n, t), σG(n, t) = 1M−1
∑M
i=1[G(i, n) − µ(Gn)][G(i, t) − µ(Gt)]; therefore, the third part
equals 2∆
∑N
t=1 d(t)σG(n, t).
As a result, the following holds true:
σ2(y′) = σ2(y) + σ2(Gn)∆2 + 2∆
N∑
t=1
d(t)σG(n, t)

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Figure 3.2: The sample variance of the compressed samples for write activity data and the spike-free
data in each time window.
In the proof of Eq. (3.1), we also prove that µ(y′) = µ(y) + µ(Gn)∆. Note that since entries of
G are independently generated random Gaussian variables, the expected column mean of G is 0.
As a result, the expected difference between µ(y) and µ(y′), i.e., µ(Gn)∆, is 0. A large ∆, therefore,
cannot be expected to cause a significant change in the sample mean.
The expected column variance of G is 1/M. The fact that two columns of G are independent of
each other leads to zero covariance between any two columns of G. As a result, the expected value of
σ2(Gn) is 1/M and the expected value of σG(n, t) is 0. The expected value of the difference between
σ2(y) and σ2(y′), i.e., σ2(Gn)∆2 + 2∆
∑N
t=1 d(t)σG(n, t), is therefore equal to ∆
2/M. Therefore, a
large ∆ may not lead to a significant change in the sample mean, but it will lead to a significant
change in the sample variance.
This inference from Eq. (3.1) is consistent with our observations. For the write activity data,
we set the window length to N = 64 and the sample size to M = 16; so for every 64 data points,
16 compressed samples are generated. We then calculate the sample variance for each window. We
also repeat the sampling and variance calculation on the data without any spikes. An overlay of the
sample variance for the data with and without spikes is shown in Figure 3.2. Windows containing
spikes have extremely large variance compared with other time windows.
Our method to detect data spikes or abrupt changes is to collect data in each time window using
compressive sampling, and calculate the sample variance of each time window. We then detect
a window that has a variance exceeding a threshold as the window that contains spikes or abrupt
changes. To select the proper threshold for the sample variance, we learn its distribution by training
a dataset that contains no spikes. After obtaining the set of variance for each time window, we
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Figure 3.3: The variance of the random samples collected for write activity in each time window.
obtain the sample mean µ and sample variance σ, and set the threshold to µ + σz1−α, where z1−α is
the upper 1 − α critical value of a standard normal distribution.
During the detection phase, a time window that has a sample variance above this threshold is
said to contain spikes or abrupt changes. To find out the exact time stamp within the particular
window for the spikes, one can use the reconstruction algorithm, such as HTP, on samples of the
detected time window to recover the original data.
Note that compressive sampling preserves the data spikes better than random sampling. To
compare these two sampling techniques, we use random sampling to collect the same amount of
samples from the write activity data, and show the sample variance in Figure 3.3. The sample
variance is extremely large only for the window that contains the fourth spike. The other spikes
are not selected as the samples, which is expected since a spike in the original data is selected as a
sample with probability M/N.
3.3.2 Detection of trends from compressed samples
In the following, we show that the compressed samples preserve the mean of the original data.
Let µ(G) be the average of all entries of G, µ(G) = 1MN
∑M
i=1
∑N
t=1 G(i, t). As before, denote the mean
of d and y as µ(d) and µ(y), respectively. We prove in the following that
µ(y) P≈ Nµ(G)µ(d), (3.2)
where
P≈ stands for being approximately equal with high probability. In other words, the sample
mean is approximately the mean of the original data scaled by Nµ(G). Given this property, when
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the original data increases or decreases in magnitude, the mean of the compressed samples increases
or decreases proportionally.
Proof. From the proof of Equation (3.1), we know that the compressed sample mean µ(y) is equal
to
∑N
t=1 µ(Gt)d(t). By the definition of µ(G), we have µ(G) =
1
MN
∑M
i=1
∑N
t=1 G(i, t) =
1
N
∑N
t=1 µ(Gt),
which leads to the following:
µ(Gt)
Nµ(G)
=
µ(Gt)
µ(Gt) +
∑N
j=1, j,t µ(G j)
=
1
1 +
∑N
j=1, j,t µ(G j)
µ(Gt)
(3.3)
Note that entries of G, G(i, t), are independent and follow Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and variance 1/M. As a result, the t-th column mean of G, µ(Gt) = 1M
∑M
i=1 G(i, t), also follows
a Gaussian distribution with zero mean, but with a variance of 1/M3 (denoted by N(0, 1/M3)).
Therefore,
√
M3µ(Gt) can be said to follow N(0, 1).
Similarly,
∑N
j=1, j,t µ(G j) follows N(0, (N − 1)/M3). As a result,
√
M3/(N − 1) ∑Nj=1, j,t µ(G j)
can be said to follow N(0, 1).
The ratio of the above two independent variables which both follow the standard normal distri-
bution N(0, 1) is given by:
√
M3
N−1
∑N
j=1, j,t µ(G j)√
M3µ(Gt)
=
1√
N − 1
∑N
j=1, j,t µ(G j)
µ(Gt)
Thus, 1√
N−1
∑N
j=1, j,t µ(G j)
µ(Gt)
follows the standard Cauchy distribution, denoted by Cauchy(0, 1).
We now apply the fact that if a random variable X follows Cauchy(µ, σ), then the linear trans-
formation αX + β follows Cauchy(αµ + β, |α|σ) [103]. This implies that 1 +
∑N
j=1, j,t µ(G j)
µ(Gt)
follows
Cauchy(1,
√
N − 1).
Similarly, we again apply another result on transformation of Cauchy distributions: if X follows
Cauchy(µ, σ), then 1/X follows Cauchy(µ/c, σ/c) where c = µ2 + σ2 [103]. This implies that the
right hand side of (3.3) follows Cauchy(1/N,
√
N − 1/N).
Given (3.3) and given the probability density function of the above Cauchy distribution with
mean 1/N and small variance, it follows that µ(Gt)/(Nµ(G)) is 1/N or close to it with high probabil-
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Figure 3.4: The average value of the original CommittedAS data in each time window overlaid with
the scaled average of the compressed samples and random samples.
ity. Since µ(y) is equal to
∑N
t=1 µ(Gt)d(t),
µ(y)
Nµ(G) is close to
∑N
t=1
1
N d(t) = µ(d) with high probability.
That is, µ(y) is close to Nµ(G)µ(d) with high probability. 
The implications of Eq. (3.2) are consistent with our simulation results. For the CommittedAS
dataset, we use time bins that each includes 1024 data points in 34 minutes. Sampling is applied on
each time bin separately. The sample size for compressive sampling is 3.12%. Figure 3.4 shows the
average of the original data in each time window compared with the scaled mean of the compressed
samples (scaled by 1/Nµ(G)). The two sets of average values are similar and both of them can
capture the increasing trend in the CommittedAS. We also show the average of random samples
in Figure 3.4 and find that the values are closer to the average of the original data. However, the
process of random sampling loses information of the original data. The original data cannot be fully
recovered using the random samples. On the other hand, the samples collected via compressive
sampling can be used to reconstruct the original data with much greater fidelity.
To detect the increasing trend in CommittedAS, we exploit the fact that the average of the original
data within each time window is preserved in scaled form by the compressed samples. To estimate
the global trend, we use a 24-hour sliding window, which includes 40 time bins, and move the
sliding window by one time bin at each step. We use the linear model d = a × t + b, where d
is the average of compressed samples within each time bin, t is the beginning time of the sliding
window, a is the slope, and b is the intersection. For each sliding window, 40 (d, t) pairs are applied
to this model and the slope within each sliding window is estimated along with the 95% confidence
interval. We use the slope estimates to check whether an increasing trend or a decreasing trend
exists in the original data.
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3.3.3 PCA-based detection from compressed samples
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a dimension reduction technique that is frequently used
for anomaly detection [48, 52]. It transforms a high-dimensional dataset into new bases called
principal components ordered by the strength of the correlations exhibited by the data along their
respective directions. As a result, the first principal component captures the strongest correlation
pattern of the original data, the second principal component captures the second strongest correla-
tion pattern, and so on [53]. The first few principal components are often chosen as the signature
pattern of the data.
For anomaly detection purposes, PCA is typically applied on the original raw data. In this
work, on the other hand, we apply PCA directly on the compressed samples to extract normal
patterns of behavior present in the original data. These extracted features are then exploited to
detect occurrences such as spikes in this data. Our method comprises two phases: training and
detection. During training, we use a large dataset to obtain its signature pattern. To remove extreme
values from the dataset, we replace the top 0.1% of the data with its median value. For every N data
points, M samples are generated via compressive sampling. Assume the sample from the t-th time
window is the length-M vector st and that the obtained samples from T windows are [s1, · · · , sT ].
Applying PCA on the sample sets gives us M principal components p1, · · · ,pM, each a length-M
vector.
We then study the strength of the correlation captured by each of the principal components and
choose the top k among them which capture more than 95% of the correlations. We then define
the normal pattern of the data using the first k principal components as Pk = [p1, · · · ,pk], also
referred to as the normal subspace. The anomalous subspace is the subspace orthogonal to the
normal subspace.
In the detection phase, we subtract the statistical mean µ(y) from the compressed data y, project
it onto the normal subspace Pk, and then examine the difference between the projection and the orig-
inal test data y−µ(y)−PkPTk (y−µ(y)). We then compare the norm of the difference ry = || y−µ(y)−
PkPTk (y−µ(y)) ||2, which we call the projection residual, to a certain threshold, and issue an alert in-
dicating an anomaly when it exceeds the threshold. We set the threshold to
√
2(N − k)(N/M + 1)z1−α+
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N − k; the choice of this threshold is explained later in this section.
Rationale behind the method. The PCA-based detection described above is based on the fact
that the projection residual ry as a result of our detection process is sufficiently similar to rd to allow
the use of ry (in place of rd) for anomaly detection. Here, rd is the residual obtained using the
full-length data.
Let Σd be the covariance matrix of the original data d with Σd = UΛUT being the singular value
decomposition of Σd where U is a unitary matrix and Λ is a diagonal matrix. The columns of U,
ui, are the eigenvectors/principal components of the original data and the diagonal entries of Λ, λi,
are the corresponding eigenvalues. Let Σy be the covariance matrix of the compressed samples with
Σy = VΛ∗VT , where V = [v1, · · · , vN], being the principal components of Σy. The diagonal entries
of Λ∗, λ∗i , are the eigenvalues.
The sampling matrix for compressive sampling is a random Gaussian matrix, the entries of
which follow the Gaussian distribution of zero mean and variance 1/M. As a result, the obtained
compressed samples are linear combinations of the original data. Such linear projections should
preserve some spectral properties of the original data.
Our detection method relies on one major finding. We find that when the test data is normal,
key statistical properties of the distribution of ry, the projection residual as a result of applying the
subspace method directly on the compressed samples, is related to those of the distribution of rd,
the projection residual of the original data. More specifically, we prove in the following that
E(ry) − E(rd) = O(1). (3.4)
That is, the difference between E(ry) and E(rd) is a constant independent of M or N.
Proof. First, we show that the mean of rd is E(rd) =
∑N
i=k+1 λi. Let IN denote an N × N identity
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matrix. By the definition of rd, we have:
rd = ||(d − µ(d)) − UkUTk (d − µ(d))||2
= (d − µ(d))T (IN − UkUTk )(d − µ(d))
= (d − µ(d))T (UUT − UkUTk )(d − µ(d))
= (d − µ(d))T
N∑
i=k+1
uiuTi (d − µ(d))
=
N∑
i=k+1
||uTi (d − µ(d))||2
Since ||uTi (d − µ(d))||2 captures the variance of d along uTi , we have E(rd) =
∑N
i=k+1 E(||uTi (d −
µ(d))||2) = ∑Ni=k+1 λi. Similarly, the mean of ry is E(ry) = ∑Mi=k+1 λ∗i .
Next, we show that rd is similar to ry by proving E(ry) − E(rd) is a constant independent of M
or N, or equivalently,
∑M
i=k+1 λ
∗
i −
∑N
i=k+1 λi = O(1). The proof is completed in two parts: (i) by
proving that E(
∑N
i=1 λi) = E(
∑M
i=1 λ
∗
i ), and (ii) by proving that E(
∑k
i=1 λ
∗
i ) − E(
∑k
i=1 λi) = O(1).
Part (i): We first prove that E(
∑N
i=1 λi) = E(
∑M
j=1 λ
∗
j). Note that
∑M
j=1 λ j is also the trace of
the covariance matrix Σd, i.e., tr(Σd) =
∑N
i=1 Σd(i, i) =
∑N
i=1 λi. Similarly, tr(Σy) =
∑M
i=1 Σ
∗
d(i, i) =∑M
i=1 λ
∗
i . Recall that y = Gd, we have Σy = GΣdG
T = GUΛUTGT . The i-th diagonal entry of Σy,
therefore, is given by:
N∑
k=1
λk(
N∑
j=1
G(i, j)uk( j))(
N∑
j=1
uk( j)G(i, j))
As a result, the trace of Σy can be rewritten as
tr(Σy) =
M∑
i=1
N∑
k=1
λk
 N∑
j=1
G(i, j)uk( j)

 N∑
j=1
uk( j)G(i, j)

=
N∑
k=1
λk
M∑
i=1
 N∑
j=1
uk( j)G(i, j)

 N∑
j=1
G(i, j)uk( j)

=
N∑
k=1
λkuTk G
TGuk
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The difference between the traces of Σy and Σd is
∑N
k=1 λku
T
k (G
TG − IN)uk, where IN is an N × N
identity matrix. Note that entries of matrix G follow N(0, 1M ). Therefore, E(GTG) = IN , and
E(tr(Σy)) = E(tr(Σd)).
Part (ii): We next prove that
∑k
i=1 λi
P≈ ∑kj=1 λ∗j .
Consider a length-N vector x that follows a Gaussian distributionN(0,Σx) where Σx = diag{λ(x)1 , · · · , λ(x)N }
is a diagonal matrix that follows the spiked covariance model. It is shown in [104] that if we build
X = [x1, · · · , xM] with M realizations of x, then the i-th largest eigenvalue of matrix S = 1M XXT ,
λ(s)i , satisfies:
√
M(λ(s)i − λ(x)i ) −
√
M
γλ(x)i
λ(x)i − 1
∼ N(0, 2λ(x)i
2 − γ2λ
(x)
i
2
(λ(x)i − 1)2
) (3.5)
as M,N → ∞ and NM → γ. Applying the result of [104] to our case, we build X as X = Λ
1
2 UTGT .
The i-th column of X is xi = Λ
1
2 UT gTi . Due to randomness of G(i, j), we have the mean of xi
E(xi) = Λ
1
2 UT E(gTi ) = 0, and E(xix
T
i ) = Λ
1
2 UT E(gTi gi)UΛ
1
2 = Λ
1
2 UT 1M INUΛ
1
2 = 1M Λ. Therefore,
λ(x)i = λi/
√
M. On the other hand, S = 1M XX
T has the same eigenvalues with those of 1M X
T X =
1
M GΣdG
T = 1M Σy which implies that λ
(s)
i = λ
∗
i /
√
M, i = 1, · · · ,M. Applying the result of [104] in
our case allows us to relate λ∗i to λi as:
(λ∗i − λi) −
γλi
λi − 1 ∼ N(0, 2λi
2 − γ2λi
2
(λi − 1)2 ) (3.6)
Using this relationship between λ∗i and λi, we get that the difference between E(
∑k
i=1 λ
∗
i ) and
E(
∑k
i=1 λi) is only a constant since E(
∑k
i=1 λ
∗
i −
∑k
i=1 λi) = E(
∑k
i=1 γλi/(λi − 1)) = O(1).
Combining the results in Parts (i) and (ii) above, we have:
E(ry) − E(rd) = (
M∑
i=1
λ∗i −
M∑
i=1
λi) − (
k∑
i=1
λ∗i −
k∑
i=1
λi) = O(1)

Further, it is known from [105] that
var(ry)
var(rd)
= 1 + γ + z(M), (3.7)
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where z(M) = O(1/√M), N/M = γ for large N, λ1 > 1 + √γ, and Λd follows the spiked covariance
model, i.e., λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λk > λk+1 = λk+2 = · · · = λN = 1.
The above results show that the mean of the two projection residuals differ by a constant and
the variance of one is a scaled version of the other. As a result, it can be stated that the principal
components of the compressed samples preserve some of the correlation relationship within the
original data.
Under the spiked covariance model, the mean of rd and ry are both
∑N
i=k+1 λi = N − k; the
variance of rd is
∑N
i=k+1 2λ
2
i = 2(N − k), and the variance of ry is approximately 2(1 + N/M)(N − k).
So, during the detection process, the threshold for the projection residual ry is set to
√
2(N − k)(N/M + 1)z1−α + N − k.
3.4 Performance evaluation
We use the compressed samples for anomaly detection under the following two scenarios:
• The system operator wishes to detect performance-related bottlenecks or anomalies that man-
ifest themselves as the magnitude of the signal exceeding some nominal threshold value—as
spikes or abrupt changes. The performance in this regard is quantified by a hit-rate metric.
• The operator wishes to detect gradual performance deterioration, say over hours or days, as-
sociated with software aging or resource exhaustion by analyzing the signals for the existence
of trends. Common causes involve resource exhaustion due to memory leaks and bloat, un-
released network sockets and file locks, and unterminated threads. Here the performance is
quantified by the confidence with which the samples can be used to estimate a positive slope,
if one exists.
3.4.1 Detection of Spikes and Abrupt Changes
This case study uses the write activity signal shown previously in Figure 3.1(a) to evaluate how
well threshold violations are detected from the compressed samples, specifically abrupt changes and
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Figure 3.5: An overlay of the hit rate achieved as a result of using the compressed samples versus
that of random sampling.
spikes present in the original full-length signal. We use a hit-rate metric to characterize the number
of abrupt changes that can be detected by defining a hit as follows: given a time window t within
the original data and the compressed samples, a spike occurring in the compressed samples matches
a similar spike seen in the original signal.
Figure 3.5 shows the result of applying our method on the write activity data as a function of
the sample size. The length of each observation window is set to N = 64 data points. Once the
sample size exceeds 28%, the hit rate is higher than 95% when the false alarm is fixed at 0.5%. (A
sample size smaller than 28% would lead to a false alarm higher than 0.5%.) We find this result
is significantly better than that obtained using randomly selected samples from the original signal.
The hit rate achieved by random sampling is linear with the sample size, since a higher sampling
rate proportionally increases the probability of sampling the spikes present in the original data.
3.4.2 Detection of Trends
The second case study shows that analysis of the compressed samples can detect trends within
the full-length signal that may indicate a system resource being slowly exhausted—such as memory.
We use a long-running Trade6 application executing over a period of 48 hours and inject a small
memory leak of about 100 KB/minute at around the 24-hour mark; referring back to Figure 3.1(b),
note the increasing trend in the CommittedAS dataset.
Figure 3.6 summarizes the results. The quality of the slope estimate, in terms of the confidence
interval, obtained using the compressed data is relatively insensitive to the sample size as it varies
from 6.25% to 25%. Also, the overlay of the estimated slope values obtained using the original,
compressed, and randomly sampled data, shown in Figure 3.6(b), shows only minor differences in
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(a) Estimation of slope using compressed samples.
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(b) Comparision of the slope estimates.
Figure 3.6: Slope estimates obtained for CommittedAS using the compressed data for different sam-
ple sizes; overlay of the estimated slope values obtained using the original, compressed, and ran-
domly sampled data.
the achieved quality. The sample size for both the compressive and random sampling methods was
set to 6.25%. The use of compressive sampling over random sampling is however still advantageous
since it allows us to recover the full-length signal with much higher fidelity.
3.4.3 PCA-based Detection of Spikes and Abrupt Changes
The final case study deals with using PCA to analyze the write activity dataset for spikes
and abrupt changes.1 Figure 3.7(a) shows the projection of write activity on to the anomalous
subspace—obtained via the previously described training process—for a sample size of 20%. Ob-
servation windows containing spikes have significantly higher projection residuals than those with-
out spikes. Figure 3.7(b) shows the achieved hit rate as a function of sample size when the false
alarm rate is fixed. With the false alarm rate fixed at 0.5%, the PCA-based method achieves a hit
rate greater than 95% using a sample size of about 18%.
1A MATLAB implementation of our PCA-based solution for detecting spikes is available via a GitHub repository
located at https://github.com/TingshanHuang/AnomalyDetectionWithCompressedMeasurements. The result
in Figure 3.7(b) is reproducible using the provided dataset and demo script.
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Figure 3.7: The projection residual of the write activity signal is shown in (a) wherein windows
containing a spike have extremely large projections on the anomalous subspace. The achieved hit
rate is shown in (b) when the false alarm rate is fixed as 0.5%. The length of the measurement length
is set to N = 64 and the sample size varies from 3% to 50%.
3.5 Related work
Compressive sampling has recently gained traction as a low-cost monitoring solution in varied
fields such as wireless sensor networks [70], power grids [73], and microprocessor design [72]. Our
previous research applied the concept to the performance monitoring of computing systems [81,
82, 83]. The emphasis in [81, 82] was on studying the feasibility of using fixed-rate compres-
sive sampling for monitoring server systems. More recently. we developed an adaptive-rate model
that exploits any time-varying sparsity in the signal to further reduce the number of collected sam-
ples [83]. Tuma et al. study the applicability of compressive sampling for fine-grained monitoring
of processor performance and evaluate its performance on signals representing micro-architecture
counters within a core [72]. They show that compressive sampling can recover these signals if one
can identify the bases in which the signals can be sparsely represented.
Lakhina et al. develop a PCA-based method for real-time detection of anomalies in computer
networks [49]. Here, PCA is applied to high-dimensional network-wide traffic data to extract nor-
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mal traffic patterns which have a highly reduced dimension. During the detection phase, traffic that
does not correspond to the normal pattern is identified as an anomaly. The patterns extracted by
this approach is also called a normal subspace; so it is also referred to as the PCA-based subspace
method. Recent extensions of this method for network anomaly detection include [106, 107, 108].
We have also seen PCA-based methods developed for anomaly detection in cloud computing sys-
tems [52]. Here, PCA is applied to the run-time performance data collected from each server to
extract relevant features, which are then used to train decision tree classifiers for anomaly detection.
The aforementioned techniques for anomaly detection have been shown to be quite effective in de-
tecting anomalies affecting network and computing systems. However, these techniques require the
full-length data stream to perform the necessary analysis.
There have been a few recent attempts focused on anomaly detection using compressed data ob-
tained from the underlying system [105, 109]. These papers show that the performance of spectral-
based methods (e.g., the PCA-based subspace method) using only knowledge of the compressed
samples is similar to that of knowing the original data. Motivated by the fact that the samples
should preserve more information than just the spectral properties of the original data, such as the
sample mean and variance, our work extends their use to detect abrupt changes and trends in the
raw data.
3.6 Summary
From a viewpoint of reducing monitoring costs, compressive sampling allows for a simple, ran-
domized sensing strategy to acquire the signals of interest on the local server; the network bandwidth
needed to transmit these samples to the monitoring station is also significantly reduced. When oper-
ators wish to analyze the original signal, there is a way to use numerical optimization to reconstruct
the signal from the sample set. We have shown that the compressed samples preserve important
statistical properties of the original signal such as the mean, variance, and correlation. This result
can be used to reduce the processing cost associated with data analysis on the monitoring station via
a two-step process: the compressed samples are first examined for characteristics of interest such as
spikes, abrupt changes, and trends; if necessary, the full-length signal is then reconstructed to find
out a more accurate time stamp of occurrence within a particular window.
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4. Fast and Distributed Detection of Anomalies in Feature Matrices of Network Traffic
Anomalies in communication network traffic caused by malware or denial-of-service attacks
manifest themselves in structural changes in the covariance matrix of traffic features. Real-time de-
tection of anomalies in high-dimensional data demands a very efficient algorithm to identify these
changes in a compact low-dimensional representation. This chapter presents an efficient algorithm
for the rapid detection of structural differences between two covariance matrices, as measured by
the maximum possible angle between the subspaces specified by subsets of the two sets of principal
components of the matrices. We show that our algorithm achieves a significantly lower computa-
tional complexity compared to a naive approach. Finally, we apply our results to real traffic traces
from Internet backbone links and show that our approach offers a substantial reduction in the com-
putational overhead of anomaly detection. The preliminary work was published in [110].
4.1 Introduction
Security professionals who monitor communication networks for malware or denial-of-service
attacks are increasingly dependent on real-time detection of anomalous behavior in the data traffic
[111]. The volume of data that one has to monitor and process for effective real-time management of
networks and systems, however, poses significant Big Data challenges [112]. Further, many of the
anomalies are apparent only upon an examination of the correlations in the traffic data from multiple
locations. State-of-the-art network management today, therefore, requires the constant monitoring
of a very large number of features at hundreds of locations across a network and the ability to
collect, transmit and process the data in real-time for near-instantaneous mitigation actions in case
of anomalous patterns indicative of an intrusion or other threats. A key step in network management
and traffic analysis, therefore, is dimensionality reduction, which cuts down the number of observed
features or variables into a smaller set that is sufficient to capture the information essential to the
goals of network management. This chapter addresses the challenge of real-time dimensionality
reduction for anomaly detection, with a new method based on a metric called the maximum subspace
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distance for differentiating between observed patterns in traffic streams.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a widely used tool that allows us to derive a reduced
set of the most significant uncorrelated features that are linear combinations of the original set of
features [113]. Given N features, one selects k  N most significant principal components out
of N to define a k-dimensional subspace based on observations of normal traffic (we assume the
availability of normal or some reference traffic for purposes of comparing observed traffic with it.)
Then, any significant deviation in the projection of the data onto this reference subspace can be
defined as an anomaly for purposes of detection [49]. There are at least two weaknesses of PCA-
based subspace methods for anomaly detection: (i) the reduced number of principal components,
k, is computed based on the structure of normal traffic when, actually, the structure of the changes
between the observed and the normal traffic is more relevant for choosing the appropriate number
of dimensions for anomaly detection, and (ii) a static determination of k is inadequate at capturing
real-time changes — the right number of dimensions is often different during different periods of
time depending on the structure of both the normal and observed traffic. Motivated by the need to
address these weaknesses, this chapter reports results which differ from and build upon the body of
work on subspace methods for anomaly detection.
Normal and anomalous traffic tend to differ in the correlations between pairs of features of
the traffic being monitored. These correlations, along with the variance of each monitored feature
are entires in the covariance matrix. This work is additionally motivated by two observations: (i)
anomalies lead to changes in the covariance matrix of the set of traffic features being monitored,
and (ii) different types of anomalies cause different types of deviations in the covariance matrix
allowing a categorization of the detected anomaly and an immediate prescription of actions toward
threat mitigation [77]. Besides, use of the covariance matrix requires no assumptions about the
distributions of the monitored features, rendering it a general method for traffic characterization.
Rapid detection of structural differences between two covariance matrices, therefore, is an important
goal in modern anomaly detection and is a key component of this work. The analysis and the
algorithms presented in this chapter facilitate a computationally efficient and distributed algorithm
for ascertaining the appropriate number of dimensions to use in detecting changes in covariance
matrices.
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4.1.1 Problem Statement and Contributions
Let N denote the number of traffic features being monitored in the network. These N features
could all be observations made at a single location in the network or could be from a multiplicity
of locations where the traffic is being monitored. Assume that each feature sampled in the traffic
corresponds to a designated time slot. We place no assumptions on the selection of traffic features.
The primary goal of this chapter is to find an appropriately reduced set of k  N dimensions
in real-time, which may be different during different time periods depending on the nature of the
observed traffic at that time. As opposed to traditional PCA-based methods which determine k stat-
ically based only on the normal or reference traffic, our goal is to derive k based on the currently
observed differential between the monitored traffic and the reference or normal traffic. This allows
the use of only the number of dimensions necessary at any given time instead of a static determina-
tion independent of the currently observed patterns.
The primary technical contribution of this chapter is in real-time dimensionality reduction for
detecting changes in patterns in order to ease the Big Data challenges of network and system man-
agement. In this chapter, we illustrate our technique of dimensionality reduction through the end
goal of anomaly detection in networks — but, our contribution can be employed in all contexts
where real-time dimensionality reduction can be employed to reduce the computational burden of
detecting changes in data streams.
Centralized anomaly detection
In the case in which all N features are observations at a single node, the covariance matrices can
be readily calculated at the node itself. Also, in the case in which the N features are observations
made at multiple nodes but transmitted and collected at a central monitoring station, the covariance
matrices can be calculated at this station for analysis. In either of these two cases, we can charac-
terize network traffic as a stream of covariance matrices, one for each designated window of time,
and then use the observed changes in the covariance matrices to infer changes in the system status,
anomalous or otherwise. Let ΣA and ΣB denote the two N × N covariance matrices that need to be
compared to detect changes indicative of an anomaly. These two matrices could represent real traffic
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data during different time windows or one of them could be a reference matrix representing normal
operation without anomalies. The problem becomes one of devising a measure of the structural dif-
ference using a parsimonious metric that allows efficient computation at reasonable accuracy while
also serving as a reliable indicator of anomalies.
The contribution of this chapter begins with the use of a new metric, which we call the maximum
subspace distance, defined as the largest possible angle, θmax, between the subspace composed of the
first kA principal components of ΣA and the subspace composed of the first kB principal components
of ΣB, for all possible values of kA and kB. The maximum subspace distance is defined in more
detail in Section 4.3.
Finding the subspace (i.e., all the principal components) given a covariance matrix is compu-
tationally expensive since it requires either singular value decomposition or eigenvalue decompo-
sition. By avoiding subspace computation through use of only the most significant principal com-
ponents and based on theoretical insights proved in the Section 4.4, this chapter contributes a fast
approximate algorithm to estimate a reduced number of principal components that is sufficiently
effective at distinguishing between the two matrices being compared. This number of principal
components — which we call the effective subspace dimension (ESD) — is such that it describes
each of the two subspaces enough to gain a close estimate of the maximum subspace distance. In
Section 4.4, we present the algorithm, called getESD, in pseudo-code along with an analysis of its
computational complexity. This algorithm is an improved version of our early work in [110] with a
better criterion for stopping the iterations.
Distributed anomaly detection
In the case in which the N features are sampled at multiple locations in the network, the co-
variance matrix of these features is not readily computable at any given location. If the feature
data cannot all be transmitted to a central monitoring station due to communication costs or other
reasons, we have only the raw features computed for every time slot based on which we need to
estimate the maximum subspace distance. Let M denote the number of consecutive time slots for
which these features have to be sampled in order to ascertain the second-order statistics of these
features, i.e., the variances and correlations which populate the covariance matrix of these features.
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The input to the distributed algorithm at each node, therefore, is not a stream of covariance matrices
but raw feature data in the form of a stream of vectors, each of length M.
To address this case, we present a distributed algorithm, called getESD-D, which avoids the
direct computation of the covariance matrices but nevertheless returns the effective subspace dimen-
sion and an estimate of the maximum subspace distance. The participating nodes in the getESD-
D algorithm deploy the gossip-based Gaussian mixture learning mechanism to estimate principal
components of the traffic features [114]. The algorithm requires only local computation and some
communication between neighboring nodes. The correctness of this algorithm is proved in the Sec-
tion 4.5. Section 4.5 presents this distributed algorithm along with an analysis of its computational
and communication complexity. We show that the estimation result in the distributed algorithm is
as good as the centralized one with the extra cost for message exchanges.
Our work in this chapter improves upon the traditional subspace methods for anomaly detection
in three ways: (i) our attempt to reduce the number of dimensions is based on data from both of the
two traffic streams being compared instead of depending only on some reference data for a normal
traffic stream, (ii) our methods allow a dynamic real-time computation of the structural changes in
network traffic features and, therefore, allow a better characterization of attack traffic, and (iii) our
method makes it significantly harder for attack traffic to spoof the structure of normal traffic in order
to escape detection.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses related work in
the use of covariance matrices and in subspace methods for anomaly detection. Section 4.3 de-
scribes the assumptions and definitions underlying the problem and the solution approach used in
the chapter. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 describe the centralized and distributed versions of our algorithms,
respectively. Section 4.6 describes simulation experiments using real traffic traces which illustrate
the performance of anomaly detection using our method.
4.2 Related Work
The problem of anomaly detection often invites customized solutions particular to the type of
anomaly that is of interest. For example, methods reported in [115] and [116] allow the detection of
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load anomalies in voice-over-IP traffic at the IP level and at application level, respectively. Similarly,
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks are the target of detection in [117], [118] and [119].
However, given that anomalies manifest themselves in multiple and sometimes uncommon or even
unknown ways, a more practical solution to the problem of anomaly detection is a generic method
that can detect anomalies of all kinds — common and uncommon, known and unknown.
Developing general anomaly detection tools can be challenging, largely due to the difficulty
of extracting anomalous patterns from huge volumes of high-dimensional data contaminated with
anomalies. Early anomaly detection methods which used artificial intelligence, machine learning,
or state machine modeling are reviewed in [120]. Examples of later work on developing general
anomaly detection tools include [46, 49, 77, 108, 119, 121, 122, 123]. There are two broad ap-
proaches to anomaly detection that are related to the work reported in this chapter — those using
covariance matrices directly and those using subspace methods, and occasionally those which use
both these approaches together.
While the covariance matrix plays a role in many anomaly detection methods, it was most di-
rectly used in [77] to detect flooding attacks based on comparisons between a covariance matrix
under normal conditions (used as the reference matrix) and the observed covariance matrix. The
method helps identify, characterize, and differentiate between various attacks by revealing the set
of entries in the covariance matrix that change significantly under different attack scenarios. The
covariance matrix is also used directly for anomaly detection in [121]. In this method, signs in the
observed covariance matrix are compared with a reference covariance matrix, and the correspond-
ing traffic samples are marked as anomalous if the number of mismatches is higher than a certain
threshold. While the methods in [77] and [121] are based on detecting the changes in individual
entries in the covariance matrix, they do not exploit the correlation between these changes in the
entries. This chapter, on the other hand, advances the use of covariance matrices by examining the
underlying correlation among the changes in the entries to offer a more refined and a more reliable
approach to anomaly detection.
The subspace method, based on PCA, was first proposed for anomaly detection in [49] and
later improved in [46] to explore the deviation in the network-wide traffic volume and feature dis-
tributions caused by anomalies. The scheme proposed in [49] applies PCA on training data and
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separates the high-dimensional space of network traffic into two subspaces: the normal subspace
and the anomalous subspace. The normal subspace is low-dimensional and captures high variance
of normal traffic data, thus modeling the normal behavior of a network. The projections of measure-
ment data onto the anomalous subspace are used to signal, identify and classify anomalies.
The limitations of the subspace method are discussed in [76]. In particular, the performance of
the PCA-based method — the false positive rate in particular — is very sensitive to small changes in
the number of dimensions chosen for the normal subspace. The simulation results in [124] further
confirm that the effectiveness of the subspace method depends strongly on the dimension chosen for
the normal subspace. In addition, excessively large anomalies can contaminate the normal subspace
and weaken the performance of the detector. Later work has improved upon the training process of
the subspace method [106, 107, 125, 126], but choosing the appropriate dimension for the normal
subspace has remained an unmet challenge.
The method proposed in this chapter seeks to overcome some of these shortcomings of the
subspace method. When comparing the covariance matrices under normal and observed conditions,
our method does not rely entirely on tuning and training for the normal condition to ascertain the
right number of principal components — instead, the number of dimensions the method uses is
based on both the observed traffic and the normal reference traffic. In other words, instead of
defining the characteristics of normal behavior only, as in [49] and [46], our method draws out the
characteristics of the difference between the normal and observed behaviors to come up with two
sets of principal components. Furthermore, our method makes it significantly harder for an anomaly
to disguise itself as normal traffic. In the previously proposed subspace methods, an attacker with
knowledge of the normal subspace used for anomaly detection can devise attack traffic that matches
its principal components for that subspace. To foil the detection in our case, however, the attacker
would have to additionally match the order of the principal components of the normal subspace —
a significantly more difficult task.
In other related work, PCA-based methods have been decentralized for a variety of purposes
including anomaly detection [79, 80, 127, 128, 129]. A distributed framework for PCA is proposed
in [128] to achieve accurate detection of network anomalies through monitoring of only the local
data. A distributed implementation of PCA is developed for decomposable Gaussian graphical
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models in [129] to allow decentralized anomaly detection in backbone networks. Distributed gossip
algorithms using only local communication for subspace estimation have been used in the context
of sensor networks [130, 131, 132, 133]. Our work in this chapter extends the distributed average
consensus protocol proposed in [133] to estimate the principal subspace for the context of anomaly
detection in network traffic data.
4.3 The Metric
Let N denote the number of features in the dataset of interest and let ΣA and ΣB denote the two
N × N covariance matrices to be compared. Let a1, . . . , aN and b1, . . . ,bN denote the eigenvectors
of ΣA and ΣB, respectively.
4.3.1 The subspace distance
Let θkA,kB(A, B) denote the angle between the subspace composed of the first kA principal com-
ponents of ΣA, a1, . . . , akA , and the subspace composed of the first kB principal components of ΣB,
b1, . . . ,bkB . We refer to this angle between the subspaces as the subspace distance, which has a
range between 0 to 90 degrees. We have:
sin θkA,kB(A, B) = ‖ TkA,kB(A, B) ‖ (4.1)
where ‖ · ‖ is the matrix norm and TkA,kB(A, B) is the part of [b1, . . . ,bkB] orthogonal to [a1, . . . , akA].
Therefore,
TkA,kB(A, B) = (I −
kA∑
i=1
ai × a′i)[b1, . . . ,bkB] (4.2)
= (
N∑
i=kA+1
ai × a′i)[b1, . . . ,bkB]. (4.3)
The sine of the subspace distance captures the norm of [b1, . . . ,bkB] not including its projection in
[a1, . . . , akA]. The more distinguishable or orthogonal these two subspaces are to each other, the
larger the subspace distance between them.
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4.3.2 The maximum subspace distance
To compare the two matrices, we quantify the difference between ΣA and ΣB as the maximum
angle, θkA,kB(A, B), where 1 ≤ kA ≤ N and 1 ≤ kB ≤ N:
θmax = max
1≤kA,kB≤N
θkA,kB(A, B) (4.4)
In this chapter, we refer to θmax as the maximum subspace distance, which serves as our metric for
anomaly detection and quantifies the difference between the two matrices.
When kA and kB hold values that maximize θkA,kB(A, B), the two sets of principal components,
[a1, . . . , akA] and [b1, . . . ,bkB], can be thought of as the distinguishing characteristics of covariance
matrices ΣA and ΣB. Once the maximum subspace distance and the corresponding pair of dimen-
sions are found, they can be used to characterize the two datasets with ΣA and ΣB as their covariance
matrices, and distinguish these two datasets from each other. We show in Section 4.6 how these two
sets of characteristics can be employed for anomaly detection.
4.3.3 Comparison with principal angles
Our proposed metric of subspace distance is new, and the closest related metric in the literature
is the principal angle [134]. LetA be an NA-dimensional subspace defined by the orthonormal basis
a1, . . . , aNA , and let B be an NB-dimensional subspace defined by the orthonormal basis b1, . . . ,bNB
where NA ≤ NB. The principal angles betweenA and B are a set of NA angles {θ1 ≤ θ2 ≤ · · · ≤ θNA}
defined as follows. The first principal angle captures the smallest angle between any two vectors of
these two subspaces:
θ1 = min
a∈A,b∈B
arccos
|〈a,b〉|
‖ a ‖‖ b ‖
Let a˜1 and b˜1 denote the corresponding a and b for which the angle is smallest as defined above.
The other principal angles, θk, are found similarly by using a pair of a and b that are orthogonal to
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a˜i and b˜i, i < k:
θk = min
a∈A,b∈B,
a⊥{a˜1,··· ,a˜k−1},
b⊥{b˜1,··· ,b˜k−1}
arccos
|〈a,b〉|
‖ a ‖‖ b ‖
The subspace distance, as a metric, is different from principal angle in several ways. Most
importantly, the subspace distance considers the importance of each principal component while the
principal angle does not. For example, let A and B be identical two-dimensional subspaces, then
the two principal angles between these two subspaces are both zero. As for the subspace distance,
we have θ2,2 = 0, while θ1,1 = θ1,2 = θ2,1, the value of which depends on the angle between a1 and
b1, the first principal components of subspaces A and B, respectively. Another example is when
A and B are two two-dimensional subspaces that form an angle α. In this case, principal angle θ1
is still 0 and θ2 = α. Thus, unlike in the case of the subspace distance, the values of the principal
angles are independent of the principal components a1, a2, b1 and b2.
The two sets of principal components used in the definition of the subspace distance capture the
linear correlated pattern of the two datasets. In addition, the subspace distance depends on the order
of these principal components which represents their order of importance. As a result, our metric
of the maximum subspace distance serves as a dependable measure of the magnitude of changes
in the pattern between any two datasets. This property makes the maximum subspace distance an
appropriate metric for change detection and, therefore, for anomaly detection.
4.4 The Centralized Algorithm
Given the high computational cost of finding the maximum subspace distance, in this section,
we present an algorithm which estimates the metric at sufficient accuracy for successful anomaly
detection. Our solution is based on four key ideas: (i) allowing kA = kB in our search for the
maximum subspace distance, θmax, (ii) reducing the problem to one of always finding only the
first principal component of a matrix, (iii) using the power iteration method to approximate the first
principal components, and finally, (iv) using a heuristic to approximately ascertain the value of θmax.
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4.4.1 The rationale behind allowing kA = kB
In the approach presented in this chapter, we limit our search for θmax to consider only the cases
in which kA = kB. Our rationale is based on Theorem 1 below.
Theorem 1. If for some kA and kB, θkA,kB(A, B) = θmax, then there exists k, 1 ≤ k ≤ N, such that
θk,k(A, B) = θmax.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume kA ≥ kB. The statement of the theorem is proved if
θkA,kB(A, B) ≤ θkB,kB(A, B) and θkA,kB(A, B) ≤ θkA,kA(A, B). The proofs of each of these two cases
follows.
Case (i): Let x denote a column vector of length kB. Using the definition of matrix norm, we
have:
‖TkA,kB(A, B) ‖2= max∀x,‖x‖=1 ‖ TkA,kB(A, B)x ‖
2= max
∀x,‖x‖=1
N∑
i=kA+1
‖ a′i[b1, . . . ,bkB]x ‖2
=
N∑
i=kA+1
‖ a′i[b1, . . . ,bkB]xmax ‖2
where xmax is the column vector with unit norm that achieves the maximum matrix norm. Similarly,
using the definition of the matrix norm again:
‖TkB,kB(A, B) ‖2= max∀x,‖x‖=1
N∑
i=kB+1
‖ a′i[b1, . . . ,bkB]x ‖2≥
N∑
i=kB+1
‖ a′i[b1, . . . ,bkB]xmax ‖2
≥
N∑
i=kA+1
‖ a′i[b1, . . . ,bkB]xmax ‖2=‖ TkA,kB(A, B) ‖2 .
Thus we have θkA,kB(A, B) ≤ θkB,kB(A, B).
Case (ii): Let y denote a column vector of length kA. Using the definition of matrix norm:
‖TkA,kA(A, B) ‖2= max∀y,‖y‖=1
N∑
i=kA+1
‖ a′i[b1, . . . ,bkA]y ‖2
Let z denote a column vector of length kA with xmax followed by kA − kB zeroes: z′ = [xmax 0 · · · 0]′.
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This vector has unit norm and [b1, . . . ,bkA]z = [b1, . . . ,bkB]xmax. Therefore,
‖ TkA,kA(A, B) ‖2 ≥
N∑
i=kA+1
‖ a′i[b1, . . . ,bkA]z ‖2=
N∑
i=kA+1
‖ a′i[b1, . . . ,bkB]xmax ‖2
= ‖ TkA,kB(A, B) ‖2 .
Thus we have θkA,kB(A, B) ≤ θkA,kA(A, B). 
Allowing kA = kB to find the maximum subspace distance reduces the search space from N2 to
N. We refer to the value of k for which θk,k(A, B) is the maximum subspace distance as the optimal
subspace dimension.
4.4.2 Subspace distance and the projection matrix
We define an N × N projection matrix P from {b1, . . . ,bN} to {a1, . . . , aN} as:
Pi, j = 〈ai,b j〉 = a′ib j (4.5)
where 〈∗, ∗〉 represents dot product of two vectors.
According to Theorem 2 below, the smallest singular value of its submatrix P1:k,1:k, consisting
of the first k rows and k columns of P, is equal to cos(θk,k(A, B)).
Theorem 2. If an N × N matrix P is built as in Eq. (4.5), and its submatrix P1:k,1:k has σk(P1:k,1:k)
as its smallest singular value, then σk(P1:k,1:k) = cos(θk,k(A, B)).
Proof. First we use Pi, j to express Tk,k(A, B) and T ′k,k(A, B)Tk,k(A, B).
Tk,k(A, B) = (I −
k∑
i=1
ai × a′i)[b1, . . . ,bk] = [b1, . . . ,bk] −
k∑
i=1
ai × [a′ib1, . . . , a′ibk]
= [b1, . . . ,bk] −
k∑
i=1
ai[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]
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T ′k,k(A, B)Tk,k(A, B) expressed using Pi, j becomes
T ′k,k(A, B)Tk,k(A, B)
=[b1, . . . ,bk]′[b1, . . . ,bk] − [b1, . . . ,bk]′
k∑
i=1
ai[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]
−
k∑
i=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′a′i[b1, . . . ,bk] +
k∑
i=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′a′i
k∑
j=1
a j[P j,1, . . . , P j,k]
=Ik×k −
k∑
i=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k] −
k∑
i=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]
+
k∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′ × a′ia j × [P j,1, . . . , P j,k]
=Ik×k − 2
k∑
i=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]
+
k∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′ × a′ia j × [P j,1, . . . , P j,k]
Using the fact that a′ia j = δ(i − j), we have
T ′k,k(A, B)Tk,k(A, B)
=Ik×k − 2
k∑
i=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k] +
k∑
i= j=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′ × a′ia j × [P j,1, . . . , P j,k]
+
k∑
j=1
k∑
i, j,i=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′ × a′ia j × [P j,1, . . . , P j,k]
=Ik×k − 2
k∑
i=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k] +
k∑
i= j=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′ × 1 × [P j,1, . . . , P j,k]
+
k∑
j=1
k∑
i, j,i=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′ × 0 × [P j,1, . . . , P j,k]
=Ik×k −
∑
i=1
[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]′[Pi,1, . . . , Pi,k]
=Ik×k − P′1:k,1:kP1:k,1:k
The value of sin(θk,k(A, B)) is defined earlier as ‖ Tk,k(A, B) ‖, which is the first singular value of
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Tk,k(A, B), the square root of the largest eigenvalue of T ′k,k(A, B)Tk,k(A, B). Following the previous
analysis, we have
sin2(θk,k(A, B)) =‖ Tk,k(A, B) ‖2= σ21(Tk,k(A, B)) = λ1(T ′k,k(A, B)Tk,k(A, B))
= λ1(Ik×k − P′1:k,1:kP1:k,1:k) = 1 − λk(P′1:k,1:kP1:k,1:k)
= 1 − σ2k(P1:k,1:k)
where λi stands for the i-th eigenvalue and σi for the i-th singular value. As a result, the following
holds true
cos(θk,k(A, B)) = σk(P1:k,1:k) (4.6)

To understand the result in Theorem 2, one can refer to the fact that the singular values of a
projection matrix P1:k,1:k are the scaling factors of projecting b1, . . . ,bk onto a1, . . . , ak via matrix
P1:k,1:k along different axes. For example, the largest singular value of P1:k,1:k shows the largest
projection from b1, . . . ,bk onto a1, . . . , ak, which results in the smallest angle between these two
subspaces. The axis in a1, . . . , ak corresponding to the largest singular value is most parallel to
b1, . . . ,bk. Similarly, the smallest singular value results in an axis in a1, . . . , ak that is most orthog-
onal to b1, . . . ,bk, and the resulting angle is the exact definition of the subspace angle.
It can be shown, as stated in Theorem 3 below, that by increasing the subspace dimension k, the
largest projection from b1, . . . ,bk onto a1, . . . , ak is non-decreasing with k and has 1 as its maximum
value. In other words, the axis in a1, . . . , ak becomes more parallel to b1, . . . ,bk with increasing k.
Theorem 3. If an N × N matrix P is built as in Eq. (4.5), and its submatrix P1:k,1:k has σk(P1:k,1:k)
as its smallest singular value and σ1(P1:k,1:k) as its largest singular value, then:
σ1(P1:k−1,1:k−1) ≤ σ1(P1:k,1:k), k = 2, . . . ,N (4.7)
σ1(P1:k,1:k) ≤ 1, k = 1, . . . ,N (4.8)
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The proof of Theorem 3 relies on the following Lemma.
Lemma 1: If an N × N matrix P is built as in Eq. 4.5, and ui is an N × 1 vector with i-th entry
nonzero,
ui(k) =

1 if k = i
0 if k , i
then we have
u′i P
′Pu j =

1 if i = j
0 if i , j
Proof.
u′i P
′Pu j = p′ip j =
N∑
k=1
Pk,iPk, j =
N∑
k=1
b′iaka
′
kb j = b
′
i(
N∑
k=1
aka′k)b j = b
′
i IN×Nb j = b
′
ib j
where pi is the i-th column of P, and IN×N is an identity matrix of size N × N. 
The proof of Theorem 3 follows.
Proof. For simplicity, we denote P1:k,1:k as Pk in this proof. We prove the result in Theorem 3 by
first proving that σ1(Pk) > σ1(Pk−1) and then proving that σ1(Pk) ≤ 1.
Pk =
Pk−1 uv′ c
 (4.9)
where u′ = [a′1bk, . . . , a
′
k−1bk], v
′ = [a′kb1, . . . , a
′
kbk−1], and c = a
′
kbk. Then P
′
kPk can be
constructed as follows
P′kPk =
P
′
k−1 v
u′ c

Pk−1 uv′ c
 =
P
′
k−1Pk−1 + vv
′ P′k−1u + cv
u′Pk−1 + cv′ u′u + c2

σ1(Pk) being the first singular value of Pk implies the following: first, σ21(Pk) is an eigenvalue
of P′kPk, i.e. P
′
kPkzk = σ
2
1(Pk)zk where zk is the corresponding eigenvector with unit norm; second,
‖ Pkz ‖≤ σ1(Pk) for any vector z with unit norm. Thus we have
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σ21(Pk) ≥
[
z′k−1 0
]
P′kPk
zk−10
 =
[
z′k−1 0
] P
′
k−1Pk−1zk−1 + vv
′zk−1
u′Pk−1zk−1 + cv′zk−1

= z′k−1P
′
k−1Pk−1zk−1 + z
′
k−1vv
′zk−1 = z′k−1σ
2
1(Pk−1)zk−1 + (v
′zk−1)2
≥ σ21(Pk−1)z′k−1zk−1 = σ21(Pk−1)
Since σ1(Pk) is non-negative, we have σ1(Pk) ≥ σ1(Pk−1).
σ1(Pk) ≤ 1 can be proved as follows.
For any x ∈ RN×1 with unit norm, we can represent it as a linear combination of ui, x =∑N
k=1 xiui, with
∑N
k=1 x
2
i = 1. Using the result from Lemma 1, we have
‖ Px ‖2= x′P′Px =
 N∑
i=1
xiu′i
 P′P N∑
j=1
x ju j =
N∑
i=1
 N∑
j=1
xix ju′i P
′Pu j
 = N∑
i=1
(
x2i
)
= 1
Therefore, σ1(P) = · · · = σN(P) and σ1(P) = max ‖ Px ‖= 1. As a result,
σ1(Pk) ≤ σ1(PN) = σ1(P) = 1

The results in Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) indicate that when σ1(P1:k,1:k) is already close enough to
1, further increasing the number of principal components can only slightly increase the ability to
differentiate between the two subspaces using the maximum subspace distance as the metric.
4.4.3 Estimating the optimal subspace dimension
Based on our results as stated in Theorems 1–3, we develop an estimation algorithm for the op-
timal subspace dimension. It is straightforward to find the optimal subspace dimension by obtaining
a1, . . . , aN and b1, . . . ,bN first, computing θk,k(A, B) for every k from 1 to N and determining the k
for which θk,k(A, B) is the maximum. However, we are interested in a less computationally expen-
sive method that does not require full knowledge of a1, . . . , aN and b1, . . . ,bN . Furthermore, our
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interest is in searching for a smaller k, which we refer to as the effective subspace dimension (ESD),
which corresponds to a subspace distance close enough to the maximum such that this value of k is
sufficiently effective at distinguishing between the two subspaces.
Our algorithm, which we call the getESD algorithm, relies on the results stated in Theorems 1-3.
Firstly, because of Theorem 1, we are able to limit our search of the optimal subspace dimension to
cases in which kA = kB = k. Secondly, since the values of subspace distance, θk,k(A, B), depend on
singular values of submatrix P1:k,1:k, as stated in Theorem 2, we can compute the subspace distance
θk,k(A, B) with only the knowledge of the first k eigenvectors of ΣA and ΣB. In other words, if we
have already tried values of k from 1 to K, the pair of (K + 1)-th eigenvectors is all the additional
information we need to get θK+1,K+1(A, B).
Finally, because of the property of singular values of submatrix P1:k,1:k, as stated in Theorem 3,
σ1(P1:k,1:k) is non-decreasing to 1. The closer σ1(P1:k,1:k) is to 1, the less distinguishable these two
subspaces become. As a result, we set a threshold on σ1(P1:k,1:k), and stop the algorithm when
σ1(P1:k,1:k) is above the threshold 1 − . Of course, a higher threshold leads to a wider search range
and a closer approximation of the optimal subspace dimension.
Overall, our algorithm computes an approximate value of θk,k(A, B) beginning with k = 1 and
increases k at each step; the algorithm stops when the subspace distance, θk,k(A, B), has dropped and
the largest singular value of P1:k,1:k is in a pre-defined neighborhood of 1. This observed θk,k(A, B)
is used as the estimated maximum subspace distance and the corresponding k becomes the effective
subspace dimension.
Figure 4.1 presents the pseudo-code of our algorithm, getESD, which returns ESD, the effective
subspace dimension, and θmax, the estimated maximum subspace distance, given two covariance
matrices, ΣA and ΣB, and , which defines the threshold at which the algorithm stops. Note that the
k-th eigenvectors of ΣA and ΣB are not computed until we are in the k-th iteration of the while loop.
Our implementation of this algorithm uses the power iteration method [78]. For each iteration in
our algorithm, we add one row and one column to the projection matrix along with the updated pair
of eigenvectors. During the k-th iteration of the while loop, we compute ak and bk, i.e., the k-th
eigenvectors of ΣA and ΣB, using the power iteration method. We then construct P1:k,1:k by adding
row vector [a′kb1, . . . , a
′
kbk−1] to the bottom of P1:k−1,1:k−1, and column vector [a
′
1b
′
k, . . . , a
′
kb
′
k] to
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the right. We then use the power iteration method again to calculate the singular values σ1(P1:k,1:k)
and σk(P1:k,1:k). The algorithm is run until the aforementioned stopping criteria is met.
4.4.4 Complexity analysis
By the naive approach, we would first calculate the two sets of eigenvectors and then the sub-
space distance for every possible pair of (kA, kB) to ascertain the maximum subspace distance. The
complexity of calculating the two sets of eigenvectors is O(N3). The complexity of calculating
the subspace distance for every possible pair of (kA, kB) is N2 ∗ O(N3) = O(N5). The computa-
tional complexity of the naive method which computes all eigenvectors to find the optimal subspace
dimension, therefore, is O(N5).
Theorem 4 states the computational complexity of the getESD algorithm.
Theorem 4. The getESD algorithm in Figure 4.1 for N nodes has a computational complexity of
O(Pk3 + k2N), where k is the resulting effective subspace dimension and P is the upper bound on
the number of iterations in the power method.
Proof. The analysis from previous subsection shows we can construct projection matrix in our
search of optimal subspace dimension. First let us look at the complexity of Equations (4.9) and
(4.10) for constructing P1:k,1:k and P′1:k,1:kP1:k,1:k with the knowledge of P
′
1:k−1,1:k−1P1:k−1,1:k−1 and
a1, . . . , ak,b1, . . . ,bk.
The complexity for calculating u, v and c isO(kN). The complexity for constructing P′1:k,1:kP1:k,1:k
is O(k2). The complexity for calculating eigenvalue of P′1:k,1:kP1:k,1:k using power iteration method
is O(Pk2) with P for the number of iterations necessary for convergence. Since k < N, the overall
complexity of algorithm getESD in k loops is O(Pk3 + k2N).

This shows that the getESD algorithm is significantly more computationally efficient compared
with the naive method. Of course, the naive method computes the exact optimal subspace dimension
while the getESD algorithm computes an approximation of it. We will demonstrate in Section 4.6
that this approximate result suffices to detect anomalies.
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procedure getESD(ΣA, ΣB, )
k ← 1 . number of Principal Components (PCs)
θ ← 0 . angle between two subspaces
ΣˆA ← ΣA . projection of ΣA on its last N − k PCs
ΣˆB ← ΣB . projection of ΣB on its last N − k PCs
θmax ← 0 . maximum angle observed
ESD← 0 . value of k corresponding to θmax
while (k ≤ N) do
ak ← estimated first PC of ΣˆA . k-th PC of ΣA
bk ← estimated first PC of ΣˆB . k-th PC of ΣB
construct P′1:k,1:kP1:k,1:k
σ1(P1:k,1:k)←
√
λ1(P′1:k,1:kP1:k,1:k)
σk(P1:k,1:k)←
√
λk(P′1:k,1:kP1:k,1:k)
θ′ ← arccos(σk(P1:k,1:k))
if (θ′ < θ & σ1(P1:k,1:k) > 1 − ) then
return (ESD, θmax)
end if
if (θ > θmax) then
θmax ← θ
ESD← k
end if
ΣˆA ← ΣˆA − ak × (a′k × ΣˆA)
ΣˆB ← ΣB − bk × (b′k × ΣˆB)
k ← k + 1
θ ← θ′
end while
return (ESD, θmax)
end procedure
Figure 4.1: The getESD algorithm: An efficient algorithm for finding an effective subspace dimen-
sion (ESD) and the corresponding estimate of the maximum subspace distance between the two
given matrices, ΣA and ΣB.
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4.5 Distributed Algorithm
When a multiplicity of points in a network are being monitored for anomalies, the data required
for the computation of covariance matrices has to be sampled at multiple nodes, some of them
geographically distant from each other. The centralized algorithm in Section 4.4 would require a
monitoring station to collect all the data from the collection nodes, compute the covariance matrices,
and then process the stream of matrices for anomalies. The prohibitive logging and communication
costs in this case form the motivation behind our distributed algorithm to allow an estimation of the
maximum subspace distance without a central station.
In the distributed case, no node can possess the knowledge of the entire covariance matrix
(which requires all of the data from all of the nodes) but each node can update and maintain its
corresponding entry in the eigenvector. As a result, each node will need to collaborate with its
neighbors to perform eigenvector/eigenvalue estimation in a distributed fashion.
4.5.1 Assumptions and system model
Let N be the total number of features being monitored. In practice, different nodes will have
different numbers of features to monitor. However, for purposes of simplicity and clarity, in this
section we will illustrate our distributed algorithm assuming there is one feature monitored at each
node — so, in this section, we will also assume that there are N nodes. As described in Section 4.1.1,
let M denote the number of consecutive time slots for which each of these N features would have
to be sampled to compute a covariance matrix (any two features have to be observed for a certain
length of time to ascertain the correlation between them). The input to the distributed algorithm,
therefore, is a stream of vectors of length M each, with each entry being a feature sampled at a
certain time slot.
Collectively, these vectors form an N × M matrix, X, with data collection of the n-th feature
X(n, :) available only at node n. Besides, for an eigenvector v of X, vn is estimated and stored at the
n-th node.
We also assume a weighted connection matrix W associated with an undirected graph composed
of these N nodes. Besides a self-loop for each node, an edge exists between any two nodes as long
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as they can communicate with each other directly (we make no assumptions on the protocol layer
for this communication, although the detection algorithm will achieve better performance at the IP
layer than at the application layer). Each edge is associated with a weight, and the total weight of
all edges connected to the same node is one. This makes the column sums and row sums of W equal
to one.
4.5.2 Average consensus
Our distributed algorithm, getESD-D, requires a distributed routine to compute the average of
certain values at all nodes but one which runs only locally at each node. If each of the N nodes
holds the value xn, n = 1, . . . ,N, Figure 4.2 presents the pseudo-code to compute the average
m = 1N
∑N
n=1 xn at each node locally.
The average consensus algorithm runs as follows. Let m(k)n be the estimate of the average by node
n in the k-th step. At the beginning, each node initializes its estimate as its current reading, m(0)n =
xn. At step k, each node sends its estimation to and receives estimates from all of its neighbors.
It then calculates the weighted sum of its own estimate and the estimates from its neighbors as
m(k+1)n =
∑
j=k or j∈n’s neighbor W(n, j)m
(k)
j . This is equivalent to calculating m
(k+1)
n as m
(k+1)
n = W(n, :
)[m(k)1 . . .m
(k)
N ]
′. After several steps, the actual average can be obtained by reading m(k)n .
Theorem 5. If the reading at node n is xn, n = 1, . . . ,N, the distributed average consensus algorithm
in Figure 4.2 returns a value which converges to m = 1N
∑N
n=1 xn.
Proof. The action of updating is equivalent to [m(k+1)1 , . . . ,m
(k+1)
N ]
T = W[m(k)1 , . . . ,m
(k)
N ]
T , and thus
equivalent to Wk[m(0)1 , . . . ,m
(0)
N ]
T = Wk[x1, . . . , xN]T .
Suppose the singular value decomposition of W is UΛU′, where columns of U are its eigenvec-
tors v1, . . . , vn, and Λ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the corresponding eigenvalues
λ1, . . . , λN . It follows that W2 = UΛU′UΛU′ = UΛ2U′, and Wk+1 = UΛU′Wk = UΛk+1U′.
Since W is assumed to have unit row sum and column sum, we have W1 = 1 and 1′W = 1′,
where 1 is an N × 1 vector with 1s as its entries. As a result, 1′W1 = N and the largest eigenvalue
is λ1 = 1 and the corresponding eigenvector is u1 = 1/
√
N. When k is large, diagonal entries of Λk,
i.e., [λk1, . . . , λ
k
N], converges to [1, 0, . . . , 0], and W
k converges to U[1, 0, . . . , 0]U′ = u1u′1 =
1
N 11
′.
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procedure AverageConsensus(xn,W)
m(0)n ← xn . initialize estimate
k ← 0 . step
for k = 1 : S do
sends m(k)n to its neighbors
receives m(k)i from its neighbors, i ∈ Neighbor(n)
m(k+1)n ← ∑i∈Neighbor(n) Wn,im(k)i
end for
return m(k)n
end procedure
Figure 4.2: The average consensus procedure.
procedure PowerIteration(C, )
v(0) ← randomly chosen N × 1 vector . initialize
k ← 0 . step
while True do
v(k+1) ← Cv(k)
if ‖ v(k+1) − v(k) ‖<  then
return v(k+1)/ ‖ v(k+1) ‖
end if
k ← k + 1
end while
end procedure
Figure 4.3: The centralized power iteration procedure.
As a result, [m(k)1 . . .m
(k)
N ]
T converges to 1N 11
′[m(k)1 . . .m
(k)
N ]
T = ( 1N
∑N
n=1 xn)1. 
4.5.3 Distributed power iteration method
The goal of a distributed power iteration method is to allow nodes that are remotely located to
cooperate in their estimation of the most significant principal component of a dataset. Figure 4.3
presents the pseudo-code for a centralized power iteration method which estimates the first principal
component v given a covariance matrix C. The method rests on the result of Theorem 6 below.
Theorem 6. Given a matrix C, its first eigenvector can be estimated by limk→∞ C
kv
‖Ckv‖ , where v is a
random vector.
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Proof. Suppose principal components of Σ are v1, . . . , vN , with corresponding eigenvalue λ1, . . . , λN .
Express initialization v(0) in terms of vn as
v(0) =
N∑
n=1
cnvn, (4.10)
then we have the following
w(k) = Σkv(0) = Σk
N∑
n=1
cnvn =
N∑
n=1
cnΣkvn =
N∑
n=1
cnλknvn
= λk1(c1v1 +
N∑
n=2
cn(
λn
λ1
)kvn).
When k is large enough, the second term goes to zero (for λnλ1 1) and w(k) would be in the direction
of v1. 
In the following, we develop and describe a distributed version of the power iteration method.
First, we describe how power iteration can be performed without involving the covariance matrix
C. In the k-th step of the centralized power iteration method shown in Figure 4.3, v(k+1) needs to be
updated by multiplying with C. In the absence of C, v(k+1) can be computed as
v(k+1) = Cv(k)
=
1
M − 1 XX
′v(k)
=
1
M − 1 X[x
′
1 . . . x
′
N]v
(k)
=
1
M − 1 X
N∑
i=1
x′iv
(k)
i
Here xn is the n-th row of raw data X (the raw data that is collected by node n locally). The n-th
entry of the estimated principal component at (k + 1)-th step is:
v(k+1)n =
1
M − 1xnz
(k) (4.11)
where z(k) =
∑N
n=1 x
′
nv
(k)
n . Since the n-th node has access to xn and x′nv
(k)
n , it is able to compute
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procedure PowerIteration-D(xn, xˆn, )
v(0)n ← randomly chosen value . initialize
k ← 0 . step
while True do
z(k) ← N × AverageConsensus(x′nv(k)n ,W)
v(k+1)n ← 1M−1 xˆnz(k)
e(k)n ← AverageConsensus((v(k+1)n − v(k)n )2,W)
if e(k)n <  then
ln ← AverageConsensus((v(k+1)n )2,W)
return 1√
ln
v(k+1)n
end if
k ← k + 1
end while
end procedure
Figure 4.4: The distributed power iteration method.
v(k+1)n after it uses the average consensus process to get z(k). The norm of v(k) and v(k+1) − v(k) can be
achieved by applying average consensus on (v(k)n )2 and (v
(k+1)
n − v(k)n )2.
Our distributed version of the power iteration method is shown in Figure 4.4. Note that the
input to this algorithm is xn, raw data visible to the node running the algorithm, with the method
requiring no knowledge of covariance matrix C. Besides xn, the algorithm takes an additional input,
xˆn, which we explain in Section 4.5.4. For now, it suffices to know that xˆn = xn for the estimation
of vn. The estimated principal component is normalized before it is returned, and each node only
needs to estimate one entry of v(k) in each step.
4.5.4 The getESD-D algorithm
In this section, we present the getESD-D algorithm, the decentralized implementation of our
algorithm in Figure 4.1. In each iteration of the while loop in this algorithm, the estimation of the
first principal component and the corresponding eigenvalue is achieved by calling the distributed
power iteration method.
After obtaining ak and bk, P1:k,1:k can be constructed as follows. Recall that Pi, j =
∑N
n=1 ai(n)b j(n),
entries of row vector [a′kb1, . . . , a
′
kbk−1] and column vector [a
′
1b
′
k, . . . , a
′
kb
′
k] can be calculated by
calling the distributed algorithm for average consensus on ai(n)b j(n). Then we can add the row
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vector [a′kb1, . . . , a
′
kbk−1] to the bottom of P1:k−1,1:k−1, and column vector to its right to construct
P1:k,1:k.
Note that at the end of each while loop of Figure 4.1, the part corresponding to ak and bk are
subtracted from covariance matrices ΣˆA and ΣˆB. Without the subtraction, the eigenvector v(k+1) can
be equivalently estimated using distributed power iteration as follows. Let ak be the estimate for the
k-th eigenvector of dataset X, then
v(k+1) = (C − aka′kC)v(k)
= Cv(k) − 1
M − 1aka
′
kXX
′v(k)
= Cv(k) − 1
M − 1ak
 N∑
i=1
ak(i)xi

 N∑
j=1
x′nv
(k)
n

= Cv(k) − 1
M − 1ak
 N∑
i=1
ak(i)xi
 z(k),
where z(k) is defined as in Eq. (4.11). In particular, the n-th entry of the eigenvector v(k+1) can be
estimated by:
v(k+1)n =
(
Cv(k)
)
n
− 1
M − 1ak(n)
 N∑
i=1
ak(i)xi
 z(k)
=
1
M − 1xnz
(k) − 1
M − 1ak(n)
 N∑
i=1
ak(i)xi
 z(k)
=
1
M − 1(xn − ak(n) f (ak, X))z
(k)
where f (ak, X) =
∑N
i=1 ak(i)xi. As a result, a copy of the readings at node n, denoted by xˆn, can be
updated using xn − ak(n) f (ak, X) to allow equivalent estimation as in Figure 4.1.
The distributed algorithm that combines the aforementioned computations is shown in Fig-
ure 4.5.
4.5.5 Complexity Analysis
In this subsection, we first analyze the computational complexity and the communication com-
plexity of the distributed version of the power iteration method. Let k be the number of principal
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procedure getESD-Distributed(xn, yn, )
k ← 1 . number of Principal Components (PCs)
θ ← 0 . angle between two subspaces
θmax ← 0 . maximum angle observed
xˆn ← xn . copy of xn
yˆn ← yn . copy of yn
ESD← 0 . value of k corresponding to θmax
while (k ≤ N) do
ak(n)← PowerIteration-D(xn, xˆn, )
bk(n)← PowerIteration-D(yn, yˆn, )
construct P′1:k,1:kP1:k,1:k
σ1(P1:k,1:k)←
√
λ1(P′1:k,1:kP1:k,1:k)
σk(P1:k,1:k)←
√
λk(P′1:k,1:kP1:k,1:k)
θ′ ← arccos(σk(P1:k,1:k))
if (θ′ < θ & σ1(P1:k,1:k) > 1 − ) then
return (ESD, θmax)
end if
if (θ > θmax) then
θmax ← θ
ESD← k
end if
fX ← AverageConsensus(ak(n)xn,W)
xˆn ← xˆn − ak(n) fX
fY ← AverageConsensus(bk(n)yn,W)
yˆn ← yˆn − bk(n) fY
k ← k + 1
θ ← θ′
end while
return (ESD, θmax)
end procedure
Figure 4.5: The distributed algorithm, getESD-D running at node n to find an effective subspace
dimension (ESD) and the corresponding estimate of the maximum subspace distance between the
two given datasets, X and Y .
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components needs to be estimated, then the overall computational and communication complexity
of getESD-D is shown in the following two theorems.
Theorem 7. The computational complexity of getESD-D is O(kPM∆S ) for M measurements at
each node, where S is an upper bound for number of steps for converging in the average consensus,
and P is the upper bound for number of steps for converging of the method itself.
Proof. The most computationally expensive part is in calculating z(k)n . When the size of measure-
ments is M, the length of x′nv
(k)
n is also M. Assuming the maximum degree of each node is ∆,
then the process of average consensus in S steps has complexity of O(∆S ) for each entry of x′nv(k)n .
Overall, the computational complexity of the distributed power iteration method running for P steps
is O(PM∆S ). As a result, the overall computational complexity of getESD-D using O(k) power
iterations is O(kPM∆S ). 
Theorem 8. The communication complexity of getESD-D is O(kM∆+kP∆S ) for M measurements
at N nodes in a network with a maximum degree of ∆, where S is an upper bound for number of
steps for converging in the average consensus, and P is the upper bound for number of steps for
converging of the method itself.
Proof. We consider the number of messages that one node needs to send when the algorithm is
running. Again, let the maximum degree of each node be ∆. At the very step, the node needs to
send its observation xn to its neighbors, leading to communication cost of O(M∆). After that, this
node only needs to update its neighbors about its estimate v(k)n . The number of messages sent for
each power iteration is O(∆S ). Overall, the communication complexity of the distributed power
iteration method running for P steps is O(M∆ + P∆S ). The overall communication complexity of
getESD-D using O(k) power iterations is O(kM∆ + kP∆S ). 
Notice that in a central setting, the computational cost for calculating covariance matrix is
O(N2M), and is O(PN2) for P steps of the power method. The messages containing information
about principal components sent from the center to all nodes would be O(N3) in the best case and
O(N4) in the worst case.
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It is also worth noticing that the number of steps for the average consensus process S depends
on the ratio of λ2(W)/λ1(W), the second and first eigenvalue of the weight matrix W: the smaller
ratio results in a smaller S . For a sparse graph, such condition can be easily met. Similarly, the
upper bounds on the number of iterations in the distributed power method P relies on the ratio of
λ2(C)/λ1(C), the second and first eigenvalues of C. In our CAIDA traffic data, the ratio could be
as small as 3E–4, which means only a couple of iteration for 7000-dimensional dataset would be
enough to reach a convergence.
4.6 Simulation results
4.6.1 Verification of theorems
In this subsection, we show that our theoretic results in Theorems 1–3 hold true with experiment
result on randomly generated covariance matrices. Each of the two N × N random covariance
matrices is built as follows: first, build a N × N random matrix R, each entry of which is an random
number independently selected from normal distribution; the covariance matrix is a result of R′ × R
to ensure the symmetric property of covariance matrices.
Figure 4.6 shows the pre-defined subspace distance between [a1, . . . , ak] and [b1, . . . ,bk], the
smallest and the largest singular value of submatrix P1:k,1:k when k varies from 1 to the dimension
of the matrix N = 20.
This simulation result supports our theoretical result. First, it is evident that the cosine of sub-
space distance is indeed equal to the smallest singular value of the submatrix of the projection
matrix P1:k,1:k, as we have stated in Theorem 2. Second, the largest singular value of P1:k,1:k is
non-decreasing, with maximum equal to 1, as we have stated in Theorem 3.
4.6.2 Estimation of subspace distance
We use anonymized passive traffic traces from four monitors of CAIDA (Cooperative Asso-
ciation for Internet Data Analysis) connected to high-speed Internet backbone links of Tier1 ISPs:
equinix-chicago-dirA, equinix-chicago-dirB, equinix-sanjose-dirA, and equinix-sanjose-dirB [135].
The following six features of each packet are selected for data analysis: source IP address, destina-
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Figure 4.6: The subspace angle and singular values of P1:k,1:k with varying k
tion IP address, source port number, destination port number, protocol and packet size. This allows
a total of 4 × 6 = 24 features. We compute the 24 × 24 covariance matrix of these features for
every time window of 50 milliseconds and compare it to the covariance matrix corresponding to the
previous time window.
Our results with Internet backbone traffic data show that the maximum subspace distance be-
tween two covariance matrices corresponding to consecutive time windows has a mean of 89.82
degrees and is close to 90 degrees with high probability. This shows that we can always choose
two sets of principal components—one set for each covariance matrix with size equal to the optimal
subspace dimension—that are almost orthogonal to each other in order to capture and successfully
detect anomalous changes.
Fig. 4.7 shows that the effective subspace dimension rarely exceeds 8 with an average of 4.33,
a significant reduction compared to the 24 principal components that would have to be examined to
find the actual maximum subspace distance.
As also shown in Fig. 4.7, the effective subspace dimension is almost always smaller than the
optimal subspace dimension, which has an average of about 16.5 and can be as high as 23. Even
though it is true in the case of most real data that the first few principal components are the most
significant in capturing the internal structure of the data while the last few are comparatively trivial,
Fig. 4.7 shows that the optimal subspace dimension cannot often be computed by considering only
a few fixed number of significant principal components. The getESD algorithm, therefore, offers a
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Figure 4.7: The optimal and the effective subspace dimension for estimating the maximum sub-
space distance between covariance matrices corresponding to consecutive time windows in Internet
backbone traffic traces.
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Figure 4.8: Relative percentage error of the estimated maximum subspace distance between covari-
ance matrices corresponding to consecutive time windows in Internet backbone traffic traces.
solution to determine an effective number of principal components to obtain a good approximation
of the maximum subspace distance.
Fig. 4.8 shows that the relative percentage error of the estimated maximum subspace distance
computed by the getESD algorithm rarely exceeds 5%. In fact, the average relative percentage error
is as small as 0.64%.
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Figure 4.9: Estimated principal component using distributed power iteration
4.6.3 Evaluating the distributed power iteration method
We use three metrics to evaluate the estimation result. The first metric, trajectory bias, quantifies
the closeness of the estimated principal component to a unit-norm vector. It is the vector norm of the
estimated principal component and the trajectory should be 1 if the estimate is properly normalized.
The second metric, projection bias, quantifies the bias of the estimate in the direction. The third
metric, MSE or mean squared error, quantifies the closeness of the estimate to the actual principal
component.
Simulation setting for result in Figure 4.9 uses 100 nodes, with sample size varying from 200
to 4000, and a maximum of 10 steps is used for average consensus. In average, the result converges
after around 20 distributed power iterations. The result shows that the estimated eigenvector has unit
norm and is in the same direction with the actual eigenvector; the mean squared error falls below
0.1% when the sample size is larger than 3600.
We also compare the result of MSE due to our distributed power iteration method with that of the
centralized power iteration method as shown in Figure 4.10. The MSE as a result of the distributed
method and the centralized method is quite close: given partial data, both methods experience
similarly large MSE when the size of input data is small. These results show that our distributed
version of power iteration method can achieve an estimate as good as using the centralized method.
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Figure 4.10: The mean square error between the actual principal component with the estimated
principal component. The estimation of principal component is performed using the distributed
power iteration and the centralized power iteration when the sample size increases.
4.6.4 Application on anomaly detection
For the purpose of anomaly detection, we use the effective subspace dimension and the optimal
subspace dimension as a result of comparing ΣB and ΣA. Here, ΣB denotes the before-traffic (dataset
BEFORE), and is assumed to represent the normal traffic, while ΣA is the covariance matrix of the
after-traffic (dataset AFTER), where some anomalous traffic has been injected into the network. We
then construct a normal subspace that consists of the first few principal components of ΣB, which is
assumed to be the normal subspace and distinct from that of ΣA.
We compare our technique with one of the popular technique for network anomaly detection, the
subspace method, and show that our method show similar detection ability and, more importantly,
can detect anomalies that could be missed by the subspace method.
The subspace method
An underlying assumption of the subspace method is that given a dataset of network traffic, a
small amount of principal components are enough to represent the characteristic of the dataset due
to its low-dimension property. Since the importance of a principal component is defined by the
variance it captures, in the subspace method, a normal subspace of low dimension, U, is built such
that it consists of the first few principal components, i.e. the minimum set of principal components
that capture some pre-defined percentage of variance in the dataset.
As a result, the projection of normal data onto the normal subspace captures most of the data,
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Table 4.1: Number of principal components that captures 99.9% variance with varying λ, when the
data dimension is 100.
λ 75 100 200 500
number of PC(s) 10 7 3 2
and the projection of anomalous data, whose characteristic is not in the aforementioned normal
subspace, will only capture very little of the data. Once such normal subspace U has been built, the
projection residual of a single vector x is defined as ‖ (I − UU′) ‖, where I is the identity matrix.
Such-defined projection residual is the residual of the data after it has been projected to the nor-
mal subspace: if the data is normal, the projection residual should be small; otherwise, an unusually
large projection residual will be observed. The projection residual, therefore, shows the level of
abnormality, also known as the abnormal score. After the normal subspace has been modeled, the
detection process is simply thresholding on the projection residual, and projection residuals above
the threshold will trigger the alarm [46].
The test data
One of the two datasets for experiment is synthetic data. Assume singular value decomposition
of its covariance matrix is Σ = UΛV , then U′ = V since covariance matrix Σ is symmetric, columns
of U are eigenvectors of Σ and principal components of data that has covariance Σ, and Λ is a diag-
onal matrix, the k-th entry of whose diagonal shows the amount of variance that the k-th principal
component captures. We set the diagonal values of Λ to be a set of values that are exponentially
decaying, Λ(k, k) = exp(λ − λ ∗ k), and set a set of random orthonormal vectors to be columns of
U. The synthetic dataset is drawn from random Gaussian distribution with zero mean and Σ as its
covariance matrix. One example of the diagonal entries of Λ built with λ = 75 is shown in Fig-
ure 4.11, where 10% of the principal components captures more than 99.9% of the total variance.
Of course, a larger λ leads to a smaller set of principal component that captures the same level of
variance, as presented in Table 4.1.
The other dataset is the anonymized passive traffic traces from one of CAIDA’s monitors on
high-speed Internet backbone links, equinix-chicago-dirA [13]. We consider the histogram of
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Figure 4.11: The amount variance captured by each principal components of the test data model
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Figure 4.12: The amount variance captured by each principal components of the histogram data
packet sizes and protocol of the packets flowing over a single link within 25ms. The number of
bins is 75 for packet sizes and 5 for protocol types, leading to a feature vector of length 80. For
the trace lasting 1 minute, we obtain around 2400 examples of the feature vectors and use them to
calculate a covariance matrix.
The amount of variance captured by each principal component is shown in Figure 4.12. As
we can see, the histogram of packets of the real network traffic has the same property with the
synthetic dataset generated with large λ : a very small set of principal components captures most of
the variance in a high-dimensional dataset, which is also assumed by the subspace method.
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4.6.5 Anomaly detection using Projection Residual
For the purpose of anomaly detection, we use the effective subspace dimension to construct a
normal subspace that consists of the first few principal components of ΣB (covariance matrix of
dataset BEFORE), which is assumed to be normal. We then project dataset BEFORE and dataset
AFTER onto the normal subspace, and use the projection residual to indicate the level of abnormal-
ity. The projection residual of the dataset BEFORE and AFTER is shown in the top of Figure 4.13. It
is clear that the dataset BEFORE has small projection residuals, which is expected; dataset AFTER
has large projection residuals, indicating it has different property in terms of covariance matrix.
We also compare this result with the subspace method, where the dimension of normal subspace
captures 99.5% of the variance in the dataset, as shown at the bottom of Figure 4.13. The projection
residual result of subspace method is similar to our algorithm getESD.
We show in Figure 4.14 the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve showing the relation-
ship between hit rate and false alarm rate when the threshold is set differently. Given a threshold
for the projection residual, the hit rate is defined as the percentage of datapoints in dataset AFTER
whose projection residual is above the threshold, and the false alarm rate is defined as the percent-
age of datapoints in dataset BEFORE whose projection is above the threshold. The ROC curve is a
result of varying threshold from 0 to 4 with step size equal to 1e − 3. The two methods, subspace
method and getESD, have similar performance in detecting dataset AFTER being different from
dataset BEFORE: the best performance of subspace method in detecting dataset AFTER is hit rate
99.9% with false alarm rate 0.1% when the threshold is around 0.29; while the getESD has 100% hit
rate with 0% false alarm rate when the threshold is set between 0.1 and 0.26. This result shows that
the performance of anomaly detection using the effective subspace dimension to construct normal
subspace is as good as that using the dimension defined by variance.
4.6.6 Anomaly detection against normal traffic spoofing
We define normal traffic spoofing as follows: suppose the anomaly detection of a system relies
on some publicly known profile of normal traffic, i.e. the normal subspace, then inserting anomalous
traffic that resides in the normal subspace is called normal traffic spoofing.
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Figure 4.13: Projection residual of dataset BEFORE and AFTER onto normal subspace. Top:
the dimension of normal subspace is a result of our algorithm, getESD. Bottom: the dimension
of normal subspace is the minimum number of principal components that captures 99.5% of the
variance in the dataset.
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Figure 4.14: Receiver operating characteristic curve as a result of getESD and the subspace method.
In this subsection, we consider a particular case where the set of principal components for
the normal traffic is the same as the set for the anomalous traffic, while the order of the principal
components is changed because of the attack data. A real case could be that an attacker learns the
normal subspace and designs the traffic data following the normal pattern. Suppose an anomaly
detection system uses the histogram of packet sizes and protocols as traffic features. In order to
launch a denial of service attack that evades detection, the attacker can design the size of attack
packets such that the attack traffic follows the direction of one principal component in the normal
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subspace. As a result, the order of principal components of the attack traffic can differ from that of
the normal traffic.
Suppose the normal dataset has N × N covariance matrix ΣB = UΛU′, where U = V ′ =
[u1, . . . ,uN] with random orthonormal columns, and Λ(k, k) = exp(λ − λ ∗ k). Assume the injected
anomalous traffic behaves as the 4-th principal component in the normal subspace, and the resulting
covariance matrix becomes ΣA = VΛAV ′, with V = [v1, . . . , vN], and
vn =

u4 if n = 3
u3 if n = 4
un o.w.
In other words, the injected anomalous traffic changes the order of importance of these two principal
components, u3 and u4, both of which resides in the normal subspace.
Under this setting, we find that the effective subspace dimension is 3, while the dimension for the
normal subspace that captures 99.5% variance is 8. We present in Figure 4.15 the projection residual
before and after such anomalous traffic has been injected. One thing we observe from Figure 4.15
is that because the anomalous data resides in the normal subspace, there is no difference between
the projection residual of normal data and anomalous data when the normal subspace dimension
is defined by the variance. It indicates that the variance-defined subspace is not able to detect the
anomaly that spoofed as normal traffic.
The projection residual when the normal subspace is defined by the effective subspace dimen-
sion is high for both BEFORE and AFTER datasets. At the first sight, this result alone may indicate
high detection rate with high false alarm rate. However, the result of our getESD method shows in
Figure 4.16 that the subspace distance between two subsets, one for the normal traffic and one for
the anomalous traffic, reaches a local maximum when subspace dimension is only 3, indicating that
the difference between these two datasets can be told by the first three principal components. It also
explains the larger projection residuals we observe in Figure 4.15. A close examination of output of
the getESD algorithm shows that the order of the first 4 principal components of the attack traffic
has been changed, and the anomaly resides along the 4th principal components of the normal data.
It takes other actions such as examining the traffic that resides along the 4th principal components
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Figure 4.15: Projection residual of test data in anomalous subspace, the dimension of which is
defined by our method and the subspace method. Top: dataset BEFORE. Bottom: dataset AFTER
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Figure 4.16: Subspace distance using different number of principal components
of the normal data in order to filter out the attack traffic.
As a result, we conclude that the getESD algorithm is not under the impact of normal traffic
spoofing as the subspace does. Instead, our algorithm can be applied to tell which one or set of
principal components have been spoofed in the anomalous data.
4.6.7 Running time comparison
The computational complexity of the subspace method is O(N3), which is much larger than the
complexity of getESD, O(Pk3 + k2N), when both P and k is small.
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Figure 4.17: Comparing running time of GetESD with that of the subspace method.
Figure 4.17 compares the running time of our algorithm with that of the subspace method on the
synthetic data. We observe that a larger λ leads to shorter running time for the getESD algorithm.
This is expected since steeper decaying variance leads to faster converges of the power method. We
observe that with varying λ, the running time of the subspace method does not vary much, since the
subspace method need to compute the whole set of principal components before it tries to analyze
the amount of variance captured by each principal component. When λ is 500, the running time of
our algorithm is only half of what takes the subspace method.
4.7 Concluding Remarks
The two algorithms presented in this chapter, getESD and getESD-D, reduce the computational
overhead of comparing two sets of traffic features for real-time anomaly detection. Meanwhile, it
also retains an ability to distinguish between two datasets for traffic features that is close to what
an optimal algorithm would accomplish. These two algorithms combined can be a general-purpose
tool for comparing structural differences between evolving traffic patterns. They are applicable in
almost any scenario that involves either processing a stream of matrices for centralized real-time
detection of developing changes or processing a stream of raw measurements for distributed real-
time detection.
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5. Conclusions and future work
5.1 System monitoring
The concept of system monitoring is nothing new, for there exist numerous products in practice
for monitoring purposes. However, the current challenge for system monitoring arises from the
increasing complexity of a system as well as its vulnerability to increasingly sophisticated attacks.
During monitoring, the type of measurements as well as the data collection method need to be
carefully designed to reflect the overall status of the system. Furthermore, one cannot ignore the
costs associated with monitoring which can interfere with the normal operation of a system and
deplete the supply of resources available for the system.
To overcome the aforementioned challenges, we propose two monitoring tools in this disser-
tation. Both of these tools are efficient in incurring reduced monitoring costs while effective in
preserving useful information of the data to be collected. Our approaches exploit the sparsity of the
data with an underlying assumption that most of the measurements are sparse. This assumption im-
plies that if we transform the data into some basis, we only need a small amount of its representation
to keep most of its information.
5.1.1 C-MON
The first of our proposed monitoring tools is based on compression, referred to as C-MON. In C-
MON, performance-related measurements are first transformed into a basis, and the most significant
entries of the resulting representation in the basis are kept and then used for data recovery and
analysis. The major contribution of our work is the best-basis algorithm employed in C-MON. This
algorithm automatically adapts the transform basis to the structure of the measurements, achieving
an extremely high compression ratio. Our simulation results on measurements of a data center show
that using C-MON, a reconstruction error lower than 1% is achieved when the sample size is only
1%. We find C-MON effective in requiring a small data size while capturing most content of the
orignial data.
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5.1.2 CS-MON
Our second monitoring tool, termed as CS-MON, is based on compressive sampling. The tech-
nique of compressive sampling is a non-adaptive technique originally developed for image compres-
sion, and our work is among the first few to apply compressive sampling for system monitoring. In
CS-MON, performance-related measurements are sampled using compressive sampling, and the re-
sulting samples are kept and then used for data analysis. When further analysis is required, linear
programming algorithms can be applied to recover the full-length data. The technique of compres-
sive sampling significantly reduces the costs associated with information collection by sampling
data directly into a compressed form. Its low-complexity sampling process allows CS-MON appli-
cable for any system that asks for a low cost associated with data collection.
We also contribute to the adaptive-rate mechanism used in CS-MON. In our approach, the sam-
ple size is automatically adjusted to the structure of the measurements such that a larger sample
size is used for measurements that contain more information. The goal is to use a sample size large
enough to capture all information without incurring too much cost. We show that the reconstructed
data preserves useful information for the detection of abrupt changes and trends in measurements
collected from a data center, achieving 90% hit rate when the sample size is 25%.
5.2 Anomaly detection
Employment of anomaly detection is critical to ensure the reliability and security of a system.
Traditional approaches for fault detection rely on signatures of known conditions such as system
failures or malicious attacks. These signature-based approaches, however, can fail when confronted
with unknown conditions due to new circumstances or new attacks. On the contrary, anomaly
detection techniques do not rely on a dictionary of known signatures, but treat conditions of interest
as outliers not obeying a normal behavior.
Developing a pervasively effective technique for anomaly detection is challenging. The com-
plexity of a system adds to the difficulty of deriving a normal behavior, while the increasingly
sophisticated attacks make it crucial to define an outlier. In this dissertation, we tackle the problem
of anomaly detection from different angles. In our first approach for anomaly detection, we propose
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a new possibility for the definition of normal behavior and outliers by showing that anomaly detec-
tion can be applied directly on compressed measurements. The other two approaches improve upon
state-of-the-art techniques in defining the normal behavior. In our second approach, we character-
ize performance-related measurements as a stream of covariance matrices, one for each designated
window of time, and then use observed changes in the covariance matrices to infer anomalies in the
system. In our third approach, anomalies in a system are detected using a distributed algorithm when
only steams of raw measurement vectors, one for each time window, are available and distributed
among multiple locations.
5.2.1 Anomaly detection with compressed measurements
In our first approach for anomaly detection, we propose to apply state-of-the-art anomaly de-
tection techniques directly on the compressed measurements. We use the low-complexity data col-
lection of compressive sampling with a reduced cost for data reconstruction. The data collection
is similar to CS-MON, where performance-related measurements are processed using compressive
sampling. However, instead of being used only for recovering the original data, the compressed
measurements are analyzed directly for anomaly detection. Our theoretical results show that impor-
tant statistical properties of the raw data—in particular, mean, variance, and correlation changes—
are well preserved in the compressed measurements, allowing us to exploit these properties of the
compressed measurements for anomaly detection (step one). Once an anomaly is detected, we can
use the compressed measurements to recover the full-length data for further analysis (step two).
Our simulation results on measurements of a data center show that detection performance using
our two-step detection mechanism is promising: the achieved hit rate is greater than 95% when the
sample size is only 18% and the false alarm rate is fixed at 0.5%.
5.2.2 Centralized anomaly detection using covariance matrices
In our second approach we detect anomalies in a system by detecting changes in the correlation
pattern of its features. We use covariance matrices of performance-related measurements to sum-
marize system status. In this way, we place no assumption on the distribution of the measurements.
Moreover, covariance matrices provide the correlations between each pair of features, the exact in-
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formation we need to detect changes in the correlation pattern of a system. To quantify correlation
changes between two covariance matrices, we introduce a new metric called the maximum subspace
distance. We also develop an efficient algorithm to estimate this metric with reduced complexity.
The estimate by our algorithm, termed the effective subspace dimension, is then employed to define
the dimension of the normal behavior for anomaly detection. The simulation results on backbone
network traffic show that the effective subspace dimension reduces the dimension by more than 70%
while the average relative percentage error is as small as 0.64%. Results of anomaly detection using
the effective subspace dimension is similar to that of state-of-the-art techniques. However, with the
reduced dimension employed for detection, our method has improved efficiency.
5.2.3 Distributed anomaly detection using raw measurements
Our third approach also defines the dimension of normal subspace using the effective subspace
dimension, an estimate of the maximum subspace distance. However, we consider a special case
where the covariance matrices are not available for the estimation. In particular, raw measurements
that can be used for computing the covariance matrices are distributed among several locations.
Under this condition, we propose a low-complexity distributed algorithm for the estimation of the
effective subspace dimension, where neighboring locations exchange their measurements and their
own estimates of the subspace to update their estimates. The converged estimate of the subspace
help each location to determine the effective subspace dimension. We show that in the distributed
scenario, the detection performance of our estimate is as effective as that using the maximum sub-
space distance and that of the centralized algorithm.
5.3 Future work
With regards to system monitoring using compressive sampling, our work in Chapter 2 has lim-
ited the measurements to numerical values. Many applications of system monitoring, however, deal
with non-numerical values such as program execution traces for malware detection. An extension of
our approach to work with non-numerical measurements can broaden the applicability of compres-
sive sampling for system monitoring. One solution is to map non-integer values into integers before
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applying compressive sampling. However, the mapping should be appropriately designed such that
both the underlying correlation and sparsity of the original values are well preserved in their mapped
values. For example, for natural language processing, a simple mapping from words to numbers can
lose important correlations between letters in the same word or correlations between two words in
a sentence. As a result, the solution for compressive sampling with non-numerical datasets would
acquire sophisticated techniques specific to its application to preserve the properties of sparsity and
correlations in the non-numerical data.
In Chapter 2 we propose the best basis algorithm to automatically adjust the basis to the structure
of the underlying data. In our current implementation, the best basis is selected from a dictionary of
bases that are persuasively used for data compression. Instead of using a dictionary of bases, we can
learn the data structure during the monitoring process, and use the learned information to derive new
bases in which the data has extremely low sparsity. Incorporating the data structure into the basis
design for compressive sampling is a potential area of research that has not yet been investigated.
We have solved in Chapter 3 the relationship between the correlation of compressed measure-
ments and that of the original data, and have shown how the properties of compressed measurements
can be exploited to detect anomalies effectively. Most of current work on compressive sampling,
including ours, uses random Gaussian matrices for sampling. So far, we have not investigated the
influence of different sampling matrices on the detection results. As a matter of fact, the design of
sampling matrix for compressive sampling other than using random matrices is brand-new. How-
ever, we expect the sampling matrix to be able to extract information in the original data useful for
anomaly detection. Future work should include novel designs for a sampling matrix that leads to a
smaller amount of compressed measurements but still captures sufficient information for anomaly
detection.
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